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1J1 nrrtunrb 
Again the hands of time remind us 
that we have reached one more miJ_estone on 
our collegiate journey. Having left behind 
us the pleasures and frivolities in which 
we indulged as un<;lerclassmen, we now 
find new duties and obligations resting 
upon us; one of which is the publication 
of our College Annual. 
It has been the endeavor of the Board 
this year to make the 1914 IVY worthy of 
our class. Whether or not we have suc-
ceeded in our efforts remains for you to 
judge. While we cannot expect to please 
all in every detail, we hope that, on the 
whole, this number of the IVY will meet 
with your approval. 
We take this opportunity of acknowl-
edging our gratitude to Beij '15, Peck '15, 
Young '15, Baker '16, . ]. and W. B . 
George '16, O'Connor '16, Mr. Otto 
Cushing of "Life," and Miss Harriet E. 
Beards of West Orange, N. J., for their 
contributions of sketches and drawings; 
T. G. Brown '13, for his literary contribu-
tions; Swift '13, Noble '13, Bassford '14, 
for photographs; Leland '14, for his assist-
ance in compiling; and especially Professor Cranston Brenton and 
Dr. Arthur Adams for their kindly criticisms and proof reading. 
In making a retrospect, we find that much might be said concern-
ing those things that are of interest to us as undergraduates. As a 
Board we might mention some of our ambitions, trials, and discour-
agements in compiling this book. We refrain, however, from any 
further discussion and, without more ado, present to you the 1914 
Ivv. 
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TO 
JOHN PIERPONT MORGAN, LL. D. 
IN RECOGNITION OF HIS LEADERSHIP IN AFFAIRS, 
IN ADMIRATION OF HIS SERVICES TO OUR COUNTRY, 
AND 
IN GRATITUDE FOR HIS BENEFACTIONS TO OUR 
ALMA MATER 
THIS VOLUME OF THE TRINITY IVY WAS, WITH HIS 
COURTEOUS CONSENT, RESPECTFULLY DEDICATED 
BY THE 
CLASS OF 1914 OF TRINITY COLLEGE 
THE CLASS NOW SORROWFULLY DEDICATE THEIR 
IVY TO HIS MEMORY 

. I 
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As a little sprig of " I vy," 
Planted by the College wall, 
Ever reaches out its tendrils, 
Till, at length, it covers all; 
So t hy spirit, Alma Mater, 
Planted once within our hearts, 
With its roots of old traditions, 
Which the years gone by impart, 
Reaches to our souls its creepers, 
Tendrils formed of love for thee 
Binding us to thee forever-
Loved and loving Trinity. 
W.S.T. 
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THE PRESIDENT OF THE COLLEGE ex-officio PRESIDE T* 
Hartford 
THE RIGHT REv. WILLIAM W. ILES, D.D., LL.D. , D .C. L . 
Concord, N. H. 
THE HoN. WILLIAM HAMERSLEY, LL.D.*. Hartford 
THE REv. FRANCIS GooDwiN, D.D . * Hartford 
THE HoN. WILLIAM E. CuRTIS, LL.D . ew York 
J. PIERPONT MoRGAN, LL.D. New York 
]OHN H . S. QuiCK, M.A. Chicago 
THE REv. WILLIAM H. VIBBERT, D.D. New York 
SYDNEY G. FISHER , L .H.D., LL.D. Philadelphia 
}AMES J. GooDWIN, LL.D.* . Hartford 
P. HENRY WoODWARD , M.A., Secretary* Hartford 
WILLIAM S. CoGSWELL, M.A. jamaica, N . Y. 
THE RT. REv. CHAUNCEY B. BREWSTER, D.D. Hartford 
WILLIAM C . SKINNER, M.A.* Hartford 
AMBROSE SPENCER MURRAY, ]R., M.A. New York 
THE HoN. FRANK L. WILCOX, B .A.* Berlin 
THE REv. HENRY FERGUSON, LL.D. . Hartford 
EDGAR F . WATERMA , LL .B. , Treasurer* . Hartford 
EDWARD B. HATCH, EsQ. Hartford 
GEORGE DAWSON HowELL, B.A. Hartford 
WILLIAM GwiNN MATHER, M.A. Cleveland 
ROBERT THORNE, LL.B. t l\ew York 
THE HoN. JosEPH B uFFINGTON, LL.D. t . Pittsburgh 
CHARLES C. BARTON, ]R., LL.B. t Boston 
*These members of the Corporation form the Executive Committee. 
tElected by the Alumni. 
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THE REVERE D FLAVEL SWEETEN LUTHER, Ph.D., LL.D. 
President of Trinity College 
inar~ nf 1J1 r llntu.a 
l3resihent 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE COLLEGE, ex-officio 
Senior Ifellows 
FREDERICK EVEREST HAIGHT, Ph.D. 
wALTER STA LEY SCHUTZ, M.A., LL.B . 
ALEXANDER TAYLOR MASON, M.A. , LL.B. 
CHARLES SHIRAS MORRIS, B.S. 
WILLIAM STIMSON HUBBARD, M .D . 
E . KENT HUBBARD, B.S . 
~unior Ifellows 
GEORGE EMERSO BEERS, M .A., LL.B. 
THE REV. J. ELDRED BROW ' M .A . 
PERCY SHELLEY BRYA T, M.A. 
FRA K ELISHA J OH so ' M.A . 
THE REv. joHN TAYLOR Hu TI GTON, M.A., D.D. 
THE REv. joH ]AMES McCooK, M.A., D.D., LL.D. 
A.a.anriatinn nf tqr Alumut 
GEORGE DAWSO HOWELL, B.A. 
GEORGE WILLIAM ELLIS, B .A . 
]oH F . FoRWARD, B.S .. 
CHARLES GUILFORD WooDwARD, M.A . 
§tanhing C!Lommittce 
THE PRESIDENT 
THE TREASURER 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
THE REv. SAMUEL HART, D .D., D .Can.L., LL.D . 
LAwsoN PuRDY, LL.D . 
JoHN M. BRAINERD, M.A. 
VICTOR C . PEDERSE ' M.D. 
JACOB H . GREE E 
]OH P . ELTO r , B.S. 
HENRY ] . BLAKESLEE, B.S. 
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THE REv. FLAVEL SwEETEN L uTHER, Ph.D., LL.D. 
President and Seabury Professor of Mathematics 
and Astronomy 
115 Vernon Street 
(Office, 13 Seabury Hall) 
B. A., Trinity, 1870; Ph.D., 1896; LL.D., 1904; Professor 
of Mathematics and Astronomy at Racine College, 1871-
1881; Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy at 
Kenyon Coll ege, 1881-83; Professor at Trinity since 
1883; President of Trinity College, 1904-; Member 
of American Society of M echanical Engineers; Senator 
from First District of Connecticut, 1907, 1909. <I> B K , 
L1 T. 
THE REV. GEORGE WILLIAMSON SMITH,D.D.,LL.D. 
Professor of Metaphysics, Emeritus 
B.A., Hobart, 1857; D.D., 1880 ; D.D., Columbia; 
LL.D., Trinity, 1 87. Chaplain, United States Navy, 
1864; Acting Professor of Mathematics, United States 
Naval Academy, Newport, 1 64-65; Chaplain at Annap-
olis, 1 65-6 ; R ector in various places till 1883; Presi-
dent of Trinity , 18 3-1904. 8 L1 X 
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CHARLES FREDERICK jOHNSON, L.H.D.,LL.D. 
Professor of English Literature, Emeritus 
69 Vernon Street 
B.A., Yale, 1855; M.A., 18 3; L.H.D., 1895; Assistant 
Professor of Mathematics, United States aval Academy, 
1865-70 ; Professor at Trinity, 1883-; Author of 
"English ·words"; "Three Englishmen and Three Amer-
icans"; "Elements of Literary Criticism"; "What Can 
I Do For Brady?" and other poems; "Outline History 
of English and American Literature"; "Forms of V crse"; 
"Shakespeare and His Critics," etc. 'II T . 
THE REv . joH N jA~IES McCooK, M.A.,D.D .,LL.D. 
Professor of Modern Languages 
396 Main Street 
B.A., Trinity, 1863; D.D., 1901; LL.D., 1910; studied 
at J efferson College, 1 ew York College of Physicians and 
Surgeons, and Berkeley D1vi nity School; Second Lieu-
tenant First Virginia Volunteer Infantry during the 
Civil War; Professor at Trinitv since 1883; Rector 
of St. John's Church, East Hartford, since 1 69. Author 
of reports on poor-law admirustration and prison reform; 
also of numerous magazine articles on vagabondage, 
political venality, pauperism , drink, etc. 1> B K, 
e ~ x. 
RoB ERT BAIRD RIGGS, Ph.D. 
Scovill Professor of Chemistry 
35 Forest Street 
B.A., Beloit College, Wisconsin, 1876; Ph.D., Gottingen, 
Chemist for United States Geological Survey, 1884-87 ; 
Professor of Chemistry, National College of Pharmacy, 
1885-87. Contributor to The American Chemical Journal, 
The American J ottrnal of Science, and oth er journals. 
B 8 II . 
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FRA K COLE BABBITT, Ph.D. 
Professor of the Greek Language and Literature 
65 V crnon Street 
B.A., Harvard, 1890 ; M.A., 1892; Ph.D., 1895; F ellow 
of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens 
1895-96. Instructor in Greek at Harvard, 1896-98; 
Professor at Trinity . 1899-; Member of the American 
Archaeological Institute; fember of the American 
Philological Association . Author of "Greek Grammar"; 
also papers in American J o11rnal of Archaeology, and in 
Harvard St11dies in Classical Philology. <I> B K. 8 11 X. 
WILBUR MARSHALL URBAN, Ph.D. 
Brownell Professor of Philosophy 
71 Vernon Street 
A.B., Princeton, 1 95; Ph.D., Leipzig, 1897; studied 
also at Jena, and was Reader in Philosophy in Princeton 
and Professor of Philosophy at Ursinus College. Member 
of American Psychological Association and American 
Philosophical Association. Author of "Valuation, Its 
Nature and Laws," 1909, and contributor to various 
philosophical journals and reviews. <I> B K. 
(On leave of absence for the year 1912-13.) 
HENRY AucusTus PERKINS, M.A., E.E. 
Professor of Physics 
3 Gillett Street 
B.A., Yale, 1896; M.A., Columbia, 1899; E.E., Colum-
bia 1899. Member of American Physical Society; So~iete Fran~aise de Physique ; Associate Member of 
American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Author of 
"An Introduction to General Thermodynamics"; has 
published articles in American Journal of Science, Scien-
tific American, Electrical World, Co!!fptes R endus , Le 
R adi1wt, and the Phys1cal Revzew . ~ .:=.., <I> B K , A 11 cf>. 
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GusTAvus ADOLPHUS KLEENE, Ph.D . 
Professor of Economics 
179 Sigourney Street 
A.B., University of Michigan, 1891; stud1ed at Berlin 
and Ti.ibingen, at Columbia Univer3ity, and the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, receiving his Ph.D . from the latter 
institution. For two winters with the Charity Organi· 
zation Society of New York City; Assistant in Economics at 
the University of Wisconsin; Instructor in Economics 
and Social Sc1ence at Swarthmore College, and Lecturer 
at the University of Pennsylvania. Contributor to the 
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 
Science , American Statistical Association Publications, 
Yale Review, etc. 
JosEPH DEVINE FLY N, 1.A. 
Professor of Mathematics 
111 Wethersfield Avenue 
B.A., Trinity, 1 97; M.A., Tufts, 1908. Instructor in 
Mathematics at Professor Stearns' School and at the 
Hartford Public High School; Assistant Professor of 
Mathematics at Trinity to 1907; Professor of Mathe-
matics, 1907-. <I> B K, <I> r /J.. 
THE REV . CRANSTON BRE TON, M.S. 
Professor of the English Language and Literature 
73 Vernon Street 
B.S., Trinity, 1899 ; Graduate of the Berkeley Divinity 
School, 1901; M.S., Trinity, 1902. Minister in Charge, 
and R ector of All Saints Memorial Church, Jew Milford, 
Connecticut, 1901-04 ; Assistant Professor of English, 
Trinity, 1904-06; from 1906, Professor of the English 
Language and Literature at Trinity. tJ. \li. 
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CHARLES Enwi RoGERS, C.E. 
Professor of Civil Engineering 
13 Vernon Street 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1896. Engineer and 
Contractor, 1896-1901; Instructor Lehigh University , 
1901-04; Professor of Mathematics and Civil Engineer-
ing, Clarkson Memorial School of Technology and Gen-
eral Engineering Practic<", 1904-0!); Professo1· of Civil 
Engineering, Trinity, 1905-; Member of the Rensselaer· 
Society of Engineers ; Connecticut Society of Civil 
Engineers. ~ 2.. 
HoRACE CHENEY SwAN, M.D. 
Medical Director, and Director of the Gymnasium 
11 Lincoln Street 
M.D., Tufts College Medical School, 1903; Instructor 
Histology, Harvard Summer School 1903-05; Director of 
Gymnasium, Wesleyan University, 1903-05; Medical 
Director and Instructor in Gymnasium, Trinity College, 
1905-; Physical Director of Y. 1. C. A., St. Johns-
bury, Vt., 1896; Y. M. C. A., Newton, Mass., 1899; 
studied at Springfield Training School , 1897-99. Mem-
ber of Hartford l\ledical Association, Connecticut Med-
ical Association, American Medical Association, Society 
of Directors of Physical Education in Colleges, and 
American Physical Education Society. <I' 8 X. 
THE REV. ARTH R ADAMS, Ph.D . 
Professor of English 
Trinity College 
B.A., Rutgers, 1902; M.A., 1903; Ph.D ., Yale, 1905; 
B. D. , Berkeley Divinity School, 1910. Instructor in 
English at the U nivcrsity of Colorado, 1905-6 ; Assistant 
Professor at Trinity, 1906-08; Associate Professor, 
1908-11; Professor, 1911- ; Acting Professor of English 
at the Uniyersity of Maine, Summer Term, 1912. Mem-
ber of the Modern Language Association of America and 
of the American Philological Association . Author of 
Syntax of the Temporal Clattse in Old English Prose, 
collaborator on the Gray and Wordsworth Concordances, 
and author also of notes and reviews in Modern Language 
Notes . 
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RAYMOND GARFIELD GETTELL , M.A. 
Northam Professor of History and Political Science 
7 4 Vernon Street 
B.A., Ursinus, 1903 ; M .A., University of P ennsylvania , 
1906; Instructor in History , U rsinus, 1902-05 ; Profes-
sor of Histo ry a nd E conomics, Bat es, 1906-07 ; Northam 
Professor of Histo ry and Polit ical Science, Trinity, 1907-. 
Member American Academy of P olit ical a nd Socia l 
Science, also American P olit ical Science Association. 
Contributor to the publications of the American Academy 
of Political a nd Social Science and to t he A rnerican 
Pol1"tical Science R eview. Aut hor of "Int roduction to 
Political Science," 1910. "Readings in P olit ical Science," 
1911, and an "Art icle on Polit ical Science" in E ncyclo-
pedia of Educati on, 1912. cJ> B K. 
WALTER BENJAMIN BRIGGS 
Librarian 
72 South Main Street , West Hartford 
Superintendent of R ead ing R oom, H arvard University 
Library , 1896-1904; R efe rence Libra ria n, B rookly n (N . 
Y.), Public Library , 1905-09 ; Libra ria n, T rinity , 1909- . 
MAX WITHROW MORSE , Ph.D. 
} . Pierpont M organ Prof essor of Biology 
36 Brownell A venue 
B.Sc., Ohio Sta te, 1903 ; M .A., 1904 ; Ph .D. , Columbia , 
1905; F ellow and Assistan t , Ohio State; F ellow, Col-
umbia University ; Assistant , Department of Biochem-
istry , Cornell M edical; Instructor, Ma rine Biological 
Laborat ory , Woods Hole ; Scient ific Assistant , United 
States Bureau of Fisheries; Instructo r, C. C. N . Y. 
Member American Society of Zoologists , American 
Association for t he Advancement of Science, Society for 
Experimental Biology a nd M edicine, Marine Biological 
Association, Vice-President of the Biochemical Asso-
ciation. cJ> B K, ~ 3, 11 'I'. 
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LE Rov CARR BARRET, Ph.D. 
Professor of the Latin Language and Literature 
15 Seabury Hall 
B.A., W ashington and Lee University, 1897; M .A., 
1898; Ph .D., J ohns Hopkins University, 1903. Instruc-
tor in Latin, Johns Hopkins, 1903-07; Preceptor in 
Classics, Princeton, 1907-09; Instructor, D artmouth 
1909-10; Professor, Trinity, 1910-. <I> B K, ~A E. 
ARCHER EBEN KNOWLTON, M .S. 
Instructor in Physics and in Mathematics 
39 Brownell A venue 
B.S., Trinity, 1910; Studied at Columbia University, 
1911; l\l.S., Trinity, 1912; Inspecting Engineer for 
Connecticut Public Utilities Commission; Member of 
American Physical Soci:o!ty . <I> r t::... 
wALTER LORING BARROWS, M.A. 
Instructor in Geology 
22 Brownell A venue 
A.B., Princeton, 1907; M.A., Columbia, 1910; Teach-
ing-Fellow, Princeton, 1907-08; Instructor, Trinity, 
191o-. Member American Association for Advance-
ment of Science. ~ A· 
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GEORGE B URRIDGE VILES, Ph.D. 
Professor in Charge of the Department of Romance 
Languages 
61 Allen Place 
A.B., A.M., Harvard; Ph.D., Cornell; Diplome Supe-
rieur, Alliance Fran ~ai se, P aris ; Attended the Universities 
of Leipzig and Paris; Studied in Madrid and Rome ; 
Instructor three years, at Worcester Polytechnic Insti-
tutt>, and eight years at Cornell University; Assistant 
Professo r and Associate Professo r, four years, at Ohio 
State University; Substitute Professor and Associate 
Professor, two years, at the State University of North 
Carolina. 
CARL VERNON TOWER, Ph.D. 
Professor in Charge of the Department of Philosophy 
63 Brownell A venue 
A.B., Brown University, 1893 ; A.M ., 1895; Fellowship 
in Sage School of Philosophy, Cornell, 1 96-97; Ph.D., 
Cornell, 1898; Instructor of Philosophy, Brown Univer-
sity, 1 95-96; Instructor of Philosophy, University of 
Michigan, 1898-1900 ; Assistant to the Pres ident of 
Clark University, 1900-01 ; Professor of Philosophy, 
Knox College, 1901-02; Professor of Philosophy, Uni-
versity of Vermont , 1902-08. (On leave of absence in 
Germany, 1908-09.) Assistant Professor of Philosophy, 
University of Michigan, 1909-10. Member of American 
Philosophical Association. Contributor to various philo-
sophical journals and reviews. 
]OH N WI LLIAM HARRISON 
Instructor in Chemistry 
22 Jarvis H all 
B.S., Trinity, 1911. /::, K E. 
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PAUL ALLERTON CusHMAN, S.B. 
Instructor in Engineering Drawing 
71 Vernon Street 
S.B., Massa chusetts Institute of Technology, 1911; 
Associate Iember of American Institute of Electrical 
Engineers ; Engineer with Ford, Buck and Sheldon, Inc. 
HowARD A. EvARTS 
Instructor in Shop Work 
69 Wadsworth Street 
HIRAM STEELMA • Jr., Lit .B. 
Assistant in English 
Lit.B., Rutgers, 1911 ; Studying at Yale Law School. 
X <I> ., <I> A~-
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ROBERT MOSELEY YERGASON, M .D. 
Assistant in Bacteriology 
911 Asylum Avenue 
M.D., College of Physicians a nd Surgeons of N. Y., 
1909 ; Ex-Interne of the Lying-In Hospital of . Y.; 
Ex-Interne of the Methodist-Episcopal Hospital of Brook-
lyn, . Y., 1910-12. Member of Connecticut Medical 
Association and H artford Medical Association. Assistant 
in Bone Surgery at St. Francis Hospital, Hartford, Conn. 
FREDERICK JosEPH CoRBETT, B.S ., LL.B. 
Instructor in Public Speaking 
11 Seymour Street 
B.S., Trinity, 1908; LL.B., Columbia, 1911. Member 
of New York and Connecticut Bar. 
THE REv. HENRY FERGUSON, LL.D. 
Lecturer in History 
123 Vernon Street 
19 
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EDGAR FRANCIS WATERMAN, M .A., LL.B. 
Treasurer 
12 Seabury Hall 
B.A., Trinity, 1898; M.A., Trii1ity, 1901; LL.B., Col-
umbia, 1901; Secretary University Club of Hartford . 
'¥ T. 
A CORNER IN THE LIBRARY 
20 
June 20. Friday 
June 22. Sunday 
Jw1e 23. Monday 
June 25. Wedn esday 
June 2fl. Thu roday 
June 27. Fridau 
June 28. S aturday 
Sept. 20. Saturday 
Sept. 25. Th uroday 
NOV. 1 . SaturdaJ) 
Nov. Z7. Thu rsday 
Dec. 23. Tuesday 
1912 
Sept. 26. Thu roday CRRISTMAS TERM begins at 5 
l,l.lll. 
Nov. 1. Friday 
N OV. 28. Th ursday 
Dec. 20. Friday 
All Saints' Day. Founders' and 
Benefactors' Day (a H oliday) 
Thanksgi\'ing Day (a H oliday ) 
CHR ISTMAS RECESS begins at ] 
p .m. 
1913 
Jan . a. Friday CHRISTMAS RECESS ends at 5:45 
p.m. 
Jan. 27 . M onday Christ· 
mas Examinations 
begin 
Feb. 8. Saturday T RIN-
ITY TER M beginS 
Feb. 22. S aturday Wash-
ington 's Birthday 
(a H oliday) 
Mar. 19. Wednesday EASTER RECESS begins at 4 
p.m. 
Mar. 31 . M onday EASTER RECESS end s at 5.45 
p.m. 
May 30. F riday Memorial Day (a H oliday ) 
June 9. M onday Trinity E xaminations begin 
rrrinity Examinations end 
Baccalaureate Sermon 
Class-Day 
Award of Prizes 
EIGHTY-SEVENTH COMMENCEMENT 
TRINITY VACATION begins 
Examinations for Admission begin at 
9 a.m. 
Examinations for Admission 
Examinations for Admission 
Ex aminations lor Admission 
Examinations lor Admission begin a t 
9 a.m. 
CURISTMA S TERM be-
gins at 5 p.m. 
All Saints' D ay. 
FoundE:'rs' and Bene-
factors' Day (a H oli-
day ) 
'rhanksgiving Day (a 
H oliday ) 
CHRISTMAS RECESS 
begins at 1 p.m. 
21 
COLGATE-TRINITY 
COACH GETTELL 
HALL IN 4 - 4 0 
HUDSON IN BROAD JUMP 
THE TEAM 
WESLEYAN-TRINITY 
WESLEYAN-TRINITY TRACK MEET 
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WILLIAM A GUSTUS BIRD, IV, B .A., 1912 
H. E. Russell F ellow, University of Paris, France 
RAYMOND jAY NEWTON, B.A., 1912 
T erry Fellow, Yale University 
jOHN WILLIAM HARRISON, B .S., 1911 
22 J. H. 
N nn-~atriculateb .Stubents 
FRANCIS BRIE COYLE 
PETER KRISTENSEN RASK 
NICHOLAS ZIPKI 
.Sumnmry 
Graduate Students 
Seniors 
Juniors 
Sophomores 
Freshmen 
Non-Matriculated Students 
24 
Buffalo, N . Y. 
Gaylordsville 
3 
38 
52 
72 
76 
3 
244 
Torrington 
H artford 
H artford 
Ellington 
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O!lass of 1913 
CLAss CoLoRs 
Green and Gray 
QI.Jass ®ffi.cers 
<!rhristmas iilerm 
ALFRED JOSEPH L'HEUREUX 
RoBERT PRESTO WITHINGTO 
WILLIAM POND BARBER, ]R. 
ALLA BEHRE DS CooK 
iilrinity iilerm 
RICHARD LAWTON DEPPEN 
ELIOT LEE WARD 
WALTER CRANE HATHAWAY 
SAMUEL SEDGEWICK SWIFT 
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Vice-President 
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H istorian 
1913 ifistnry 
T HE history of the class of 1913 is nearly finished. We have but little time left here at Trinity. Almost before we realize it, we shall be 
bidding a last farewell to the "College on the Hill." Soon 1913 will 
be no more than a memory to the college. 
Our career as a class has been highly successful. As underclassmen we waged 
many hard-fought battles, sometimes victorious, sometimes beaten, but always 
fighting to the end with the "never say die" spirit that has always characterized 
1913. With the junior year came the added responsibility of upperclassmen 
and new pleasures. The crowning glory of the year was Junior Week, a bewil-
dering round of gaiety, teas, and dances, culminating in the Promenade. Our 
senior year has fled away all too quickly. Those remaining of our once large 
numbers feel bound together with the strongest ties of friendship. In these 
closing days of our college course, we have realized more than ever before the 
serious side of college life. 
At this stage we can 'look back upon the past and see what the four years have 
brought us. We realize to some small extent the debt, impossible of payment, 
that we owe our Alma Mater; we are beginning to appreciate what she has 
done for us . We do not give too high a value to the achievements of class-
room or athletic field, but we know that the lessons learned from them are of 
greatest worth. 
More important than these are the ideals that Trinity has given us. She 
has taught us the lesson of unselfish service; that there are other more lasting 
t hings than material success. She has shown us what there is to be accom-
plished in the world for progress, for the betterment of mankind, the tasks that 
lie before us, the responsibilities that we must bear. Trinity has taught us 
how to run, and the prizes that it is best to strive for. Without her guidance we 
might well have wasted the efforts of our lives in seeking things of little real 
value. She has given us the breadth of vision with which to judge aright the 
true value of all things. This can best justify, perhaps, the spending here of 
four of the all too few years of this life. 
As we look back upon them, the four years of our college life have been 
very happy ones. The memories of numberless pleasures rise readily in our 
minds. In times to come we shall look back upon our college course as the hap-
piest years of our life. Of all the pleasures that have been ours we prize most 
highly the sincere friendships that we have formed. Strong, indeed, is the good 
fellowship that has made the bonds of 1913 so enduring, and which will go with 
us even when we are separated. 
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LEO ARD DAWSON ADKINS Easton, Md. 
Tripod Board (3) (4); Athletic Editor (4); 
Holland Prize (2) (3) ; Church School English 
Prize (2); Third Alumni English Prize (2); 
Whitlock Prize (3); First Alumni English 
Prize (4); Class Day Poet; Valedictorian; <I> B 
K. A 11 <1>. 
WILLIAM PoND BARBER, JR. . . Hartford 
Holland Prize (1); Goodwin Hoadley Scholar-
ship; First Chemistry Prize (2) ; Sophomore 
Smoker Committ,ce; Junior Promenade Com-
miUec ; Senat.c (4); Sophomore Dramat.ics; 
Secretary and Treasurer of Class (4, 1st term); 
Salutat.orian; Class Day Statistician; Mary A. 
Terry Fellow; iJ?BK. ~'.li. 
JOSEPH OYES BARNETT . Newtown 
Junior Promenade Committee; Class Baseball 
T eam (1) (2); T oucey Scholar (4); Senior 
Promenade Committee; Class Day Committee; 
A 11 <I> . 
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RAYMOND HART BENTLEY 
. Hartford 
Vice-President of Class (2); Debating Club; ~ 'V . 
FRANK J UDSON BRAINERD . Portland 
(Member of 1912 Class. Re-entered College 
1913). t.. 'V . 
THOMAS GILBERT BROWN Norwich 
Tripod Board (2) (3) (4); News Editor (2); 
Assignment Editor (3); Secretary (4); 1913 
Ivy Board, Literary Editor; Junior Assembly 
Committee; Press Club (3) (4); Secretary (3) ; 
College Choir (1) (2) ; Senior Dramatics (1) 
(2); Clas~ Day Presenter; 'V T. 
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KENNETH BEARDSLEY CASE West Hartford 
Tripod Board (2) (3) (4); Circulation Manager 
(2) (3) (4); Sophomore Dining Club; Sophomore 
H op Committee; Sophomore Smoker Com-
mittee; Junior Prom enade Committee; Mandolin 
Club (2); Glee Club (3); Class Day Treamrer; 
I K A. 
CHAMBERS CHOW Hankow, China 
Class Track Team (1). 
N AAMAN COHEN . Hartford 
Second Goodwin Greek Prize. 
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CHARLES HENRY CoLLETT . Dover, N . H. 
Football T eam (2) (3); Captain (4); Track 
T eam (1) (2) (3); Secretary-Treasurer Athletic 
Association (3); President (4); Glee Club 
(1) (2) (3) (4); Manager (3); President Musical 
Clubs (4) (R esigned); Secretary Y. M. C . A. (3); 
President ( 4) (R esigned) ; Sophomore Dining 
Club; Sophomore Smoker Committee; Junior 
Promenade Committee: Mears Scholar; Class 
President (3, 2nd term); Senate (4); Senior 
Honorary Society; Class D ay Historian; \Ji T. 
ALLAN BEHRENDS CooK . New York, N.Y. 
Tripod Board (1) (2) (3) (4); Treasurer (2) (3); 
Advertising Manager (4) (R esigned); Associate 
Editor (4); Business Manager 1913 Ivv; Glee 
Club (3); Press Club (3); President (3); 
Senior Dramatics (2) ; Class Historian ( 4, 
1st term); Chairman Class D ay Committee; 
A L1 il>. 
ANDREW JOHN CRIGHTON 
Senate (4); Hartford Club. 
East Hartford 
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WILLIAM REDMOND CuRTIS Point Pleasant, N. ]. 
Golf Team (1); A D. <I>. 
RICHARD LAWTON DEPPEN Shamokin, Pa. 
Sophomore Dining Club; Sophomore Smoker 
Committee; Assistant Manager Baseball T eam 
(2); Manager (3) ; Class Baseball Team (1) (2); 
Class Football Team (1) (2); Senior Honorary 
Society; Class President (4, 2nd term); A D. <I>. 
SAMUEL HERBERT EVISON . Albany, N . Y. 
First Prize in English, Church School Competi-
tion (2); Tripod Board (2) (3) (4); Circulation 
Manager (2) (3) (Resigned); Editor-in-Chief 
(4); Glee Club (2) (3) (4); Press Club (3); 
President ( 4) ; Secretary of Senate ( 4) ; Senior 
Assembly Committee; Class Day Orator; \]i T. 
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E vERETT MARBLE FAIRBANKS 
Senate (3); Hartford Club. 
ALBERT HAITHWAITE, ]R. 
. Hartford 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Class Baseball Team (1); Sophomore Smoker 
Committee; <I> r 11 . 
WALTER CRANE HATHAWAY Brooklyn, N . Y. 
Williams (1) (2)'; D artmouth (3); Entered 
Junior Class from Dartmouth; <I> r 11. 
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ALFRED JosEPH L'HE UREUX . j ewett City 
Baseball Team (1) (2); Captain (3) (4); Fresh-
man-Junior Banquet Committee; Sophomore 
Hop Committee; Sophomore Smoker Committee; 
Class Baseball T eam (1) (2); Class Football 
T eam (1) (2); Class Basketball T eam (1) (2) 
(3) (4); Senate (3) (4); Junior Promenade 
Committee; College Marshal ( 4) ; Senior Hon-
orary Society; Class President (4, 1st term); 
<I_) r !1 . 
MUNSEY LEW 
. Shensi, China 
Holland Prize (2); Second Chemistry Prize (2); 
Assistant in Chemistry (3) (4); Member of 
Executive Council of Science Club (4); 2; 'lf. 
MARcus THORNTON McGEE . 
. Hartford 
1913 IvY Board; Senior Dramatics; 2; 'lf. 
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WALTER STUART MARSDEN, ]R. L enox , Mass. 
Assistant Manager Track Team (2) ; Manager 
(3); Author Sophomore Dramatics (2) ; Editor-
in-Chief 1913 I vv; Press Club (3); Senate ( 4); 
Chairman Senior Dramatics; I K A. 
JoHN BIGELOW MooRE . . Geneva, N.Y. 
Sophomore Dining Club; Sophomore Hop 
Committee; Secretary and Treasurer Junior 
Promenade Committee; Senate (2) (3) (4); 
President (4); Football T eam (3) (4); Basket-
ball T eam (2); Class Football T eam (1) (2); 
Class Track T eam (1); Class President (3, 
1st term); Senior Honorary Society ; Class Day 
Preoident: A t::.. <J>. 
R ussELL CuRTIS NoBLE . New Milford 
Sophomore Dining Club; Sophomore Smoker 
Committee; Glee Club (2) (3) ; t::.. '11 . 
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CHARLES RoGERS SANSBURY . Cumberland, Md. 
Glee Club (1) (4); Choir (1) (4). 
HAROLD EvERETT SAWYER Feeding Hills, Mass. 
EuGENE GooDWIN SMEA THERS Cleveland, 0. 
Junior Assembly Committee; Senior Assembly 
Committee ; .Z \]/. 
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ETHELBERT TALBOT SMITH New York, N.Y. 
Junior Promenade Committee; 1913 IvY Board; 
Glee Club (3); Class Football T eam (2); 
Class Track T eam (1) (2); Lemuel ]. Curtis 
Scholar (3) (4); First Alumni English Prize 
(3) ; Douglas Prize (3); Second Alumni English 
Prize (4); A X P. 
RICHARD MoRsE SMITH . Wethers field 
SAMUEL SEDGEWI CK SwiFT . Detroit, Mich. 
Sophomore Dining Club; Track T eam (1) (2); 
Mandolin Club (1) (2) (3); Manager Musical 
Clubs (2); President (3); Tripod Board (2) (3) ; 
Alumni Editor (3); Class Historian ( 4, 2nd 
term); !::. '11 . 
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RoBERT WRI GHT THOMAS Centerville, Md. 
Baseball Squad (1) (2); Class Baseball Team 
(1) (2); Sophomore Dining Club; Class 
President (2, 1st Term); Sophomore Hop 
Committee; Senior Assembly Committee; !:1 'li . 
ULDRIC THOMPSON . Honolulu, H. 
Entered Trinity from Cornell University (4); 
A !:1 <I>. 
WILLIAM FRANCIS vAIL 
Hartford Club . 
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C H ESTER DuDLEY WARD New York, N.Y. 
Chairman Junior Promenade Committee; Chair-
man Junior Assembly Committee (3); Sopho-
more Smoker Committee; Class Football Team 
(2); Senior Dramatics (2) ; D. K E. 
ELIOT LEE wARD New York, N.Y. 
Class Football T eam (1) (2); Class Track T eam 
(2); Junior Promenade Committee; Basketball 
Team (2) ; President Tennis Association ( 4) ; 
Manager Tennis Association (4) ; Senior Assembly 
Committee; Class Basketball T eam (2) (4); 
Class Vice-President (4, 2nd term) ; Class Day 
Prophet; D. K E. 
HENRY BEARDSLEY WARNER . New Milford 
Baseball Team (2) (3) (4); Chairman Sophomore 
Smoker Committee; 1913 IvY Board; Class 
Baseball Team (1) (2); Class Track T eam (1); 
D.. KE. 
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JoHN JAY WHITEHEAD Yonkers, N . Y. 
Glee Club (1) (2) (3); Leader (2) (3) ; Fresh-
man-Junior Banquet Committee; Sophomore 
Hop Committee; Junior Promenade Committee; 
1913 IvY Board ; Sophomore Dining Club; 
College Choir (2) (3); Leader (4); Chairman 
Senior Promenade Committee; 6. 'l' . 
FRANCIS EARLE WILLIAMS Utica, N.Y. 
Sophomore Dining Club; Sophomore Hop 
Committee; Junior Promenade Committee; 
1913 IvY Board ; Class Football T eam (2); 
Senate (4); Senior Assembly Committee; <I> r 6. . 
ROBERT PRESTONWITHINGTON NewtonCenter,Mass . 
Sophomore Dining Club; Assistant Manager 
Football Team (3) ; Manager ( 4) ; Freshman-
Junior Banquet Committee; Press Club (3); 
Class Football T eam (2) ; Class Baseball Team 
(1); Class Track T eam (1) (2); A 6. <I>. 
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CLASS COLORS 
M aroon and White 
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H oRAcE FoRT 
J OHN SHAPLEIGH MOSE S 
B ENJ AMIN LOUIS RAMSAy 
CHARLES EWELL CRAIK . 
J OHN SHAPLEIGH MOSE S 
PETER PAUL LAWLOR 
THOMAS WALLIS DAVIS 
MORTON STIMSON CREHORE 
• 
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It isn't altogether an idle boast to say that the class of 1914 
has maintained a standard at Trinity which has more than fulfilled 
the greatest expectations of its friends. 
In the first days of our sojourn here that early promise of later 
success was made manifest when we came out victors in the rushes. 
The mad pursuit of athletic prowess gave way to the more 
gentle art of banqueting and other festive occasions which brought 
to us the distinction of being as decorous at the board as we were 
brave on the field. 
With the coming of spring we all looked forward to the St. 
Patrick's Day Scrap, and we so far distinguished ourselves, in 
popular estimation at least, that we were granted the victor's wreath 
in spite of the fact that we lost the fight on a technicality. 
We had our trials, and with our victories came defeats, but 
no event in our career gave us more pleasure than the day in which 
we were the recipients of the much-coveted lemon squeezer. The 
material squeezer itself has long since passed into oblivion, but its 
meaning, what it stands for, will always be the symbol of great-
ness as it goes to the class that stands the highest in college 
efficiency. 
The one event which seemed to bind us closer together, and 
created a deep personal interest among our members, was the sopho-
more smoker. That the men worked together both in number and 
spirit was made manifest in the sophomore minstrels which was 
given on this occasion. The quality of the play produced, together 
with the hearty appreciation on the part of the public, bear witness 
to the result. 
Through the mad rush of the ever-revolving years, it gives us 
great pleasure to look back on our scholastic record, and see that 
we have not been wanting there. It is indeed more than gratifying 
to feel that we have been as satisfactory to the professors in the 
class room as to the spectators on the athletic field. 
The class of 1914 has one more year at Trinity. Let us keep 
the faith, as we have always kept it, that in leaving we may take 
with us some measure of that greatness which our Alma Mater 
always bestows on those who serve her faithfully. 
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FELIX EMIL BA RIDON Torrington, Conn. 
Mandolin Club (1) (2) (3); Leader (2); Track 
T eam (1) (2); Second Football Team (1) (2) 
(3) ; Class Basketball T eam (1) (2); Sophomore 
Dining Club; t:,. K E. 
How did thi s get in? That is another unanswerable 
problem. The fact is we neve.r knew this individual 
was with us un til this year. Quiet people , however, 
like old wine, wear well with age and we are glad that 
"Barry" got by the Faculty. Hi s ambition was to 
be a lawyer, but since the . . . well, now he th inks 
of being a "Casey J ones" so as to e:iminate railroad 
fares between Torrington and Boston. 
ETHAN FROST B ASSFORD . Newark, N.]. 
Freshman-Junior Banquet Committee, Class 
Football Team (1); Hockey Team (2); Fresh-
man Rules Committee; A X P . 
Shorty acquires his swarthy complexion from a resi-
dence at Lake H opatcong in the wilds of 1 ew J ersey. 
H e is the terror of the Freshmen with whom he deals 
gently but firm ly . The Glee Club trials have always 
left him considerably peeved because he takes great 
pride in his silvery voice. His intentions of taking 
the Holland have undergone abridgment since his 
Freshman year. R ecently h e has been developing-
pictures. 
JoH N PAUL B EGLEY . Hartford 
Senior Dram atics (1); Junior Promenade Com-
mittee; H artford Club. 
So pink a nd white! A dear boy. It is reported that 
some massage company pays him 1,000 per annum 
for the statement that he uses their beautifier and 
no other. 
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REGINALD 11ETHERELL BLATCHFORD 
East Tawas , Mich. 
A t erribly ene rgetic , noisy, rambunctious fellow. 
D oes not care whether he passes his Greek or not! 
R egul a r "rough-houser" and fusser. Y es, h e aint! 
WALTER FREDERI CK BoRCHERT Newburgh, N.Y. 
Sophomore Smoker Committee; 1914 11instrels; 
Toucey Scholar (2) (3); Treasurer of Debating 
Association; Vice-President Y. 11. C . A. 
(3); Junior Smoker Committee; Editor of 
1913-14 Freshman Bible; Editor-in-Chief 1914 
IvY; t:J. K E. 
H ere, gentle reader, we have a perfect specimen of 
that much-talked-of but seldom-seen creature, the 
student . But don't take your ideas from those col-
I ege posters. "Borch" is a good skate as well as a 
hard worker, and he has something of a sense of humor· 
as you can see by t h e twmkle in his eye. 
KENNETH WELLES BOYNTON . New Milford 
Glee Club (1) (2); Choir (1) (2) ; Sophomore 
Hop Committee; Junior Promenade Committee; 
1914lvY Board; JuniorSmokerCommittee; t:J. 'i[r, 
"Ken" came to Trinity with serio us intentions and 
undoubtedly they would have matured if he had not 
been taken ill d uring his Sophomore year and been 
compelled (?) to spend two m on t hs in the H artford 
Hospital convalescing . Since then hi s one aim is to 
remain in coll ege as long as possible so he can go to 
the same hospital in case of another attack of the same-
sickness . 
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GEORGE CoLLINSON B uRG WIN, JR., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
T ennis T eam (1); Holder of Tennis Champion-
ship (1) (2) (3); Hockey T eam (1) (2) (3); 
Captain (2) (3) ; Chairman Sophomore Hop 
Committee; Chairman Junior Promenade; 
Sophomore Dining Club; 'lt T. 
"Collie" is the man who put the five letters in the 
word "dance." Terpsichore turned green with envy 
and despair when she first saw George trip the light 
fantast ic. 
CHARLES WALLACE CooKE Hartford 
1914 Minstrels; I K A. 
What shall we say of this oracle? Nothing. So 
severe and determined is his silence that we scarcely 
know his voice. At t imes we are t empted to use the 
word "grouch" when we gaze on Charles ' grim coun-
tenance. 
CHARLES EwELL CRAIK, JR. . Louisville, Ky. 
Tripod Board (3); Glee Club (2) (3); 1914 
Minstrels; 1914 Ivv Board; Class Track T eam 
(1); Junior Smoker Committee; \1! T. 
"Chuc" is from Kentucky, by gad , Suh! But he has 
none of the colonel's propensities. His favorite stunt 
is blowing kisses to appreciative Glee Club audiences. 
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1 oRTON STI MSON CREHORE Cohasset, Mass. 
Holder of College Record for Mile; Junior 
Promenade Committee; Track Team (1) (2); 
Class Track Team (1) (2); Class Football 
T eam (1); Winner of Cross Country Series; 
Class Historian (3, 2nd term). 
I ndeed, Gentlemen, this is a rare specimen of animal 
li fe , appearing and disappearing with great rapidity. 
It is natural.Jy fleet of foot, extremely docile and 
effusive in expressing its thanks. "Mort," it might 
a lso be added, is a member of the "Last Car Home 
Club" and believes that no gentleman should leave 
" R eub's" with any money in his pocket. 
R OBERT ELLIS CROSS Norwich 
Class Baseball Team (2); 1914 IvY Board; 
Junior Promenade Committee; Pardee Scholar; 
~'.It . 
Ah! Hist! What means that light in yon tower 
window at this hour when man should sleep? Can 
it be? Yes, 'tis "Bob" burning the midnight oil. -
Such are the misfortunes in the pursuit of the key. 
T HoMAs vv ALLis DAvis Utica, N.Y. 
Secretary-Treasurer of Class (3, 2nd term) 
Press Club (2); t1 K E. 
"I'll bet cher!" You can always t ell when "Dave" 
has hit town from Utica by this salutation. He claims 
to be studying to be a physician but his real vocation 
lies somewhere between that of a Wall Street specu-
lator and a veterinary surgeon, for ever since "Dave" 
tried to bet "Prex" that cows have back teeth -
"there's nothing to it." "Dave" is an authority on 
all subjects . If you are in doubt concerning anything 
we would refer you to this oracle. 
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RAYMOND HENRY DEXTER Hartford 
Sophomore Smoker Committee; Class Baseball 
Team (1) (2); 1914 Minstrels; I K A. 
A youth who has shown considerable "dexterity" 
in handling the basketball. (Help! Don't shoot; 
I have a family to support.) 
STEPHEN FRANCIS D UNN Hartford 
Sophomore Smoker Committee; 1914 IvY Board; 
Debating Association; Hartford Club. 
Our compendium of fun and humor - providing your 
ideas of humor coincide with Dunnie's. Professor 
Barrett says that he is more Irish than any other 
Irishman he ever saw. 
ARTHUR FoRD GEDDES EDGELOW . Cairo, N. Y. 
Class Baseball Team (2); Junior Promenade 
Committee; 1914 Minstrels; I K A. 
Only once to our knowledge did "Rip" ever condescend 
to step down from the lofty heights of his inspiring 
dignity, and that was Freshman year when he par-
ticipated, with much abandon, in the rough-house 
at the "Vendome," St. Patrick's Eve. 
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JosEPH HENRY EHLERS . Hartford 
Holland Scholar (2) ; Sophomore Smoker Com-
mittee. 
"Joe" was never heard of a nd seen but seldom during 
his Freshman and Sophomore years, but of late he 
has been in the limelight . most of the time, especiall y 
during Commencement Week. This may possibly 
be due to the fact that "Joe" is a Holland man. 
GEORGE HowARD ELDER Baltimore, Md. 
Second Football T eam (1) (2) (3); Class 
Baseball T eam (1) (2); Class Football T eam (1): 
Sophomore Dining Club; A 11 <I>. 
This child of the Sunny South has succeeded in fooling 
most of us, but right here is where we expose him . You 
think that he's hard as nail s while in reality he's the 
softest man in college. 
ARTHl:R ALEXANDER OEL FENOGLIO . Hartford 
With all that name you might expect somethin g 
prodigious. Arthur is prodigious. When he steps 
on one of those pen ny scales commonly found in 
railroad stations, the in dicator whirls around th irteen 
times and then gives up with a groan of despair. Alex-
ander Noel never has discovered his weight. 
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FRANCI S STUART FITZPATRICK Olean, N . Y. 
Football T eam (1) (2) ; Class President (1, 
2nd term); 1914 Minstrels; 1914 IvY Board; 
Sophomore Dining Club; Senate (3); Noble 
Chemistry Prize (2); L1 K E. 
Behold t he mighty "Fitz!" Gaze with awe on the 
man who dared the whole class of 1913 to come up 
the steps of the Winthrop Hotel at that memorable 
banquet in Meriden . Did 1913 ascend? 
HoRA CE FORT Baltimore, Md. 
Freshman-Junior Banquet Committee; Assistant 
Manager Baseball T eam (2) (Resigned) ; Junior 
Promenade Committee; Sophomore Hop Com-
mittee; College Choir (1) (2) (3); Glee Club 
(1) (3); Leader (3); 1914 Minstrels; Senior 
Dramatics (1); Sophomore Dining Club; Class 
President (3, 1st term); L1 K E. 
High C and low D- that's what ou r little song-bird 
can do. H e makes Caruso sound like a t in can full of 
pebbles in competition with the Boston Symphony . 
Yes, H orace is some shark but, bars of music are not 
his only specialty. Go over to the Gym. some day 
and see for yourself. 
LESLIE RANKIN FREW 
Hartford Club. 
. Thompsonville 
"Les" is the holder of a College R eco rd . Whether he 
obtained hi s earlier ed ucation in a school for the deaf 
a nd dumb, we do not know, but the fact remains that 
he has uttered just three words since he has been in col-
lege. It must not be concluded, however, that this 
is due to lack of preparation. for "Les" usuall y has 
the " stuff ou t cold" as h is term mark shows. 
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L OUIS GOLDFIELD Hartford 
"Goldie," the modern Aristotle . An inexh austible 
encyclopedia of useless knowledge . When not browsing 
around t he lib rary he can be found at his drug st ore 
serving soda-water (mostly water) t o t he fa ir sex . 
CHARLE S JOSEPH HAA SE R 
Hartford Club . 
Hartford 
The Junior Class is fa mous fo r m a ny things , one of 
them being the number o f moustaches it possesses. 
If you ha ven 't seen H aaser' s hirsute appendage , 
you' ve missed ha lf of Life . 
THEODORE CA NF IELD H u DSON,JR.Paynesville,Minn. 
Football Team (1) (2) (3) ; Track T eam (1) (2); 
Class Football T eam (1) ; Class Track T eam 
(1) (2) ; Sophomore Dining Club; Holder of 
College R ecord for Hammer Throw ; Holder 
of College Record for Discu s Throw; Freshman-
Junior Banquet Committee ; Class President 
(1, 1st term) ; 11 'l' . 
Would that some muse would inspire us to write 
worthily of this sub ject. Y ou see here little Theodore 
who t ears up trees by the roots a nd scat ters his oppo-
nents on the gridi ron like cha ff. P aynesville, Minn., 
was not placed on t he map till "Hud " acknowledged 
it as his dwelling place. 
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ROBERT HENRY JOHNSON South Manchester 
Quiet, unassuming "Bob." H e neither drinks, smokes, 
nor chews. In fact, he has on ly one bad habit, namely : 
he is very enthusiastic in the support of Socialism. 
0 Dei Immortales, may this wicked man be saved! 
PETER PAUL LAWLOR . Plymouth 
Football Team (1) (2) (3); Captain-Elect (3); 
Class Football T eam (1) ; Captain (1); Fresh-
man-Junior Banquet Committee; Sophomore 
Hop Committee; Junior Promenade Com-
mittee; Sophomore Smoker Committee; Class 
Basketball Team (1) (2) (3); Class Track Team 
(1); Sophomore Dining Club; <I> r !1 . 
A veritable giant, a second H e rcules, a cyclone of 
bone and muscle. You never hear much about P ete 
during t he winte r because he is one of those self-
effacing fellows ; but when fall comes aroun d , just take 
a look at ihe gridiron. 
EDWIN MICHLET LAZARUS Bloomsburg, Pa. 
Sophomore Smoker Committee; Assistant Busi-
ness Manager of 1914 Ivv; Senior Dramatics 
(2); President of Debating Association (3); 
A X P. 
"Zeb" hails from Pennsylvania and is proud of it. His 
friends feared that his spirit of industry was declining 
when he went out fussing twice in one month. He 
persistently holds the idea that he is a student, to 
which opinion the Faculty have not yet given their 
concurrence. 
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EDGAR SoLON LELAND Providence, R. I . 
Football Squad (2) (3); Class Football T eam (1); 
Class Vice-President (2, 2nd term); 11 K E. 
The very picture of GLOOM (s pelt on purpose with 
capitals). Whenever you see six-feet-two of despond-
ency coming along th e college walk, you know that it 's 
"Liz." But, credit where credit is due, when he does 
smile, what a transformation! 
ABRAHAM LEVIN Pittsfield, Mass . 
This is little "Abie," the grouch . It is his custom to 
rise (the stairs in Seabury) at such frightfully early 
hours that we are forced to overlook his dissatis-
faction with things in general a t the College Commons. 
His one ambition is to convince Crehore that t he 
latter was never destined to become a clergy man. 
NOAH SAMUEL LEVINE Rockville 
This ordinary-appearing Socialist possesses a secret 
which, when h e deems best to reveal 1t, will unques-
t ionably revolutionize the existing state of society. 
The t ruth is that "Grubby" has discovered a tonic 
which enables him to go to college in the daytime 
and manage the Adams Express Company during the 
night. 
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THOMA S W OLCOTT LITTLE Hartford 
Chairman Freshman-Junior Banquet Committee; 
Hockey T eam (1); Manager (2) ; Glee Club 
(2) (3); Mandolin Club (1) (2); Junior Prome-
nade Committee; Sophomore Dining Club; At:. <J. . 
This man has a walk that looks like the last weary 
efforts of a fly trying to emerge from a sheet of fly-
paper. That's why we call him "Tangle." "Tangle's" 
method of pedal progression is not, however, indica-
tive of his temperament. Really he:s some speed , 
being one of Mr. Corbett's stellar exhibits in English 
8, and one of the brightest social lights we have. 
H owARD J EROME LIVERMORE 
Mandolin Club (1) (2); <I> r !::.. . 
. West Hartford 
All h ope of a Lacrosse team had been abandoned last 
spring, when suddenly J erome appeared and hero-
icallv volunteered his in valuable se~vices . But even 
then the Lacrosse team didn't pan out. Anyhow it 
wasn't your fault, Howard. 
]AMES AsHTON GREENE MoORE . Geneva, N.Y. 
Football Team (1) (2) (3); Mandolin Club 
(1) (2) (3); Leader (3); Glee Club (2) (3); 
Class Football Team (1); Class Basketball Team 
(1) (2) (3); Basketball Team (1); Sophomore 
Dining Club; Class President (2, 2nd term); 
Captain Class Basketball T eam (3); A 11 <J.. 
As you see by the above reco rd Jim is some pumpkins. 
But you'd never know it from him. He's one of those 
modest youths who do things and shut up about them. 
The ministry will get a good man when Jim graduates. 
OTE- THE IvY was hard up, so we accepted a bribe 
from Jimmy for the above eu logy. 
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JoHN SHAPLEIGH MosEs . . Garden City, N. Y. 
President Y. M. C. A. (3); Tripod Board (3); 
Assistant Manager Track Team (2); Manager 
(3); Class Baseball T eam (2); Class Basketball 
Team (3); Sophomore Dining Club; Class 
President (3, 2nd term); Junior Smoker Com-
mittee; A to <I>. 
Here we have another minister. (37 J arvis is where 
you get your religion). Jack's a great Greek scholar, 
yes indeed. H e assists in the preparation of Greek 
text-books. At other t imes he may be found watching 
his proteges race around the track. 
EDWARD ]EFFERSON MYERS Collinsville 
Freshman-Junior Banquet Committee; Sopho-
more Hop Committee; Glee Club (2) (3); 1914 
Minstrels; Assistant Manager Football T eam (3) ; 
Manager Elect (3); Secretary-Treasurer Athletic 
Association (3); 1914 IvY Board ; Class Base-
ball Team (1) (2); I K A. 
"Eddie" came from Collinsville with a recommendation 
in his back pocket from Ira Thomas as future sub-
stitute for that celebrity. The fact of the matter is 
"Eddie" has caught a few things (not baseballs, how-
ever). 
INSIDE INFORMATIO N- "Eddie" has a girl, regular 
one, thoroughbred, four years olcl. Her name is 
Doris and she calls h im "Ecldis" - by attraction. 
LEo ]AMES NooNAN 
Hartford Club. 
Hartford 
Yes, Gentlemen , this is the source of much t roubl e 
and anxiety on the part of the Faculty. It appears 
that Leo himself possesses a faculty which is occu-
pied a great deal of the time with petitioning the other 
faculty, thus far, however, with little success. A 
considerable amount of his time is also employed in 
explaining to Dr. Swan that a man with a floating 
kidney should not be required to attend gymnasium. 
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]AMES ]EREMIAH O'CoNNOR H'ethersjield 
Class Baseball Team (1); Class Track Team 
(1); Hartford Club. 
Poor old "Jim." He is fast becoming gray and round 
shouldered with trouble and worry, some of which 
is attributed to the supreme effort he is making to 
pass Religious Studies III. It has been suggested 
that it would alleviate his sufferings somewhat if a 
Board of Arbitration were appointed to settle disputes 
which arise between him and Professor Barret in 
regard to his mark. 
BENJAMIN Lours RAMSAY Plattsburg, N.Y. 
Chairman Sophomore Smoker Committee; Tri-
pod Board (2) (3); 1914 Minstrels; Advertising 
Manager and Treasurer (3); Class Football 
Team (1); Toucey Scholar (2) (3); Junior 
Smoker Committee; I K A. 
This is "Fat." He and the Prudential Company have 
one thing in common; they are both as "firm as 
Gilbraltar," or whatever the quotation is. That is 
from a physical standpoint, of course. We understand 
that he is not wholly impregnable to the cha rms of 
the fair sex. 
HOBART ]AMES RoBERTS U~ica, N.Y. 
Freshman-Junior Banquet Committee; Class 
Football Team (1) (2); Class Baseball Team 
(1) (2); Captain (1); Sophomore Hop Commit-
tee; Sophomore Smoker Committee; Athletic 
Editor of 1913 IvY (Resigned); Freshman 
Rules Committee; Sophomore Dramatics; Class 
President (2, 2nd term); A X P. 
Stop! Look! Listen! Where did this come from? 
We don't know. Where is it going? We don't know. 
1914 simply found this specimen of humanity at one 
of her class meetings and it has stuck around ever 
since. To make a long story short, "Hobe" really 
belonged to 1913, but preferring to graduate with a 
good class, he stayed out of college a year in order to 
have this honor. Welcome to our midst, "Hobe!" 
The honor is all ours. 
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Lours ONDE RDONK D E R oNGE S t. james , Md. 
Glee Club (1) (2) (3); Tripod Board (3); 1914 
Minstrels ; M anaging Editor 1914 IVY; Press 
Club (2); Class Track T eam (1) (2); Mandolin 
Club (3); Class Baseball T eam (2); Secretary-
Treasurer Junior Prom enade Committee; A 1:::. <I> . 
What eyes! What a fo rehead ! Yes, fair reader, that 
is what every maid has said regarding this gallant 
youth. Do not a ll ow yourself to be captivated by this 
pictu re, for if you should you will suffer the same 
agony many others have u ndergone. You see , he is 
another one of ou r boys from the Eunny South and 
as such he must have variety . To look at this picture 
one would imagine that there was really something 
in that head- well, there is. H ow cou ld it be other-
wise with a name li ke th is? 
WILL IAM R osENBAUM New Rochelle, N. Y. 
Glee Club (1) (2) (3) ; Leader (3); Class Track 
Team (1) (2); Author and P roducer of 1914 
Minstrels; Sophomore Dining Club; 1914 
IVY Board ; Sophomore Smoker Committee; 
Cheer Leader (3); '11 'I' . 
A stra nge mixtu re of joy a nd gloom. Governed 
alternately by the inspirations of his gen ius and by 
Saturn . W e say genius advisedly, and all those 
who saw the 1914 m instrels will agree. " Gloomy 
Gus" left us lately , but h e blows arou nd occasionally 
and whiles away a few mi nutes tickli ng the ivories. 
H ERBERT A cKLEY SAGE . Middletown 
Football Squad (1); T eam (3); T rack T eam (2); 
Class Basketball T eam (1); Captain (1); 
Class Track T eam (2); Class Football T eam 
(1); Basketball Squad (1) ; Sophom ore Dining 
Club; '11 'I' . 
By the locks of Bacchus ! W hom have we here? 
T he man who conquers vaudeville stars with one 
gla nce of h is moustache. You remember when Gertie 
threw him the rose at Poli 's? Whose Iovin' baby 
are you , Ackley? 
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CHARLES TIMOTHY SENA y New London 
1914 Ivv Board; Class Baseball Team (2); 
1914 Minstrels; <1> r Ll. 
The little sunbeam; the smile that won't come off; 
unconquerable joy. A sure cure for the gloom is 
ten minutes with Charley. If that won't cure it, 
nothing will. 
ERNEST THEODORE SOMERVILLE Toledo, Ohio 
1914 Minstrels; Sophomore Hop Committee; 
Business Manager of 1914 Ivv; Senate (2) (3); 
Junior Promenade Committee; Press Club; 
Junior Smoker Committee; A X P. 
This is the pretty boy from Howe School who hails 
from the breezy west, and he is some orator. During his 
Freshman year he formed the Freshman Fussing 
Society. His most earnest efforts are still given freely 
to that organization. As his li fe work he intends to 
draw a salary , for which purpose he wi ll marry money. 
His philosophy is "Eat, drink and be merry, my boy, 
for you arc a long time dead." Favorite expression, 
"You may ii nger but I'll get you yet." 
WILLIAM BENJAMIN SPOFFORD Claremont, N. H. 
Glee Club (1) (2) (3); President (3); Track 
Team (1) (2) (3); Class Football Team (1); 
Class Track Team (1) (2); Senior Dramatics 
(1) (2); Senate (2) (3); Secretary (2); College 
Choir (1) (2) (3); Author Lyrics 1914 Minstrels; 
1914 Minstrels; Cheer Leader (3); Sophomore 
Dining Club; ~ T. 
Our comedian. H e impersonated an inebriated gentle-
man with such feeling and realism in the minstrels 
that suspicions - but B enj amin remembers the whole 
show perfectly. 
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F RANK GRENVILLE STADTM lT.b LLER E lmwood 
Debating Associa tion ; Class Vice-President (2, 
1st term) . 
J ohn- we don't k now where he got the name, -
is what we migh t te rm the embodiment of the spiri t 
of 1914. Whenever there is a nything doing , it is a 
safe bet t hat he'll be on the spot. 
CYRUS THOMAS STE VE N . Hartfo rd 
T rack T eam (2); Class Track T eam (1) (2); 
~ rD. . 
"Cy" is the liv ing exponent of the t rue and conscien-
tious life. In fatuation is wavering , though , and we 
are in hopes that some day this yout h will wake u p 
to the fact t hat h e is attending coll ege a nd not a 
matrimoni al bureau. 
ARCHIBALD WILSON W ALKER Claremont, N. H . 
Glee Club (1) (2) (3); Assistant Manag r 
Baseball T eam (2) ; Manager (3); Junior 
Promenade Committee ; Sophomore Dining 
Club; 'lt T. 
Take a good long look, girls, for t hi s is the handsome 
Mr. Walker, t he prize bea uty of our class. " Arch" 
also has a great capacity - fo r learning . 
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RI CHARD FOLSOM WALKER Claremont, N. H. 
Hockey Squad (1); Manager (3); Class Baseball 
Team (2); 'It T. 
Genus, fish; species, shark of the A and B variety 
Favorite forms of sustenance, Latin, Greek, Phil-
osophy and "Blue Ribbon." 
LESLIE FREDERICK WALLACE Lawrence, Mass. 
1914 Ivv Board; 1: A E. 
otice the serious and critical expression on his face. 
"Wally" is, indeed, a devoted tudent, of what, how-
ever , we dare not say. Hi s past is shrouded in femi-
ninity and obscurity, as he d id not enter Trinity until 
his Sophomore year. 
THEODORE FRA CIS WESSELS . Portland 
Track Team (1) (2) (3); Captain (3); Class 
Track Team (1) (2); Class Football Team (1); 
Class Baseball Team (1) (2); Captain (2); 
Second Football Team (2) ; Sophomore Dining 
Club; Senate (3); Class President (2, 1st term) 
'It T. 
Ted's cosmos is bounded by a quarter-mile cinder 
track. He thinks and dreams of running through 
eternity with a crowd of Wesleyan men behind him 
· -always behind as they have been in the past. 
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RAYMOND WEsT WooDWARD . Hartford 
Sophomore Smoker Committee; Mandolin Club 
(1) (2) (3); Assistant in Physics (3); L \JI . 
"Ray" is so shy he has never even divulged enough 
of his life with which we could make an epitaph . 
EDWARD PINKEY WROTH Baltimore, Md. 
Glee Club (1) (2) (3) ; College Choir (1) (2) (3); 
Class Football Team (1); Class Basketball 
Team (1) (2) (3); Class Baseball Team (1); 
Press Club (2); Secretary Y. M. C. A. (3); 
1914 Minstrels; A 11 <I>. 
"Pink" is a marri ed man- Almost! H e has a room 
at college and also he occasionally appears on the 
campus and in the class room . But most of the time 
you can find him- well, if you don't know, far be 
it !rom us to tell you . Anyhow, he is making some 
heart gladder, casting little sunbeams into some-
one's life. 
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<!llann nf 1!115 
CLASS COLORS 
Orange and Black 
QI.Iass ®fficcrs 
Ql.hristmas mcrm 
HowARD Ric E HILL . 
THEODORE ABBOTT PECK 
SAMUEL H ARMON EDSALL 
VERTREES YOUNG 
J AMES pATRICK MURRAY . 
A RTHU R J OHNSON 
B E RTRAM BE EZETT BAILEY 
VERTREES You NG 
mrinit~ mcrm 
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President 
Vice-President 
Secretary- Treasurer 
Hi storian 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary- Treasurer 
Historian 
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1915 Qtlann ~tntoru 
(Humble Apolog,ies to Georg,e Ade.) 
"To every Man upon this Earth Life cometh soon or late," and the Pride 
of Punxsutawney, having furtively tweaked the Tail of the Family Cat for the 
last time and kissed the Folks into a state of Nervous Dilapidation, shook the 
Alfalfa from his cowhide Kicks and boarded the Boat for Hartford. 
When, despite the Pitfalls and Malice of the ew York, o H eaven, and 
Hartford R. R. , he skidded into t he city of Trinity College and Insurance Foun-
dries, he repulsed the Onslaught of forty Frenzied Fraters and hied him toward 
the University. 
Here he found 99 Males without Blemish, with whom he organized the 
Glorious Class of 1915. 
The Bloated Bigots of 1914 palmed off some Sacharrine Sentiments about 
Respect for Elders, but when t he Awful Mixup came on Bloody Monday, 12 
shackled Sophomores seemed foreign to the "Spirit of 1914." 
Later our Heroes eloped with the Juniors to Holyoke for the annual Hash 
Sling and Cookie Carnival and returned Home, Bleeding Freely, with a kind 
Word for every Lamp Post. 
When it came to the Annual Mud Bath on St. Patrick's Day the Custodians 
of the Lemon Squeezer could only gurgle like deranged Plumbing, while Max 
Later reaped a Fortune collecting Garments no longer inhabited by Sophomores. 
Coming back from Vacation, the Class found their Pin Feathers considerably 
lengthened and they were also endowed with the Privilege of sitting on the 
College Fence. 
They posted yellow Signs, wore flashy Socks and a worried Look, and 
gloomed about the Scarcity of Prey for the Rushers. 
Gloomy Gus had nothing on the huddled Mass of UpperClassmen who saw 
the Reinies ground to Hamburger in the Rope Rush . " o Pep in '16", was 
their Dismal Ditty elucidating t he first Sophomore Victory within the Forgetery 
of the Oldest Inhabitant (W. R . Curtis). 
The Peerless Ones eventually transplanted the Blossoms of Girlhood, who 
rotate in the Hartford Tea and Macaroon Circuit, up to Alumni Stall, where 
the Night Watches glided away in a function of twenty-six Clinches and Unal-
loyed Joy, commonly called the Sophomore Hop. 
When the Frosh decided to feed Cabbage to the Juniors at the Kimball, 
the Sophs perpetrated the usual fruitless Frustration, but three Frosh ate their 
Hominy with Green Dressing. 
Many Fledgelings, still wearing Frat Pins on their Lapels and showing 
Signs of too much Worry, auriculated the Doings of the College on the Still in 
dear old Hot fudge. 
Desiring to see the Wide, Wide World, they swarmed to Trinity and were 
permitted to see 1915 uncoil and scrape the Fungus from their Rival's Shins 
in Basket Bawl. 
Later in the Evening, sucking at Fatimas and expurgated Fizzerine, they 
watched the Local Merit of 1915 scintillate in Refined Vod-vil. When the 
Drop Curtain failed to disintegrate, or stick, or ball up, everyone said 1915 had 
passed the Supreme Test of their Excellence and Efficiency. 
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BERTRAM B ENEZE T BAILEY, D. K E. 
IRA ALLEN BALCH, A X P .. 
WILLIAM EDWARD BARNETT, A D. 1> 
ARTHU R EvERETT BARNS, A X P 
JOHN ARCHIE BARNS, A X p 
LEWIS GEORGE BEARDSLEY 
KARL HILDING BEIJ, A X p 
RALPH HALM BENT, A X p 
RANDWICK ALBERT BISSELL, A D. 1> . 
HENRY LAWRENCE BRAINERD, \If T 
SMART BRAND, L \If 
WILLIAM WASHINGTON BRINKMAN 
jACOB BRODSKY 
ERNEST FREEMAN BROWN, A X p 
THOMAS CooK BROWN, I K A 
wALCOTT CHAPIN, I K A 
EDWARD UPSON CowLES 
FRANcis THoMAs CuRLEY, 1> r D. 
FREDERIC GRIFFIN DoRWART, D. \If 
WARD EvERETT DuFFY 
SAMUEL HARMON EDSALL, A D. 1> 
DANIEL HAROLD EvANS 
MAURICE LESTER F URNIVAL, A X p 
ERNEST HARTRANFT GEYER, D. K E . 
HAROLD LESLIE GIBBS. 
wALTER GIBSON GREGG 
EvERITT HEYWOOD HALL, D. K E 
HowARD RICE HILL, D. K E 
AuSTIN EBER HoDGE, 1> r D. 
GEORGE DAWSON HOWELL, ] R., A D. 1> 
CoLIN MoNTAIGUE INGERSOLL, D. \If 
Louis FRENCH }EFFERSON . 
ARTHUR jOHNSON, D. K E 
RoNALD EARL KINNEY, 1> r D. 
THEODORE CHARLES KYLE, A X p 
ADOLPH WILLIAM LAWSON, A X p 
EDWARD WILLI S L U DWIG 
jAMEs SYLVESTER McCABE, ]R., \If T 
THOMAS FRANCIS McCuE . 
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Yantic 
Manchester 
. Newtown 
Westmoreland, N. Y . 
Westmoreland, N. Y. 
Roxbury Station 
. Hartford 
New York, N.Y. 
Brandon, Vt. 
Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 
Hartford 
. Hartford 
Hartford 
Manchester 
jamestown , N.Y. 
Barrington, R. I. 
Kensington 
Dorchester, Mass. 
Newport, Fa . 
West Hartford 
Minneapolis, Minn . 
. Hartford 
Hartford 
New York, N.Y. 
Westfield, Mass. 
Meriden 
. . Orange, N.]. 
Richmond Hill, N. Y. 
. Danbury 
. Hartford 
Ridgefield 
Darien 
. Hartford 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 
New Milford 
Putnam 
. Hartford 
Auburn, N .Y. 
. Hartford 
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STANLEY MERTON MERRILL, A !1 <I>. 
STANWOOD ADAMS MERRILL, 2: \[1 
HAROLD CoLTHUR;r MILLS, 2: \[1 
]AMES ARCHIBALD MITCHELL, !1 \[1 
]AMEs PATRicK MuRRAY, <I> r 11 
MARK ELMO O'CONNELL 
WILLIAM BLACK ORR, A X p 
THEODORE ABBOTT PECK, I K A 
PERCIVAL CAMP PLATT, I K A . 
EDwARD LEARNED POLLOCK, JR., \[1 T 
WILLIAM BENFIELD PRESSEY, \[1 T 
OYES HOLMES REYNOLDS 
LEWIS BRADFORD RIPLEY . 
LAwRENcE SMITH RoBERTs, <I> r 11 
THOMAS HERBERT ROBINSON 
NEWELL RussELL SAGE, \[1 T 
RAYMOND LEEDS ScoFIELD, t. K E 
CHESTER RHOADES SEYMOUR 
IsAAC BATTIN SHELLEY, A !1 <I> . 
BERTRAM LEON BURGOYNE SMITH, \[1 T 
ROBERT Row AN SMITH, <I> r !1 
LEON SPITZ 
DALLAS S UMMERFIELD SQUIRE, !1 \[1 
FRANCIS BELL STITES, !1 \[1 
REUEL CooK STRATTON 
]ACOB IsRAEL SmsMAN 
PAU L MoNROE SwiFT, I K A 
ALLEN THOMAS uSHER, I K A 
]OHN WILLIAM VIZNER 
CHARLES CooLIDGE WITHINGTON, A !1 <I> . 
CLIFTON WRIGHT , <I> r 11 
PHILLIP JoHN Yo u NG, ]R. 
VERTREES Yo u NG, A !1 <I> 
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Hartford 
Walpole, Mass . 
Troy, N.Y. 
Centerville, Md. 
Norwich Town 
W allingjord 
Columbus, Ohio 
Washington 
Hawleyville 
Chicago, Ill . 
Ashton, R. I. 
Albany, N . Y. 
Glastonbury 
Winter Park, Fla. 
Waterbury 
Middletown 
N ew Haven 
East Granby 
N ew York, N.Y. 
Chicago, Ill. 
. Danbury 
Hartford 
Morristown, N. ] . 
Louisville, Ky . 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Yarmouthport, Mass. 
East Providence, R. I. 
Hartford 
Newton Center, Mass . 
. Danbury 
Nutley, N.]. 
Oakmont, Pa. 
BOTTLE BOWLING 
CLASS DAY 
THE WALK TOWARD THE GYM 
NORTHAM TOWER 
W EST SIDE OF MAIN BUILDING 
GRADING THE CAMPUS 
e 
.. ,. 
ROS HffilfiR. 
Qtluss nf 1911i 
CLASS COLORS 
Jv[ aroon and Gray 
([lass ®fficers 
QLhristmas illerm 
J AMES LANDON COLE 
FREDERICK BARWICK CASTATOR 
FRANK LAMBERT 
ALBERT WILLIAM Duv, ]R. 
illrinity illerm 
] OHN NORTON l VES . 
ROBERT SEYMOUR MORRIS 
OscAR WILDER CRAIK 
GEORGE MALLETTE FERRIS 
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President 
Vice-President 
Secretary- Treasurer 
Historian 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary- Treasurer 
Historian 
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LO G indeed has it been known that the Freshman Class is small-small not in number, but in the eyes of the other classes. It is disagreeable 
to be kicked about by those who were but a year ago handled in 
like manner, but the Freshman Class is honorable. It takes fair means to 
square accounts. 
With that idea in mind we won the Chapel rush, but this did not satisfy 
the eager desires of the valiant freshmen. Therefore we agreed to touch the 
Bulletin board before the given time expired and 1916 always keeps her agree-
ments. There is a rumor that the freshmen lost the rope rush: Well, we won't 
discuss the fact. 
Great was the surprise when 1916 came off from the baseball field victor-
ious. We have been told that it has been a long time since such a thing hap-
pened. 
How we did make those sophomores run in the freshman-sophomore track 
meet! By chance they did come out ahead one or more points, but the fresh-
men showed their speed to such an advantage that the "so phs." did not men-
tion the word "pep" for two whole days. 
Greater was the football game. The athletes of 1915 went down like straws 
before the sturdy freshmen. Twice was the goal line of 1915 crossed, mak-
ing the score, 1916, 14: 1915, 0. 
These victories were followed up by a most successful banquet which was 
given in Springfield, Mass., to the worthy juniors, our best friends. The sopho-
mores made several attempts to break up this pleasant affair, but were as unsuc-
cessful as they were in the Bulletin-board rush. 
About three months of peace and happiness have elapsed since that enjoy-
able time, and now comes the final rush of our freshman year. It is customary 
on St. Patrick's Day for the last rush of the year to take place between the 
freshmen and sophomores. 
The night before the rush, the freshmen went down town, and put up posters. 
About four o'clock next morning, a picked body of freshmen started back to 
college to capture some sophomores. Four of their number were captured 
just before we reached the college entrance. 1916 decided not to take any more, 
because she wanted some one to fight with the next day. To make a long story 
short, the freshmen won the rush in the morning. Did we establish a record 
in putting our banner up the tree so quickly? Ask someone else. 
Perhaps our greatest achievement was the freshman dramatics which was 
given at Parsons Theatre during "Junior Week." This was the first innovation 
which we have presented as freshmen. It is needless to say that in the three 
remaining years of college life 1916 will take her place in the college activities 
with honor to herself and to her Alma Mater. 
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FRANK JOSEPH ACHATZ 
PHILIP EDGAR ALDRicH, <P r 11 . 
CHARLES HENRY BAKER, JR.' \[1 T 
CHARLES ALFRED BENNET 
SAMUEL B ERKMAN 
Jo ATHAN CoNE BIGELow, ]R . . 
RAYMOND AUSTIN BOND, 11 K E 
ROBERT ALEXANDER BROWN, ]R. 
JOSEPH H ME CAHILL 
]AMES LANGDON COLE, 11 \[1 
THOMAS HERON CRAIG, ]R. , 11 K E 
OscAR WILDER CRAIK, \li T 
VICTOR FRANCIS FORTUNATO DI EZZO 
DA vm STODDARD DooMAN, 11 K E 
CHARLES EDMUND DowLING 
ALBERT WILLIAM D uY, ]R., 11 \li 
CHARLES THOMAS EASTERBY 
FRANCIS WYATT ELDER, A 11 <P . 
WILLIAM GARLAND EMERsoN, <P r 11 
]AMES FAIRFIELD ENGLISH 
GEORGE MALLETTE FERRIS, A X p 
NELSON ]AMES GEORGE, \[1 T 
WILLIS BRISCOE GEORGE, \[1 T . 
DENNIS ALOYSIUS GILLOOLy 
CHARLES BARTLETT WELLS GRAY, ]R ., 11 \[1 
R uDOLPH GREEN . 
wARREN LESTER HALE, 11 K E . 
RAYMOND FRANCIS HANSEN 
ALFRED HARDING, ]R., A 11 <P 
HOWARD ]AMES HOLMES, I K A 
RoBERT SANDERs HooPER, <P r 11 
JOHN HERSEY H UMPHREY , 2nd, I K A 
JoHN NoRTON IvEs, 11 \li 
CHARLES PADDOCK JoHNSON, 11 K E 
R ussELL ZIEBELL JoHNSTON 
FRANK LAMBERT ' A 11 <P 
MICHAEL MYER LEVINSON 
DONALD SAMUEL LINTON, 1: \[1 
EARL LOUDON, ~ \[1 
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. Burnside 
Dalton, Mass. 
Zellwood, Fla. 
Renovo, Pa . 
Hartford 
South Manchester 
Hartford 
Basking Ridge, N. ]. 
. Hartford 
Hartford 
Montclair, N. ]. 
Louisville, Ky. 
Hartford 
New York, N.Y. 
Hartford 
Bloomsburg, Pa. 
Hartford 
Baltimore, Md . 
Great Works, Me . 
East Windsor 
Newtown 
. Rockville 
. Rockville 
W allingjord 
Boston, Mass. 
. Hartford 
East Hartford 
East Hartford 
Washington, D. C. 
Glastonbury 
Hoboken, N.]. 
Roxbury 
Detroit, Mich. 
Norwich 
Hartford 
Baltimore, Md . 
Hartford 
West Hart ford 
Wales, Mass. 
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LOWELL THAYER LYON, A 6. <P 
DoNALD CLEMENS McCARTHY 
JoHN FRANCIS McENDY 
RoBERT STARR MARTIN, A 6. <P 
RrcHARD L usH MAXON, 6. \[1 
CLARENCE ALBERT MEYER, ~ \[1 
LLOYD REGINALD MILLER . 
]A COB GARABRANT NEAFIE MITCHELL, 6. \[1 
Lours JAMES MoRAN . 
EDGAR TowNSEND MoRGAN 
ROBERT SEYMOUR MORRIS, A X p 
EDMUND ABBE NILES, \[1 'I' 
Lours NoLL . 
RoBERT BARNARD O'CoNNOR, 6. \[1 
DAVID FREDERICK PAULSEN 
WILLIAM LAWRENCE PECK, I K A 
CLIFFORD HENRY PERKINS, 6. K E 
CLARENCE EDMUND PHILLIPS 
RODERI C PIERCE . 
NATHAN MERRILL PIERPONT, ~ \[1 
CHARLES BOOTH PLUMMER, A X p 
HAROLD BRAINERD RAFTERY' \[1 'I' 
LESTER RANDALL . 
BRAINERD STrNsoN RAY, <P r t1 
AMos ELrAs REDDING , <P r t1 
RALPH MoRTIMER RIDINGS 
ERHARDT GILLETTE ScHMITT, \[1 'I' 
HERBERT SPENCER, A X p . 
CHARLES BRYON SPOFFORD, ]R., \[1 'I' 
RoLAND DARRA COTT STEARNS, 6. \[1 
RoLAND SYMONDS . 
CHESTER DAVID THOMPSON, ~ \[1 
HAROLD BENSON THORNE, ]R ., 6. \[1 
ELMER SwACHHAMER TIGER, A X P . 
]OHN HARDENBROOK TOWNSEND, ]R., I K A . 
ARTHUR WESLEY WAINWRIGHT, <l? r 6. 
FREDERICK PoRTER WooLLEY 
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. Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Hartford 
Linwood, Mass. 
Royal Oaks, Md. 
Detroit, Mich . 
Walpole, Mass. 
McAlester, Okla. 
Williamsport, Pa. 
Hartford 
South Manchester 
Hartford 
Concord, N. H. 
Hartford 
Flushing, N. Y. 
. Estherville, Ia. 
Washington 
Claremont, N . H . 
. East Hartford 
Auburn, N.Y. 
Waterbury 
Lake City, Minn. 
Portland 
Windsor Locks 
Huntington, N.Y. 
Hartford 
Dover, N. H. 
Ansonia 
Hartford 
Claremont, N. H. 
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 
Port jervis, N.Y. 
Manchester 
Montclair, N. ]. 
Peapack, N. ]. 
Hamden 
Meriden 
Hartford 
EDwARD SANFORD BARNEY, \]I T 
JAMES BENSON BAUMGARDNER, D. \]/ 
HowARD ]AMES BuRGWIN, \]IT 
MERRITT FOWLER CROMWELL, \]I T 
HERBERT GRAy DANFORTH, D. \]I 
DANIEL BRYON DAWLEY, D. K E 
HENRY BROWN DILLARD, D. \]I . 
1913 
ALBERT JAMEs EMMANUEL DRAPER, <I> r D. 
RoBERT MoNTAGUE FooT, A D. <I> 
ROGER WILLIAMS GATES, D. K E 
GEORGE GERMAINE, D. K E 
TuRPIN Hsr . 
EDWARD WHITEHEAD jEWETT, I K A 
jOHN PARKEE LEAVENWORTH, A D. cf> 
STAN LEY FIELD MARR, D. K E . 
]AMES ELMER McCREERY, D. K E 
EDWARD EvERETT MoBERLY, ]R., D. \]I 
ARTHUR FRANK PEASLEE, A X p 
JOHN WoLCOTT RoBBINS 
]OHN WESLEY SARLES, I K A 
ARCHER PLATT SAYRES, A X p 
CouRTLAND WHITEHEAD SAYRES, A X P . 
HARRY GEORGE WooDBURY, \]IT 
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• 
Springfield, Mass. 
Toledo, Ohio 
. Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Dobbs Ferry, N . Y. 
Oldtown, Me. 
Providence, R. I. 
Huntsville, Ala. 
New York, N.Y. 
Red Wing, Minn. 
. Hartford 
Waterbury 
Shanghai, China 
N orwichtown 
Winsted 
Waterville, Me. 
Fall River, Mass. 
New York, N.Y . 
. Hartford 
Hartford 
Bridgeport 
Detroit, Mich. 
Detroit, Mich. 
Francestown, N. H. 
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1914 
JosEPH WrLLIAM ADAM, A !:l iJ> • 
MERRILL LEMUEL KELLOGG ALLEN, cp r t:. 
WILLIAM HEWSON BALTZELL, \]i T 
MosEs AARON BERMAN 
LEON MARK BRUSSTAR 
Lo u rs SAMUEL CHAMBERS 
CHARLES J uDsON CHILD, A X P 
RoGERS DAY CLARK, t:. K E 
HowARD JOSEPH DALEY, JR. 
EDWARD BRODERICK D UFFEY 
THEODORE FRIEDHOF, JR., !:l \]i 
Lours YuRLIC GABERMAN . 
EDWARD IsAAC GLEZER 
1JRY ALBERT HICKS, A !:l ip 
WILLIAM RusSEL LANGDON, ip r !:l 
LAWRENCE LENNOX, !:l \]i 
ALFRED BROOKS LISTER, A !:l ip 
PATRICK JOSEPH MeG IRE 
THOMAS HENRY Me EIL, JR.,!:l \]i 
OscAR ANDREWS Mo RAD, I K A 
HARRISON CRANE NOYES, \]i T 
PHILIP SUMMER PAGE, !:l \]i 
JoH REccA . 
WILLIAM LEvi RosENBAUM, \]iT 
HENRY WHITING SELDEN, cp r t:. 
JOSEPH SHAPIRO 
LEVI FRANCIS SILVERSMITH 
THEODORE LERoY SToRY, \]iT 
IRA ALLEN BALCH, A X p . 
GEORGE BEACH, JR., t:. \]i . 
CHARLES HERBERT BoEHM, A !:l iJ> 
HAMPTON BONNER, I K A . 
OGDEN DoREMUS B uDD, JR., !:l K E 
FREDERICK BoND DART, \]i T 
FRANK WrLLIA;M HEALY 
WILLIAM THEODORE GRAY, JR . 
ADOLPH WILLIAM LAWSON, A X p 
1915 
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G iimpelskerchen, A us tria 
Torrington 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Hartford 
New Haven 
New York, N.Y. 
Ansonia 
Clifton, Mass. 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Columbus, Neb. 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Smyrna, Asia Minor 
Lynn, Mass. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Manchester 
Chicago, Ill. 
East Hartford 
Norwich 
Brookline, Mass. 
New York, N.Y. 
New Rochelle, N.Y. 
West Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Norwich 
Manchester 
New York, N.Y . 
Baltimore, Md. 
New York, N.Y. 
New York, N.Y. 
Niantic 
New Bedford, Mass. 
Boston, Mass . 
Putnam 
JAMES SYLVESTER McCABE, JR., \]i T 
FELIX JEREMIAH tlcEviTT 
HAROLD S uMMERFIELD OLAFSON 
JOHN RICHARD PERKINS, ~ \]i 
WoRcESTER PERKINs, ~ \]i . 
DAYTON KATHAN RIVAS, A !:1 <I> 
BENJAMIN TALBOT RoGERs , JR. , t::. \]i 
HERBERT EDw A Y RYERSON , \]i T 
JAMES NOAH SLEE, !:1 K E . 
ALBERT LORD SMITH' ~ \]i . 
RoBERT Row AN SMITH, <I> r !::. 
JAcOB IsRAEL SursMAN 
1916 
ALBERT WILLIAM DuY, JR., !:1 \]i 
FRANCIS WYATT ELDER, A !:1 <I> . 
JoHN HERSEY HuMPHREY, 2nd, I K A 
JIRA THAYER JENNINGS , A X P . 
HAROLD BRAINERD RAFTERY, \{1 T 
RALPH MoRTIMER RmiNGs, <I> r 1:1 
RoLAND SYMONDs, <I> r 1:1 
ARTHUR v\TESLEY WAINWRIGHT, <I> r !::. 
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Auburn, N. Y. 
South Manchester 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Greenwich 
Greenwich 
Schenectady, N. Y. 
Fond du Lac, Wis. 
NorthEast, Pa.. 
Yonkers, N.Y. 
Middletown 
Danbury 
Hartford 
Bloomsburg, Pa . 
Baltimore, Md. 
Roxbury 
New Haven 
Portland 
Dover, N.H. 
Port j ervis 
Meriden 
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14orul 111 rutrrntty 
of 31. il(. l\. 
Founded 1829 at 
Trinity College 
Actiue :allemhers 
KENNETH B EARDSLEY CASE 
CHARLES WALLACE CooKE 
RAYMOND HENRY DEXTER 
1913 
1914 
WALTER ST ART MARSDEN 
ARTHUR FoRD GEDDES EDGELOW 
EDWARD ]EFFERSON MYERS 
BENJAMIN Lou rs RAMSAY 
WALCOTT CHAPIN 
HAMPTON BoNNER 
THOMAS CooK BROWN 
GEORGE GORDON NILSSON 
HowARD JAMEs HoLMES 
JoHN HERSEY HuMPHREY, 2ND 
1915 
1916 
THEODORE ABBOTT PECK 
PERCY CAMP PLATT 
PAUL 1oNROE SwiFT 
LLOYD 'REGINALD MILLER 
WILLIAM L AWRENCE PECK 
JoHN HARDENBROOK TowNSEND, JR. 
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31. il(. ~. 
1fratres in ltrbc 
ARTH R K. BROCKLESBY, '70 
WILLIAM D. MoRGAN , '72 
WILLIAM C . SKINNER, '76 
ERNEST DEF . MIEL, '88 
lRENUS K. HAMILTON, '91 
GEORGE w. ELLIS, '94 
DunLEY C . GRAVES, '98 
RoBERT W . GRAY, '98 
EDWARD J. MANN, '04 
IRVI NG R. KENYON, '07 
HAROLD G. HART, '07 
PAUL M. BUTTERWORTH, '08 
RoBERTS K. SKi r NER, '10 
BENJAMI r F. T u RNER, '10 
}AMES PORTEUS, '11 
WILLIAM c. SKINNER , }R., ' 11 
<!Lnrpnratinn 
ERNEST nEFREMERY MmL . 
WILLIAM CoNVERSE SKINNER 
DuDLEY CHASE GRAvEs 
JOHN HENRY STEVENS QuicK 
WILLIAM DENI SON MoRGAN 
·wiLLIAM STERLING CocGsWELL 
EDwARD MANSFIELD ScuDDER 
}AlVIES STRATTON CARPENTER 
GEORGE wATSON BEACH 
CHARLES ERLI G HoTcHKiss 
81 
. President 
Vice-President 
Secretary- Treasurer 
PERC IVAL w. CLEMENT 
HoBART WARREN THOMPSO ' 
ARTHU R CoLLINS GRAvEs 
lRENUS KITTEREDGE HAMILTON 
THOMAS McKEAN 
CHARLES LuTHER B u RNHAM 
JoHN PAINE 
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ALPHA 
DELTA 
EPSILON 
LAMBDA 
UPSILON 
SIGMA 
TAU 
ID4r 1J1ratrrnity nf 111rlta Jni 
Founded in 1847 at Columbia College and the University 
of New York 
1ft nll nf <!Litaptrrs 
Columbia College 
University of Pennsylvania 
Trinity College 
Williams College 
University of Virginia 
Sheffield Scientific School of Yale Univ. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
82 
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IDqr i.Ep.atlnu O!quptrr 
mrltu J.at 
Artiue itllembers 
GRADUATES 
CRANSTON BRENTON 
RoBERT HABERSHAM CoLEMAN 
FRANK j uDSON BRAINERD 
RussELL CuRTIS NoBLE 
1913 
SAMUEL SEDGEWI CK SWIFT 
RoBERT WRIGHT THOMAS 
jOHN jAY WHITEHEAD, ]R. 
1914 
KE NETH WELLEs BoYNTON 
FREDERICK GRIFFITH DoRWART 
WILLIAM THEODORE GRAY , ]R. 
CoLIN MoNTAGUE I GERSOLL 
}AMES LANDO COLE 
ALBERT WILLIAM D uY, ]R. 
CHARLES BARTLETT WELLS GRAY 
JoHr NORTON I YES 
1915 
1916 
JAMES ARCHIBALD MITCHELL 
DALLAS s Mi\IERFIELD SQ U IRE 
FRA CIS BELL STITES 
RICHARD L us H MAxoN 
jACOB GARABRANT N. MITCHELL 
ROBERT BARNARD O'CONNOR 
ROLAND DARRA COTT STEAR s 
HAROLD BENSON THORNE, ]R. 
85 
HAMILTON 
COLUMBIA 
YALE . 
AMHERST 
BRUNONIAN 
H UDSON 
BowDOIN 
DARTMOUTH 
PE ' INSULAR 
RocHESTER 
WILLIAMS 
J'vlANHATTA N 
MIDDLETOWN 
KE YON 
UNION. 
CORNELL 
PHI KAPPA 
J OHNS HoPKINS 
MINNESOTA 
TORONTO 
CHICAGO 
McGILL 
WISCONSIN 
CALIFORNIA 
ILLINOIS 
Founded in 1832 at Hamilton College 
il\nll nf <!Lhapters 
H amilton College . 
Columbia College . 
Yale University 
Amherst College 
Brown University 
\¥estern R eserve University 
Bowdoin College . 
Dartmout h College 
University of Michigan 
University of Rochester 
Williams College . 
College of the City of ew York 
W esleyan University 
K enyon College 
Union College 
Cornell U ni versi ty 
Trinity College 
J ohns H opkins University 
University of Minnesota 
Toronto University 
University of Chicago 
McGill University 
University of Wisconsin 
University of California 
University of Illinois 
86 
1832 
1836 
1836 
1836 
1836 
1841 
1841 
1845 
1846 
1850 
1851 
1855 
1856 
1858 
1859 
1869 
1877 
1889 
1891 
1893 
1896 
1897 
1902 
1908 
1911 
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IDqr Jqt 1Kappa 
Qlqaptrr 
1\lpqa mrlta Jqt 
Actiue ~embers 
LEONARD DAWSON ADKINS 
JOSEPH OYES BARNETT 
ALLAN BEHRENDS CooK 
WILLIAM REDMOND CuRTIS 
GEORGE HowARD ELDER 
THOMAS WOLCOTT LITTLE 
}AMES AsHTON MooRE 
WILLIAM EDWARD BARNETT 
RANDWICK ALBERT BISSELL 
CHARLES HERBERT BOEHM 
SAMUEL HARMON EDSALL 
FREDERICK BARWICK CASTATOR 
FRANCIS WYATT ELDER 
ALFRED HARDING, JR. 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
89 
RICHARD LAWTON DEPPEN 
JOHN BIGELOW MooRE 
ULDRIC THOMPSON, JR. 
RoBERT PRESTON WITHINGTON 
JOHN SHAPLEIGH MosEs 
Lou rs ONDERDONK DE RoNGE 
EDWARD PINKNEY WROTH 
GEORGE DAwso r HowELL, JR. 
STANLEY MERTON 1\tlERRILL 
I sAAC BATTIN SHELLEY 
CHARLES CooLIDGE WrTHINGTON 
FRANK LAMBERT 
LOWELL THAYER LYO N 
RoBERT STARR MARTIN 
c-,.c~··:~ ...... ,,.......... .... ... ···~··" ...... -.~ . "'i? ....... , ........ ((J_ 
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jfratres in Jtlrbe 
ALLEN , A. W., Yale, '04 HowELL, GEORGE, D., Phi Kappa, '82 
ALVORD, SAMUEL M ., Yale, '96 H uNTINGTO r, REv.]. T., Phi Kappa, '50 
BASSETT, PROF. A. B ., Williams, '81 LAMPSON, E. R., I.D., Phi Kappa, '91 
BECKWITH, REv. I. T., Yale, '68 LAWRENCE, THOMAS F., Yale, '99 
BENNETT, RoN. EDWARD B., Yale, '66 MAERKLEIN, B. C ., Phi Kappa, '06 
BLEECKER, WILLIAM HrLL,PhiKappa,'12 MARVIN, L . P ., Yale, '92 
BRYANT, PERCY F., Phi Kappa, '70 MEAD, C. B., Columbia, '09 
BuNcE, CHARLES H., Yale, '60 
CADY, GEORGE F., Middletown , '69 
CALDER, W. P., Middletown, '03 
CALHOUN, DAviD S., Yale, '48 
MORSE, LEONARD, Amherst, '71 
NoRTHAM, CHAS., ]R., Middletown, '04 
PERKINS, HENRY A., Yale, '96 
PETTIGREW, ELLIOTT F. , Phi K appa, '12 
CHESTER, T . WESTON, M.D., Hamilton PHILLIPS, R ., Yale, '12 
CLARK, WALTER H., Yale, '96 
D usTIN, E. F., Yale , '06 
RoBERTS, E. C., Yale, '10 
R oBERTS, ]. T ., Yale, '05 
FRANCIS, C. W., Yale, '63 RoBERTS, P ., Yale, '10 
F uLLER, HoRACE S., M.D., Amherst ,' 58 ScHUTZ, RoB ERT H., Phi K appa, '89 
GARVIN, ] OHN, Yale, '02 ScHuTz, WALTERS., Phi K appa, '94 
GILLETT, R Ev. ARTHUR L., Amherst,'80 SEYMOUR, MARLOR, Amherst, '14 
GooDWIN, CHARLES A., Yale, '98 
GooDWIN, F. S., Yale, '93 
GooDwiN, H., Yale, '06 
GooDwiN, ]A MES L., Yale, '02 
STARR, R osT. S., M.D., Phi Kappa, '97 
THOMPSON, ARTHUR R ., Yale, '96 
T wiCHELL, ]. H., Yale, '06 
VAN ScHAACK, DA vm, Phi Kappa, '01 
GooDWIN, REv. ]AMES, Phi Kappa, '86 WILLIAMS, ARTHUR C., Yale, '98 
GooDWIN, P . L ., Yale, '97 WINANS, W. W., Middletown, '89 
GooDWIN, WALTER L., Yale, '97 WoLFE, R. R ., Phi K appa, '08 
GREENWOOD, A. H., Dartmouth, '99 WRIGHT, A. B., Union, '90 
GRoss, CHARLES E., Yale, '69 YATES, BLINN FRANCIS, Phi Kappa, '12 
HATCH, EDWARD B ., Phi Kappa, '86 ZwEIGART, H. J, Amherst, '11 
90 
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IDqr 1J1rntrrnitn of irltn if(uppn tEpnilnn 
PHI 
THETA 
XI 
SIGMA ' 
GAMMA 
Psr 
UPSILON 
BETA . 
ETA 
KAPPA 
LAMBDA 
PI 
IoTA 
ALPHA ALPHA 
OMICRON 
EPSILON 
RHO 
TAU 
Mu 
Nu 
BETA PHI 
PHI CHI 
Psi PHI 
GAMMA PHI 
Psi OMEGA 
BETA CHI . 
DELTA CHI 
PHI GAMMA 
GAMMA BETA 
THETA ZETA 
ALPHA CHI 
PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA TAU 
DELTA DELTA 
ALPHA PHI 
TAU LAMBDA 
DELTA KAPPA 
TAU ALPHA 
SIGMA RHO 
DELTA PI . 
RHO DELTA 
KAPPA EPSILON 
Founded in 1844 at Yale University 
1!\nll nf QLhapters 
Yale University 
Bowdoin College . 
Colby University . 
Amherst College . 
Vanderbilt University 
University of Alabama 
Brown University 
University of orth Carolina 
University of Virginia 
Miami University 
Kenyon College 
Dartmouth College 
Central University 
Middlebury College 
University of Michigan 
Williams College . 
Lafayette College . 
Hamilton College . 
Colgate University 
College of the City of New York 
University of Rochester 
Rutgers College 
Depauw University 
W esleyan University . 
R ensselaer Polytechnic Instit ute 
Adelbert College . 
Cornell University 
Syracuse University 
Columbia University 
University of California 
Trinity College 
University of Minnesota 
Massachusetts Institute of T echnology 
University of Chicago . 
University of T oronto 
Tulane University. 
University of Pennsylvania 
McGill University 
Leland Stanford, Jr. , University 
University of Illinois 
University of Wisconsin 
University of W ashington 
91 
1844 
1844 
1845 
1846 
1847 
1847 
1850 
1851 
1852 
1852 
1852 
1853 
1853 
1854 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1856 
1856 
1856 
1856 
1861 
1866 
1867 
1867 
1868 
1 70 
1871 
1874 
1876 
1879 
1889 
1890 
1893 
1898 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1902 
1904 
1906 
1912 
irlta il(appa 
1£pnilnu 
Actiue frlirmbers 
1913 
CHESTER D UDLEY wARD ELIOT LEE wARD 
HENRY BEARDSLEY WAR ER 
FELIX EMIL BARIDON 
WALTER FREDERICK BORCHERT 
THOMA S WALLIS DAVIS 
BERTRAM BENEZETT BAILEY 
OGDEN DoREMus B u DD, ]R. 
ALFRED EDWARD D UNSFO RD 
ERNEST HARTRA 'FT GEYER 
RAYMOND A US TIN BOND 
THOMAS HERON CRAIG, ]R. 
DAVID STODDARD DOOMAN 
1914 
1915 
1916 
92 
HoRACE FoRT 
FRANCIS STUART FITZPATRICK 
EDGAR SoLON LELAND 
EVERITT HEYWOOD HALL 
HowARD RicE HILL 
ARTHUR JOHNSON 
RAYMO D LEEDS ScoFIELD 
w ARRE LESTER HALE 
CHARLES PADDOCK JOHNSON 
CLIFFORD HENRY PERKINS 
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irlta i.f(appa 1£pntlon 
If ratres in iarbe 
ALLEN, W. B., Yale, '01 
AYRES, W. A., Yale, '64 
BABcock, A. L., Colgate, '03 
BENNETT, M . Toscan, Yale, '98 
BoYD, H. C., Trinity, '05 
BuLKELEY, M. G., JR. , Yale, '07 
CAMP, J. S., Wesleyan, '78 
CAsE, T. G., Trinity, '00 
CLARK, C. H., Yale, '71 
CoLE, F. W. , Yale, '04 
CoLLINS, ATwooD , Y ale, '73 
CoNANT, G. A., Amherst, '78 
CoNE, J. B. , Yale, '57 
CooLEY, C. P., Yale, '91 
CooLEY, F. R., Yale, '86 
DAY, A. P., Yale, '90 
DAY, E . M ., Yale, '90 
DAVIS, F. W., Yale, '77 
EvANS, J. D., Trinity, '01 
FENN, E. HART, Yale, '65 
FLYNN, B. D., Trinity, ex-'05 
FoRREST, C. R., Yale, '65 
FREEMAN, H. B. , Yale, '62 
FREEMAN, H . B., JR., Yale, '92 
GATES, A. F ., Yale, '87 
GoDARD, G . S., Wesleyan, '91 
GRANT, R . M., W esleyan, '92 
HARBISON, J. P ., Trinity ~H) 
HINE, C. D., Yale, '71 
HowE, D. R., Yale, '74 
HYDE, A. W ., Yale, '02 
HYDE, W . W., Yale, '76 
INGALLS, DR. P. H. , Bowdoin, '77 
KEITH , DR. A. R., Colby, '97 
LAKE, E . J., Har:vard, '92 
LoRD, J . W., Trinity , '98 
MATSON, W. L., Yale, '62 
OLMSTED, H. B., Trinity, '80 
PARKER, REv. E. P., Bowdoin, '56 
PATTISON, REv. H ., Rochester, '92 
PHILBRICK, M. P ., Colby, '97 
PIKE, C. S., Chicago, '96 
PoND, H. C., Trinity, '08 
PoND, D. C., Trinity, '08 
PRATT, W. W., Adelbert, '85 
PRE TICE, S. 0 ., Yale, '73 
RowLEY, DR. A. M., Amherst, '95 
SMILEY, E. H ., Colby, '75 
SMITH, E. W., Yale, '01 
SMITH, F. M., Yale, '80 
STARR, DR. P. S., Yale, '60 
ST. JoHN, W. H., Yale, '91 
TAYLOR, J. M., Williams, '67 
TRAVER, REv. H . R ., Colgate, '66 
WELCH, A. A., Yale, '82 
WENTWORTH, G. R ., Trinity, ex-'08 
95 
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THETA 
DELTA 
BETA 
SIGMA 
GAMMA 
ZETA 
LAMBDA 
KAPPA 
Psi 
XI 
UPSILON 
IoTA 
PHI 
PI 
CHI 
BETA BETA 
ETA 
TAU 
Mu 
RHO 
OMEGA 
EPSILON 
OMICRON 
ID~r 1Ji rntrrutty of Jsi lllpailou 
Founded at Union College in 1833 
1!.\ nil nf C!Lhapters 
96 
Union College 
New York University 
Yale University 
Brown University 
Amherst College 
Dartmouth College 
Columbia University 
Bowdoin College 
Hamilton College 
Wesleyan University 
University of Rochester 
Kenyon College 
University of Michigan 
Syracuse University 
Cornell University 
Trinity College 
Lehigh University 
University of Pennsylvania 
University of Minnesota 
University of Wisconsin 
University of Chicago 
University of California 
University of Illinois 


Qlqaptrr 
Jni lpnilnn 
A ctfue ~embers 
1913 
THOMAS GILBERT BROWN CHARLES HENRY COLLETT 
SAMUEL HERBERT EviSON 
GEORGE CoLLINSON B uRGWIN, ]R. 
CHARLES EwELL CRAIK, ]R. 
THEODORE CANFIELD H UDSON, ]R. 
HERBERT ACKLEY SAGE 
HENRY LAWRENCE BRAINERD 
FREDERICK BOND DART 
]AMES SYLVESTER McCABE, ]R. 
1914 
1915 
WILLIAM BENJAMIN SPOFFORD 
ARCHIBALD WILSON wALKER 
RICHARD FOLSOM WALKER 
THEODORE FRANCIS WESSELS 
EDwARD LARNED PoLLOCK 
WILLIAM BENFIELD PRESSY 
NEWELL R ussELL SAGE 
BERTRAM LEON B uRGOYNE SMITH 
CHARLES HENRY BAKER, ]R. 
OscAR WILDER CRAIK 
NELSON ]AMES GEORGE 
WILLIS BRISCOE GEORGE 
1916 
99 
EDwARD ABBE NILES 
HAROLD BRAINERD RAFTERY 
ERHARDT GILLETTE ScHMITT 
CHARLES BYRON SPOFFORD, ]R. 
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Jnt lltpntlou 
If mtrt>s itt l!lrhf 
J. P . ANDREws, Beta, '77 
E . S. BALLARD, Chi, '98 
WILLIAM HEWSON BALTZELL, '14 
L . C. BARBOUR, B eta, '00 
E. N. BEMENT, D elta, '67 
M. B . BRAINARD, Beta, '00 
N. C. BRAINARD, Beta, '02 
RT. REv. C. B . BREWSTER, Beta, '68 
J. H . BucK, Beta, '91 
J. R . BucK, Xi, '62 
C. C. BuLKELY, Beta Beta, '75 
P . D . B uNCE, M .D ., Beta, '88 
C. W. Bu RPEE, Beta, '83 
W . S. CAsE, Beta, '85 
A. ST. C . CooK, Beta, '89 
W . H . CoRBIN, Beta, '89 
R. D. CuTLER, Beta, '07 
P. E . CuRTIS, Beta Beta, '06 
J. H . K. DAVIS, Beta Beta , '99 
G. P. DAVIS, M .D ., Beta, '66 
J. C. DAY, Beta, '57 
L. . DENNISON, Xi, '02 
L. A. ELLIS, Beta Beta, '98 
C . E. FELLOws , Beta. '56 
G . H . GILMAN, Beta, '90 
L . E. GORDON, Xi , '90 
RoN. W. HAMERSLEY, Beta Beta, '58 
R . W . H uNTINGTO , Beta, '89 
PROF. C. F . JoHNSON, Beta, '55 
F. E . j QHNSON, Beta Beta, '84 
100 
J. MeA. JoHNSON, Beta Beta, '03 
W. MeA. JOHNSON, Beta Beta, '98 
M. S. LITTLE, Beta, '07 
A. T . McCooK, Beta Beta, '02 
PROF. A. R . MERRIAM, Beta, '77 
C. S. MORRIS, Beta Beta, '96 
P. S. N EY, Beta, '05 
F . PARSON, Beta, '93 
A. PERKINS, Beta, '87 
RoN. H. RoBERTS, Beta, '77 
H. S. RoBINSON, Beta, '89 
J. T. ROBINSON, Beta, '93 
L . F . ROBINSON, Beta, '85 
E . W. RoBINSON, Beta Beta, '96 
WILLIAM RosENBAUM, '14 
E. F. SANDERSON, Gamma, '96 
G. H. SEYMS, Beta Beta, '72 
H. P . ScHAUFFLER, Gamma, '93 
F . SHEPHERD, Beta, '92 
A. L. SHIPMAN, Beta, '86 
T . E. V. SMITH, Beta, '77 
I. E . STANTON, Beta, '55 
F . H. TAYLOR, Xi, '84 
J. R . TRUMBULL, Beta, '92 
R Ev. J. H. TwiCHELL, Beta, '59 
E . F. WATERMA N, Beta Beta, '98 
F. E. WATERMAN, Beta Beta, '01 
L. S. WELCH, Beta, '89 
H. H . WHAPLES, Beta, '02 
C. G. W ooDWARD, Beta Beta, '98 
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J~t ~amma irlta 111 ratrrntty 
Founded in 1848 at Washington and J efferson College 
ALPHA. 
LAMBDA 
XI 
OMICRON 
PI 
TAU 
OMEGA 
Psi 
ALPHA DEUTERON 
THETA DEUTERON 
GAMMA DEUTERON 
ZETA DEUTERON 
ZETA 
OMICRON DE UTERON. 
Nu DEuTERON 
BETA CHAPTER 
PI DEUTERON 
DELTA 
LAMBDA DEUTERON 
RHO DEUTERON 
SIGMA DEUTERON 
ZETA PHI 
DELTA CHI 
THETA Psi 
BETA CHI . 
KAPPA N 
KAPPA TAU 
ffinll nf <!Lhapters 
101 
Washington and Jefferson College 
DePauw University 
Gettysburg College 
University of Virginia 
Allegheny College 
Hanover College 
Columbia University 
Wabash College 
Illinois Wesleyan University 
Ohio Wesleyan University 
Knox College 
Washington and Lee University 
Indiana State University 
Ohio State University 
Yale University 
University of Pennsylvania 
Kansas University 
Bucknell University 
Dennison University 
Wooster University 
Lafayette College 
William Jewell College 
University of California 
Colgate University 
Lehigh University 
Cornell University 
University of Tennessee 
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Mu SIGMA 
RHO CHI 
GAMMA PHI CHAPTER 
PI I oTA 
CHI 
ALPHA CHI 
u EPSILON 
TAU ALPHA 
BETA Mu 
Mu 
CHI I OTA 
SIGMA . 
DELTA Nu 
PI R Ho 
OMEGA Mu 
IoTA Mu 
XI DEUTERON 
SIGMA Nu . 
LAMBDA IoTA 
THETA 
CHI UPSILON 
ALPHA PHI 
ALPHA IoTA 
CHI Mu 
CHI SIGMA 
LAMBDA u 
TAU DEUTERO 
LAMBDA SIGMA 
SIGMA TAU 
EPSILON OMICRON 
BETA KAPPA 
Jhi ®amma ildta Ifraternity 
102 
University of Minnesota 
Richmond College 
Pennsylvania State College 
Worcester Polytechnical Institute 
Union College 
Amherst College 
New York University 
Trinity College 
Johns Hopkins University 
University of Wisconsin 
University of Illinois 
Wittenberg College 
Dartmouth College 
Brown University 
Maine University 
Mass. Institute of Technology 
Adelbert College 
Syracuse University 
Purdue University 
University of Alabama 
University of Chicago 
University of Michigan 
Iowa State University 
University of Missouri 
Colorado College 
University of Nebraska 
University of Texas 
Leland Stanford, Jr., University 
Washington State University 
University of Oregon 
Colorado University 


IDqr IDau 1\lpqa 
Cltqaptrr of 
Jqi ~amma irlta 
.Artiue :fHltemhers 
WALTER CRANE HATHAWAY 
ALBERT HAITHW AITE, JR. 
PETER PAUL LAWLOR 
HowARD JEROME LIVERMORE 
CHARLES ALFRED BENNETT 
FRANCIS THOMAS CuRLEY 
WILLIAM GARLAND EMERSON 
AusTI EBER HoDGE 
PHILIP EDGAR ALDRICH 
BRAINERD STINSON RAY 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
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ALFRED JOSEPH L'HEUREUX 
FRANCIS EARLE WILLIAMS 
CHARLES TIMOTHY SENA y 
CYRUS THOMAS STEVEN 
RoNALD EARL KI EY 
JAMES pATRI CK M U RRAY 
LAWRENCE SliUTH ROBERTS 
CLIFTON WRIGHT 
RoBERT SANDERS HooPER 
FREDERICK PORTER WOOLEY 
J~t ~amma irlta 
1f rat res in Brhe 
BACKUS, H. S . , '02 
BARLOW, H. E., A X 
BONNER, C. W., '08 
BRAINERD, C. B. , 11 
BURDICK, V. G., '11 
CARPENTER, F. D., '10 
CAMPBELL, J. N. H., N 11 
CAWLEY, s., '11 
CLAPP, R. ]., II 
Co KLIN, W . E., '97 
CoRBETT, F. ]., '08 
CREEDON, A. W., '09 
D U NHAM, D. A., '06 
FALLOW, E. s .. '06 
FLYNN, J. D., '97 
FoRBES, F. L., N 11 
FosTER, E. 0., A X 
GREEN, H. c .. '10 
G u NNING, J. W., '96 
HINCHLIFFE, J. H., Q M 
]ARMAN, F. T., N 11 
KELLOGG, A. B., N E 
KNOWLTON, A. E ., '10 
LAKIN, W. F., '09 
LESCHKE, A . H., '10 
LOVELAND, F. A., '] 2 
LINN, E. C . , p 
McKoNE, C . W., '08 
MASON, R. L., '08 
MORROW, C. E .. '09 
NAEDELE, T. C . , N 11 
JucKOLS, H. C. 
OwENS, M. F .. '05 
PATTERSON, S . C., A X 
RoBBINS, H. E., '08 
SOMMER, K. L., '12 
STITT, H. J. B .• '03 
STOKES, R. s .. 8 >¥ 
TUTTLE, G. A., X 11 
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IDqr 1J1 ratrruity nf 1\lpqa Qtqi 1!\qn 
Founded in 1895 at Trinity College 
I!bll nf <!Lhapters 
PHI Psr Trinity College 
PHI CHI Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn 
PHI PHI University of Pennsylvania 
PHI OMEGA Columbia University 
PHI ALPHA Lafayette College 
PHI BETA . Dickinson College 
PHI DELTA Yale University 
PHI EPSILON Syracuse University 
PHI ZETA University of Virginia 
PHI ETA Washington and Lee University 
PHI THETA Cornell University 
PHI GAMMA Wesleyan University 
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Qlquptrr nf 
Actiue .tlllembers 
1913 
ETHELBERT TALBOT SMITH 
ETHAN FROST BASSFORD 
EDWIN MICHLET LAZARus 
ARTHUR EvERETT BARNS 
JOHN ARCHIE BARNS 
KARL HlLDlNG B EIJ 
RALPH HALM BENT 
GEORGE MALLETTE FERRIS 
]IRA THAYER ]EN INGS 
ROBERT SEYMOUR MORRIS 
1914 
1915 
1916 
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HOBART JAMES ROBERTS 
ERNEST THEODORE SOMERV ILLE 
ERNEST FREEMAN BROWN 
MAURICE LESTER FURNIV ALL 
THEODORE CHARLES KYLE 
WILLIAM BLACK ORR 
CHARLES BOOTH PLUMMER 
HERBERT SPENCER 
ELMER Sw ACHHAMER TIGER 
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If rat res in 1!1rbe 
BEACH, CARROL C., M.D., Phi Psi, '96 
HASTINGS, F. H., Phi Psi, '96 
MoRGAN, V . F., Phi P si, '99 
ARNOTT, ALEXANDER, Phi Psi, '00 
PLIMPTON, R. E., Phi Chi, '01 
LORENZ, E. H., Phi Psi, '02 
MoRBA, K P., Phi Psi, '02 
BLAKESLEE, R . H., Phi Psi, '05 
BRAINERD, C. C., Phi P si, '06 
ULRICH, W. L ., Phi Delta, '06 
LATTIN, R. B ., Phi Delta, '07 
MooDY, W. H., Phi Psi, '07 
BuTHS, L. S ., Phi Psi, '08 
OzoN, W . W., Phi P si ex-'08 
SHERWOOD, C. S., Phi Psi, '08 
CoNNER, M. A., Phi P si, '09 
BARBER, L. L., Phi Delta, '10 
J uDD, W. L., Phi Gamma, '11 
WAITE, A. W., Phi Delta, '12 
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i£oral 111 ratrruity 
of 
~tgma Jnt 
ActiUl~ • embers 
GRADUATES 
JOHN FRANCIS FORWARD 
WILLIAM POND BARBER 
RAYMOND HART BENTLEY 
1913 
MuNSEY LEw 
MARcus THORNTON McGEE 
EuGENE GooDWIN SMEATHERS 
ROBERT ELLIS CROSS 
SMART BRAND 
EDWARD UPSON CowLES 
STANWOOD ADAMS MERRILL 
1914 
1915 
RAYMOND WEsT WooDWARD 
HAROLD COLTHURST MILLS 
LEWIS BRADFORD RIPLEY 
CHESTER RHODES SEYMOUR 
CHESTER DAVID THOMPSON 
JosEPH HuLME CAHILL 
CLARENCE ALBERT MEYER 
DONALD SAMUEL LINTON 
1916 
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EARL LOUDON 
NATHAN MERRILL PIERPONT 
R ussELL ZIEBELL JoHNSTON 
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Chartered 18-±5 
®fficers 
REv. JOHN T. H UNTJNGTON, M .A., D.D., '50 
R Ev. JOHN J. M cCooK, D .D ., LL.D., '63 
R Ev. SAMUE L H ART, D.D., LL.D., '6 6 
GEoRGE L. CooK, M.A., '70 
LEONARD D . ADKJNS, '13 
WILLIAM P . B A RBER, JR., '13 
~lembrrs Ahmitteh in 1912 
LEONARD DAW SON ADKIN S, '13 
WILLIAM PoND BARBER, JR ., '13 
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President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
dssistant Secretary 
Assistant Treasurer 
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IDrinity Olnllrgr 1\tqlrtir 1\ssndattnn 
®ffi cr.rs 
CHARLES H . COLLETT 
EDWARD J. MYERS 
Presideni 
. Secretary- Treasurer 
tE.xr.cutiur. <!Lnmmittr.r. 
CHARLES H. COLLETT 
EnwARD J. MYERS 
ROBERT P . WITHINGTON 
ARCHIBALD W . WALKER 
JOHN S. MosEs . 
CHARLEs H. CoLLETT 
ALFRED J L'HEURE X 
THEODORE F. WESSELS 
President A.A . 
Secretary- Treasurer A .A. 
Manager Football Team 
Manager Baseball Team 
Manager Track Team 
Captain Football Team 
Captain Baseball Team 
Captain Track T eam 
<§rahuatr. Ahuisnry <!Lnmmittr.e 
w. E . A . BULKELEY, '90 Chairman 
I. K. HAMILTON, '91 
PROFESSOR J D. FLYN ' '97 
HARVEY C. PoND, '08 
. Secretary- Treasurer 
PROFESSOR J J McCooK, '63 
PROFESSOR R. B. RIGGS 
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C. ·H . CoLLETT, '13 0 
R . P . WITHINGTON, '13 
E. ]. MYERS, '14 
1912 
PROFESSOR RAYMO D G. GETTELL 
Captain 
Manager 
Assistant Manager 
Coach 
]. B . MooRE, '13, L eft End ]. L. CoLE, '16, Right End 
G. D. H owELL, '15, L eft TacHe F . LAMBERT, '16, Right Tackle 
L. B. CASTATOR, '16, L eft Guard]. A . MOORE, '14, Right Guard 
I 
R. E. KI NEY '15, Center P.P.LAWLOR,'14,Right HalfBack 
H . A. SAGE, '14, Quarter Back C. H . COLLETT,'13, L eft H alf B ack 
T. C. H u nso , '14, Full B ack 
Substitutes 
E. s. LELA 
A. E. DUNSFORD, ' 15 
B . L. B . SMITH, '15 
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D, '14 
C. L. MEYER, '16 
F. P. WOOLEY, '16 
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18rrnr~ nf ~amr.a 
If nntball 
September 28 at Hartford Trinity 62 Middlebury 
October 5 at Hartford Trinity 31 Worcester Tech. 
October 12 at Hartford Trinity 27 Bowdoin 
October 19 at Hartford Trinity 7 Colgate 
October 26 at Amherst, Mass. Trinity 0 Amherst 
November 5 at New York City Trinity 16 New York Univ. 
November 9 at Hartford Trinity 32 Haverford 
November 16 at Middletown, Ct. Trinity 0 Wesleyan 
November 23 at Medford, Mass. Trinity 10 Tufts 
.Summary 
Trinity 182 - Opponents 53 
Won 6, Lost 3 
'83 c. H. GIESY 
'84 S. T . MILLER 
If nrmrr <!Laptains 
'92 G. D. HARTLEY 
'93 J. W. EDGERTON 
'02 T . M. SYPHAX 
'03 W . B. ALLEN 
'85 W . W. BARBER '94 J. STRAWBRIDGE '04 0 . MORGAN 
0 
0 
0 
24 
15 
0 
0 
14 
0 
'86 W . W . BARBER '95 W.S.LANGFORD,]r. '05]. C . LANDEFELD 
'87 W . W. BARBER '96 A. M . LA GFORD '06 P. DouGHERTY 
'88 E. McP. McCooK '97 A. S. WooDLE '07 E . ] . DoNNELLY 
'89 E. McP. McCooK '98 W. B. SuTTON '08 A. B . HENSHAW 
'90 T. P. THURSTON '99 w. P. BROWN 
'91 W . C. HILL '00 w. P. BROW 
'91 H. S. GRAVES '01]. HENDERSON 
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'09 A. B. HENSHAW 
'10 E . B. RAMSDELL 
'13 C. H . CoLLETT 
iruirm of 14r 1J1nnthall ~ra.snn 
In reviewing the football season, one may look 
at it from two points of view, the total score of 
the team against that of the opponents, or the games 
won and lost . From the first view-point the season 
of 1912 was decidedly a success, the Blue and Gold 
team making a total of 185 points to their opponents' 
53; from the second, out of nine games played six 
were won, three lost. The teams defeated were, in 
order, Middlebury, Worcester Tech., Bowdoin, New 
York University, and Tufts. Bowdoin had the 
strongest team in Maine this year and, though light, 
had a fast and varied attack. Tufts was another all-
around . good team, holding the Army 14- 7 the 
week before the Trinity game. 
Colgate, Amherst, and Wesleyan defeated Trinity; 
CoLLETT Colgate for the first time in the history of football 
relations between the colleges and Wesleyan for the 
first time in six years . Both colleges had the best teams they have 
turned out for years. The Colgate aggregation was one of the 
strongest in ew York State, while Wesleyan held Yale to a 10 
to 3 score. The Amherst defeat came in an off-day for the Blue and 
Gold, and the Massachusetts team was not up to the usual Trinity 
standard. 
The ruling out of the onside kick, which was 
utilized successfully last year, made it a little harder 
for Trinity to develop a powerful attack, but the 
difficulty was overcome; and with a strong backfield 
supported by a strong fighting line, most of the gains 
were made by straight football, through the line or 
around the end. Even in games in which Trinity was 
defeated, it frequently happened that the Blue and 
Gold outplayed their opponents for a large part of the 
game, rushing them off their feet, and carrying the 
ball to within striking distance of the goal, only to 
lose it by a fumble or a failure to make downs. Twice, 
in both the Amherst and the Colgate games, the ball 
was within inches of the goal line, only to be lost by 
an unfortunate fumble. 
One particularly noteworthy thing about the season L AWLOR 
was the splendid spirit and enthusiasm shown by the college body. 
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All the home games were attended by the entire college body, and 
great numbers followed the team to Wesleyan, Amherst, 
New York, and Tufts. Moreover, even when the team 
was being defeated, the cheering from the bleachers 
was continuous and no one permitted himself even to 
think of defeat until the end of the game. 
The first game was played with Middlebury. The 
game was a walk-over for Trinity. Line plunges 
carried the ball down the field again and again for 
touchdowns. Worcester Tech. proved an easy propo-
sition on the following Saturday. The game showed 
that the team was developing a strong attack. Bow-
doin was the next victim to the tune of 27 to 0. The 
whole team played like "All American" material, and 
succeeded in rushing the ball over the goal line four 
times against the strong Bowdoin defense. 
On the fol!owing Saturday, Colgate came to Hart- MooRE 
ford with a heavy team and with an excellent attack 
and defense succeeded in rolling up a 24 to 7 score. Two of the 
regular Trinity line men were injured and unable to play in the 
game. The team was not by any means as much outplayed as 
the score would seem to indicate. Amherst repeated the stunt 
next week. Two fumbles in the five-yard zone cost Trinity the game. 
The Blue and Gold team had a come-back on Election Day, 
beating New York University 16 to 0, before a record-
breaking crowd. Hudson showed great form in the 
game by tearing through holes in the N. Y. U . defense, 
opened wide by the Trinity linemen. The ew York 
team outweighed Trinity at least ten pounds to the 
man. 
Haverford proved easy on the following Saturday, 
and though the Quaker team played a snappy game, 
they were clearly outclassed. 
The next week Wesleyan defeated Trinity 14 to 0, 
the first time in six years. The score, however, does 
not describe the game. The first half, and especially 
the second quarter, Trinity had things a good deal 
their own way, in fact once had the ball within six 
It inches of the coveted goal. It was Bacon's splendid 
running in the second half that scored the two touch-
WITHINGTON downs for Wesleyan. 
The final game was with Tufts. The team worked like a machine 
in this game and showed the best form of the season. Tufts was 
defeated 10 to 0. 
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A. J. L'HEUREUX 
R. L. DEPPEN 
A. w. WALKER 
T. Dowo 
1912 
Captain 
Manager 
Assistant Manager 
Coach 
M . SPORER, '12, First Base T. F . McCuE, ' 15, Center Field 
0 . GILDERSLEEVE,'12, SecondBase J. W. Vrz ER, '15 L eft Field 
I. B . SHELLY, '15, Third Base H . B. WARNER, '13, Pitcher 
J. P. MURRAY, '15, Shortstop H. W. S . CooK, ' 12, Pitcher 
C. H . HowELL, '12, Right Field W . H. BLEECKER,JR.,'12, Pitcher 
A. J. L'HEUREUX, '13, Catcher 
Substitutes 
W. CHAPIN, '15 S. BRAND, '15 P.M. SWIFT, '15 
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March 30 
April 9 
April 10 
April 11 
April 12 
April 13 
April 20 
April 25 
April 27 
May 1 
May 4 
May 9 
May 11 
May 18 
May 25 
May 30 
June 1 
June 4 
June 8 
June 22 
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1Srrnr~ of ~amr.a 
1Jilasehall 
at New Haven Trinity 2 Yale 7 
at Washington Trinity 6 Catholic University 12 
at Lexington Trinity 1 Washington and Lee 18 
at Lexington Trinity 6 Washington and Lee 7 
at Charlottsville Trinity 7 University of Virginia 8 
at Jew Brunswick Trinity 2 Rutgers 7 
at Hartford Trinity 6 Villa ova 1 
at Hartford Trinity 1 Franklin and Marshall 3 
at Troy Trinity 8 R.P. I. 9 
at New York Trinity 2 Columbia 12 
at Worcester Trinity 9 Worcester Tech. 8 
at Hartford Trinity Rain Tufts Rain 
at Middletown Trinity 1 Wesleyan 
at Hartford Trinity 6 Colgate 
at Hartford Trinity 1 Wesleyan 
at Middletown Trinity 3 Wesleyan 
at New York Trinity 6 . Y . U . 
at Hartford Trinity 3 Dartmouth 
at Hartford Trinity 0 Amherst Aggies 
at Hartford Trinity 4 Chinese College, Hawaii 
Summary 
Trinity 74, Opponents 141 
Won 6, Lost 13 
If nrmer <!La plains 
'83 C. M. KuRTZ 
'84 F. E. JOHNSON 
'85 J. W. SHANNON 
'86 J. W. SHANNON 
M. H . COGGESHALL 
'97 D. C. GRAVES 
'98 D. c. GRAVES 
'99 J. H. K. DAVIS 
11 
5 
9 
2 
1 
2 
8 
11 
'67 E. R. BREVOORT 
'68 E. R. BREVOORT 
'69 A. BROCKLESBY 
'70 A . BROCKLESBY 
'71 E . B. WATTS 
'72 E. B. WATTS 
'87 J. W. SHANNON 
'88 G. w. BRINLEY 
'00 H . McK. GLAZEBROOK 
'01 R. FISKE 
' 73 E. B . WATTS 
'74 C. E. CRAIK 
'75 F. T. LINCOLN 
'76 G. S. HEWITT 
'77 w. E. ROGERS 
'78 F . w. WHITE 
'79 w. N. ELBERT 
'80 W . J. RoGERS 
'81 G. D. HOWELL 
'82 A. H. WRIGHT 
'89 T. L. CHERITREE 
'90 R. McC. BRADY 
'91 H S. GRAVES 
'92 H. S. GRA YES 
'93 G. D. HARTLEY 
'94 J. J. PENROSE 
'95 H. R. DINGWELL 
J. J . PENROSE 
C. D u B. BROUGHTON 
'96 A. ]. WILLIAMS 
'11 J . 0. CARROLL 
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'02 E. GOODRIDGE 
'03 H. D. BRIGHAM 
'04 E. J. MANN 
C. F. CLEMENT 
'05 C. F. CLEMENT 
'06 J. F. POWELL 
'07 0 . w. BADGLEY 
. '08 I. L. XANDERS 
'09 M. A. CoNNOR 
'10 A. M. SMITH 
i!{rutrw of tqr iasrball §rasnu 
The baseball season for 1912 can best be described (that 
is if we cling to the vocabulary of the discreet) in a few short 
words. These words are not often found in connection with our 
sports at Trinity and it is perhaps with a feeling of sadness and 
dejection that we are forced to inscribe such terms upon our 
tablet of athletic fame. Our words of description are merely 
those that would be assigned to a team that, divested of its con-
fidence by numerous defeats, still fought with a bulldog's ten-
acity for that which it represented, Trinity. We could not say 
that the team was hopeless; we can only say that it lacked that 
spirit, that "ginger" if you will, which is the necessary element 
for a winning combination. 
The team started under a handicap, since the entire infield, 
with the exception of pitchers and catcher, had to be made up 
of men who were either freshmen or were unfamiliar with their 
positions. Anyone with any insight as to the necessities of a 
successful ball team knows that it is difficult to mould a winning 
combination out of men who have never before played together. 
L'HEURE_ux A team must work together. They must be, in a sense, a 
machine, a unit. 
Spring came rather late and the early games of the schedule, being with 
Southern Colleges who had received the benefits of much practice, were merely 
a series of defeats- some bad ones, and some by a narrow margin, which 
were by no means a disgrace. Long rides, little sleep, changes of food and 
water; all these affected the players. However, the trip fur-
nished experience, and on the whole was an advantage to the 
men. 
With weak hitting and base-running, the nine carried 
itself very well in spite of these two deficiencies. The pitch-
ing, with the exception of one man, was not altogether satis-
factory. The fielding on the whole was good. 
After the southern trip the team took a decided brace, 
winning from such teams as Villa Nova, ew York University, 
and Dartmouth. But these victories were overshadowed by 
the two defeats at the hands of Wesleyan. 
For the coming year we can hope for better results 
because the team will need but few changes. There is con-
siderable material in the Freshman Class and, with only 
three positions to fill with new men, the nine should go well. 
All the men remaining have had at least one season together and 
that is an advantage of considerable importance. Pitchers 
are lacking, but aside from that we cannot see but that Trinity 
will fare well on the diamond this coming season. 
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DEPPEN 
TRACK 
1912 
HARRY WESSELS, '12 
W. S. MARSDEN, jR., '13 . 
j. s. MosEs, '14 
Captain 
Manager 
Assistant Manager 
Coach ]. ]. O'Co ELL 
100-YARD DASH . 
220-YARD DASH . 
440-YARD RuN 
HALF-MILE RuN 
MILER N . 
Two-MILE Ru 
120-Y ARD HURDLES 
220-YARD HURDLES 
HIGH jUMP . 
BROAD jUMP 
POLE VAULT 
SHOT PuT 
HAMMER THROW 
DISCUS THROW 
Collett, '13, Sage, '14. 
Collett, '13, Furnivall, '15. 
Hall, '15, Furnivall, '15. 
Craik, '12, Wessels, '14. 
Smith, '13, Wessels, '14, Crehore, '14. 
Spofford, '14, Crehore, '14. 
Hudson, '14, Smith, '15. 
Clark, '12, Hudson, '14, Hall, '15. 
Holcomb, '12, Sage, '14. 
Hudson, '14, Sage, '14, Furnivall, '15. 
Wessels, '12, Stevens, '14. 
Hudson, '14. 
Hudson, '14. 
Hudson, '14. 
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i&tuittu nf t4t IDrark §ranntt 
Compared with the work of past years the 
track season of 1912 was a success; judged 
by the actual number of points scored against 
opponents it was only a fair showing. Start-
ing with a strong nucleus of experienced 
men, it was expected that the standard of 
work would be high and that a number of 
...........::=;ll.-.- college records would be bettered. This proved 
to be true. However, Trinity met strong 
opponents and won no victories. The team 
went into the Triangular Meet with no coach 
and little training, and the result was expected. 
The following Saturday the men showed their 
true form and forced Wesleyan to their limit 
in order to win a victory by a narrow mar-
WESSELS gin. The meet with Union was close and 
spectacular, but Trinity, with a crippled team, 
was forced to second place. 
In individual work, Hudson, '14, made the best showing, 
winning 40 points out of a total of 130Y2. In 
various meets he placed in the hammer, shot, discus, 
broad-jump, low and high hurdles, and in the Union 
meet he broke the college record for the hammer 
throw, already held by him, placing the present record 
at 137 ft. 6 in. 
Captain Wessels was next in number of points, 
having won the pole vault in every meet, and having 
tied for second place in this event in the New Eng-
land Intercollegiates. 
Next in order come Sage, '14, Furnivall, '15, 
Wessels, '14, Hall, '15, and Crehore, '14, all of whom 
did good work. 
The greatest promise of the season lies in the 
future. Few men are lost by graduation, and the 
prospects for 1913 are the brightest. 
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IDriutfy l\tqlrtir i!\rror!l 
Event Record Name 
100-YARD DASH 10 1-5 sec. v. G. Burdick, '11 
220-YARD DASH 22 3-5 sec. H. S. Graves, '92 
440-yARD DASH 51 sec. W. A. Sparks, '97 
880-YARD R uN 2 min. 7 sec. W. J. Nelson, '10 
1-MILE R uN 4 min. 40 sec. M.S. Crehore, '14 
2-MILE R uN 10 min . 39 sec. D. C. Pond, '08 
120-yARD HURDLES 16 sec. H. B. Olmsted, '08 
220-YARD H URDLES 26 1-5 sec. H. C. Pond, '08 
HIGH J uMP 6ft. 1 in. I. K. Baxter, '99 
BROAD J uMP 22 ft. 5 1-4 in. H. C. Van Weelden, '03 
PoLE VAULT 12 ft. 3-4 in. P. Maxon, '11 
SHOT P uT 37 ft. 7 1-2 in. S. Carter, '94 
HAMMER THROW 137ft. 6 in. T. C. Hudson, ' 14 
DISCUS THRO~ 103ft. 6 in. T. C. Hudson, ' 14 
If ormer C!laptains 
'88 M. C. wARNER 
'89 W. E. A . B uLKELEY 
'90 R. H. H uTCHINS 
'91 E. R. LAMPSON, JR . 
'92 E. S. ALLEN 
'93 C. A. LEWIS 
'94 L. I. BELDEN 
'95 E. DE K. LEFFINGWELL 
'96 w. A. SPARKS 
'97 w. A. SPARKS 
'98 C. w. HENRY 
'99 C. W . HENRY 
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'00 G. BRI LEY 
'01 F. R. STURTEVANT 
'02 G. D. RANKIN 
'03 G. D. RANKIN 
'04 C. w. REMSEN 
'05 C. w. REMSEN 
A. R . GOODALE 
'06 D. w . GATESON 
'07 H . B. OLMSTED 
'08 H. B. OLMSTED 
'09 H. I. MAXSON 
'10 C. B. J u DGE 
'11 PAUL MAXON 
Date 
1909 
1892 
1897 
1907 
1912 
1906 
1907 
1906 
1897 
1902 
1911 
1893 
1912 
1912 
There once wns CL 5tucle"t 
of Trin'[j 
o, auring ~is CoorsE> m 
l}vinity 
CouLd ~t f~'- on. a_ ere eel 
That IJIA.i[E' a.nswere-cl 
R.;$ neecl-
hen ~e cRa.ncec~ ufoR 
cR;c Affi~~-
"---~ 
~) 
YOUNG 
MTINOIR 
AIHlElTICS 
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G. C. B uRGWIN, ]R. 
R . F . WALKER . 
1913 
Captain 
Manager 
illite illcmn 
F . J. BRAINERD, '13, Goal 
A. jOHNSON, '15, Point 
G. D. HowELL, '15, Cover Point 
G. C. B u RGWIN, '14, Rover 
Il.\ccnrh 
J anuary 11 Trinity vs . Amherst 
January 18 Trinity vs. Williams 
R. F. WALKER, '14, Center 
J. L. CoLE, '15, L eft Wing 
A. HowELL, '13, Right Wing 
H. L. BRAINERD, '15, Substitute 
no ice 
no 1ce 
January 25 Trinity vs. Springfield Y. M. C. A. College no ice 
February 8 Trinity 0 , Syracuse 12 at Syracuse 
:february 14 Trinity 2 , R . P . I. 1 at Troy 
February 15 Trinity 0, Army4 at West Point 
F ebruary 19 Trinity 3, Wesleyan Independents 2 at Hartford 
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18rutrm of tqr ifnrkry §rasnu 
T HE Hockey Team was fairly successful this season, winning half the games played. It was handicapped the :first of the 
winter by lack of ice, but came back a little toward the end. 
With practically no practice they went to Syracuse and were over-
whelmed by the very good team of that niversity. In their next 
trip they broke even, defeating Rensselaer Polytech. Institution, 
but losing to the Army in a game played under very unfavorable 
conditions. They ended by defeating the Wesleyan Independents 
in a close game on our ice. 
Everything considered, the season, though not especially 
brilliant, was by no means disappointing and the prospects for the 
future of this sport are encouraging. 
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IDrnni.a l\.a.anriatinn 
E. L . WARD, '13 . President 
G. C. B uRGWIN, '14 Vice-President 
C. H . BoEHM, '15 
E. L. WARD, '13 . 
S ecretary- Treasurer 
Manager 
Hbpresentatfues at illnngwnnb, 1912 
A. E. P ULFORD, '12 C. CARPENTER, '12 
April 19 
May 3 
May 9 
May 10 
May 17 
May 19 
May 30 
May 31 
June 4 
Srhebule nf ~Ratdtrs , 1913 
at Hartford 
at Hartford 
at Hartford 
at Hartford 
at Amherst 
at Boston 
at Williamstown 
at Hartford 
at Hartford 
Connecticut Aggies 
'II~ esleyan 
Brown 
Springfi eld 
Amherst 
. E. Intercollegiates 
Williams 
Massachusetts Aggies 
Columbia 
illite illeam 
G. C. BuRGWIN, '14, Captain E . L . WARD, '13, Manager 
C . H. BOEHM, '15 S. H. EDSALL, '15 
Annual lf all illnurnament 
Singles 
Won by G. C. Bu RGWIN, '14 Runner-up, S. H . EDSALL, '15 
iilnubles 
Won by G. C . B u RGWIN, '14 and E. L. WARD, '13 
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iruirtu nf tqr IDruuin §rannu 
T HE Tennis Team last year, playing without its captain all the season, did very well under the conditions, winning half 
the matches played. This year, with three veterans left 
from last year, and fine material in the entering class, should be a 
bright one for the team. The schedule calls for hard work, but as 
in years before, we have no doubt that the team will acquit 
itself with glory to its college and itself. 
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<nnllrgr 1\tqlrtir <nup11 
The George Sheldon McCook Cu'p - Presented by Professor 
]. ]. McCook, '63, as a memorial to his son, G. S. McCook, '97- to 
be awarded to the student making the best record in athletics during 
the year. 
]. HENDERSON, '02 
H . D. BRIGHAM, '03 
W. B. ALLEN, '04 . 
0. MoRGAN, '06 
P. A. AHER 
1Hnlbers 
P. DouGHERTY, '07 
E. ]. DONNELLY, '08 
P. RoBERTS, '09 
R. C . ABBEY, '10 
E. B. RAMSDELL, '11 
, ' 12 (present holder) 
The Record Cup - Presented by E . Brainerd Bulkeley, '90, 
to be awarded to students who break college athletic records. 
H. B. OLMSTED, '08 
D. C . POND, '08 
H. C. Po D, '08 
W. ]. NELSON, '10 
18rrsent itlnlbers 
w. S. EATON, '10 
P . MAXON, '11 
T. c. H DSON, '14 
M. S. CREHORE, '14 
The Underwood Cup- Presented by ]. C. Underwood, '96, 
to be competed for at each fall Underclass Meet. 
18resent t!fnlher 
1915 
Batting Cup - H eld by A. J. L'Heureux, '13 
Interclass Track Trophies 
First, 1914 Second, 1912 
The Gymnasium, Leffingwell, and McCracken Cups were not 
competed for. 
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If nnthall 
C. H. CoLLETT, '13, Captain 
R. P. WITHINGTO , '13, Manager 
J. B. MOORE, '13 
F , S. FITZPATRICK , '14 
T. C. H UDSON, '14 
P. P. LAWLOR, '14 
J. A . MooRE, '14 
H. A. SAGE, '14 
i'Jasehall 
A. J. L 'HEUREUX, '13, Captain 
R. L. DEPPEN, '13, Manager 
H . B. WARNER, '13 
G. D. HOWELL, '15 
R. E. KIN EY, '15 
A. E. D NSFORD, '15 
B. L. B. SMITH, '15 
L. B . CASTATOR, '16 
J. L. CoLE, '16 
F . L AMBERT, ' 16 
R. G . GETTELL, Honorary 
T. F. McCuE, '15 
J. P. MuRRAY, '15 
I. B. SHELLY, '15 
J. W. VIZ ER, ' 15 
H. WESSELS, '12, Captain 
W. S. MARSDEN, '13, Manager 
J. S. CRAIK, ' 12 
C. S. HOLCOMB, '12 
M. s. CREHORE, ' 14 
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T. C. H UDSON, '14 
H. A . SAGE, '14 
T. F. WESSELS, ' 14 
M . L. FURNIVALL, '15 
E. H. H ALL, '15 
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E vE ING 
AFTERNOON 
E vENING 
E VENING 
AFTERNOON 
E vENING 
E ENING 
MoR r G 
AFTE RNOO 
AFTERNOON 
AFTERNOON 
EVENING 
AFTERNOO 
AFTERNOON 
EVENING 
1Juuinr lfttk 
Jaaehnesha!!, April 16th 
" 7-20-8" presented by 1916 
Qrhursha!!, April 17th 
I K A T ea 
Junior German 
A X P Dance 
If rfha!!, April 18th 
A D. <P T ea 
D. 'lt German 
D. K E D ance 
Saturha!!, April 19th 
T ennis Match, Conn . 
Aggies vs . Trinity 
Baseball, Trinity vs. 
Bowdoin 
Track Meet, Trinity vs. 
H artford Y . M . C. A. 
College T ea 
Glee Club Concert 
Sunha!! , April 20th 
Vespers 
f\lonha!!, April 21st 
'lt T T ea 
Junior Promenade 
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lluntnr 1111Irrk (!lnnrrrt 
part 1 
1. (a) "At Trinity, At Trinity" 
(b) "Drinking Song" 
GLEE CL B 
2. "Phryne Waltz" 
MANDOLIN CL B 
3. Vocal Solo 
MR. FoRT 
4. (a) "0 Ye Tears" 
(b) "The Night has a Thousand Eyes" 
GLEE CLUB 
5. "Everybody Two-Step" 
INSTRUME TAL Q ARTET 
6. Vocal Solo 
MR. SPOFFORD 
7. "Rosary" 
GLEE CLUB 
Part 2 
8. "Monstrat Viam" 
MANDOLI CL B 
9. (a) "Kentucky Babe" 
(b) "I Think of Thee" 
GLEE CL B QuARTET 
10. "Ciribiribin Waltz" 
GLEE AND MA DOLIN CLUBS 
11. Recitations 
MR. BRAINERD 
12. (a) "My Love is Like a R ed, Red Rose" 
(b) "Drink To Me Only with Thine Eyes" 
GLEE CLUB 
13. " 'Neath the Elms" 
GLEE CLUB 
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Burgwin, '82 
B enedict 
De-Soleto 
Bond 
Weyhe 
Weyhe 
Selected 
Rosenbaum, '14 
Nevin 
Odell 
Geibel 
Haertel 
P estalozza 
Vogrich 
Vogrich 
B urgwin, '82 
~ ... ,G,y, . -········ .. · ',_ ~ , .... > ~=f }Jt~I~---·~0 (\ 5> ~~.. :~_, .. ,_ ...... , ........ I ... ~ .... ·· .. ·-·~ ... ,r~\_1-Y-··"'' ....... ((J ........ _
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1Juninr Jrnmrna~r Qlnmmittrr 
GEORGE COLLINSON BURGWIN, ]R., 
LOUIS 0NDERDO K DE RoNGE . 
]OHN PAUL BEGLEY 
Chairman 
S ecretary- Treasurer 
KENNETH WELLES BOYNTO 
MORTON STIMSON CREHORE, JR. 
ROBERT ELLIS CROSS 
ARTHUR FORD GEDDES EDGELOW 
HORACE FORT 
PETER PAUL LAWLOR 
THOMAS WOLCOTT LITTLE 
ERNEST THEODORE SoMERVILLE 
ARCHIBALD WILSON WALKER 
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JUNIOR PROM. GIRL 
SOPHOMORE HOP GIRL 
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~np4nmnr.r 11;np Qtnmmitt.r.r 
GEORGE COLLINSON B u RGWIN, ]R., Chairman 
KENNETH WELLES BOYNTON 
HOWARD ]OSEPH DALEY, ]R. 
THOMAS WOLCOTT LITTLE 
EDWARD JEFFERSON MYERS 
ROBERT ELLIS CROSS 
HORACE FORT 
PETER PAUL LAWLOR 
ERNEST THEODORE SOMERVILLE 
THEODORE FRANCIS WESSELS 
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April 19, 1912 
<!tonnnittec 
BE JAMIN LoUis RAMSAY, Chairman 
WALTER F. BORCHERT PETER PAUL LAWLOR 
RAYMO D H. DEXTER EDWI M. LAZARUS 
STEPHEN F. DuNN PHILLIP S. PAGE 
JOSEPH H. EHLERS WILLIAM L. ROSE BA UM 
U. ALBERT HicKs RAYMOND W. WooDWARD 
JAMES A. MooRE, Ex-Officer 
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1914 flinntrrln 
"A Stui'ty in i!31ad\ " 
Words and Music by W. L. RosENBAUM 
Lyrics Arranged by W. B. SPOFFORD 
Produced by W . L. RosENBAUM 
£litusfcal lJiragram 
1. Opening Chorus, "Trin. 1-9-1-4" CoMPANY 
Interlocutor's Entrance 
2. End Men's Song, "A Laugh We Fling" 
SPOFFORD A D ROSENBAUM 
3. "Dusky Sue" E. P. ·wRoTH AND QuARTET 
4. Baseball Song HoRACE FoRT AND CoMPANY 
5. College Medley END ME , QuARTET AND CoMPANY 
6. "Senorita" . L . 0. DE RoNGE 
(Assisted by Tom, Jim, and Felix, the Trinity Symphony) 
7. "I Can't R emember Its arne" SPOFFORD 
8. Ballad, "Sunny South" C . E . CRAIK, JR., AND COMPANY 
9. "That Hippo Glide" . w. L. ROSENBAUM 
(Short Intermission) 
Baui'teuille (ala Poli's) 
(a) "Marvelous Griffith," Lightning Calculator (?) 
w. F. BORCHERT 
(Assisted by F. S. Fitzpatrick) 
(b) "Impersonations of Harry Fox" 
w. B. SPOFFORD 
Chorus Girls, P. P. LAWLOR A D T. C. HuDSON, JR. 
10. Finale, "Cheer for Old Trin." 
Stage Manager and Property Man, J. S. MosEs 
Assistants, G. H. ELDER AND E. M. LAZARUS 
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.t\tembers nf the (!Lnmpany 
F . S. FITZPATRICK 
W. L. RosENBAUM 
w. B. SPOFFORD } . 
F . E . BARIDON 
w. F. BORCHERT 
G. C . BURGWIN, ]R. 
C . W. COOKE 
C. E. CRAIK 
M. S. CREHORE, ] R. 
R . H. DEXTER 
A. F . G. EDGELOW 
HoRACE FoRT 
T . C . HUDSO ' ]R. 
P. P . LAWLOR 
A. LEVI 
T . w. LITTLE 
J. A. MOORE 
E. J. MYERS 
B . L. RAMSAY 
L. 0 . DERO GE 
C. T . SENAY 
I nter locutor 
End Men 
E. T. SOMERVILLE 
A. w . WALKER 
R. F . WALKER 
E. P. WROTH 
Owing to the great success and popularity of the 1914 Minstrels, 
they were presented a second time under the direction of the Senior 
Class, on the evening of June 22, 1912, in Alumni Hall. 
PRACTICE ON THE GRIDIRON 
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IVY BOARD 
ID4r Wrintty 3Juy 
Established 1873 
1!inarb nf i.Ebftnrs 
Editor -in-C hiej 
WALTER FREDERICK BORCHERT 
Lours ONDERDONK DE RoNGE 
CHARLES EWELL CRAIK, JR. . 
FRANCIS STUART FITZPATRICK 
KENNETH WELLES BOYNTON 
ROBERT ELLIS CROSS 
STEPHEN FRANCIS DuNN 
LESLIE FREDERICK WALLACE 
Managing Editor 
Athletic Editors 
Associate Editors 
Business Manager 
ERNEST THEODORE SoMERVILLE 
Assistant Business Manager 
EDWIN MICHLET LAZARUS 
Associate Business Managers 
EDWARD JEFFERSON MYERS 
CHARLES TIMOTHY SENA y 
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New York 
Maryland 
Kentucky 
ew York 
Connecticut 
Connecticut 
Connecticut 
Massachusetts 
Ohio 
Pennsylvania 
Connecticut 
Connecticut 
TRIPOD BOARD 
IDqr IDriutty IDripnb 
Established 1904 
Published Tuesdays and Fridays in each week of the college year 
llinarh of tEhitnrs 
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT 
S. H. EvrsoN, '13 
LEONARD D. ADKINS, '13 
SAMUEL s. SWIFT, '13 
THOMAS G. BROWN, '13 
Lours 0. DE RoNGE, '14 
CHARLES E. CRAIK, ]R., '14 
ALLAN B . CooK, '13 
) 
Editor-in-Chief 
Athletic Editor 
Alumni Editor 
Associate Editors 
BUSI ESS DEPARTME TT 
BENJAMIN L. RAMSAY, '14 
KENNETH B. CASE, '13 
joHN S. MosEs, '14 
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Advertising Manager and Treasurer 
Circulation Manager 
Business Manager Alumni Supplement 
''> / .... ·· . ••··· ····· . ··. ..··---\ ' 
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~ruatr 
1912-1913 
JOHN BIGELOW MooRE, '13 
SAMUEL HERBERT EvisON, '13 
WILLIAM POND BARBER, ]R., '13 
LEWIS GEORGE BEARDSLEY, '14 
CHARLES HENRY CoLLETT, '13 
ANDREW ]OHN CRIGHTON, '13 
FRANCIS STUART FITZPATRICK, '14 
President 
Secretary 
WALTER STUART MARSDEN, '13 
ERNEST THEODORE SOMERVILLE, ' 14 
WILLIAM BENJAMIN SPOFFORD, '14 
FRA CIS BELL STITES, '15 
FRANCIS EARLE WILLIAMS, '13 
RicHARD LAWTON DEPPEN, '13 (Fall Term) 
ALFRED JosEPH L'HEUREUX, '13 (Spring Term) 
THEODORE FRANCIS WESSELS, '14 (Spring Term) 
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:!lusiral (!llubs 
®ffirtrs 
WILLIAM B. SPOFFORD, '14 
WILLIAM B. PRESSEY, '15 . 
<§Itt <!Llub 
President 
Manager 
HoRACE FoRT, '14, Leader 
First Te1wrs 
c. A. BENNETT, '15 
C. H. COLLETT, '13 
A. HARDING, ]R., '16 
E. G. ScHMITT, '16 
D. s. SQUIRE, '15 
A. T. USHER, '15 
E . P . WROTH, '14 
E. J. MYERS, '14 
First Basses 
C. E. CRAIK, '14 
S. H. EDSALL, '15 
J. A. MooRE, ' 14 
J. G . N . MITCHELL, '16 
W. B. PRESSEY, '15 
I. B. SHELLEY, '15 
W . B. SPOFFORD, '14 
Second Tenors 
0. w. CRAIK, '16 
V . F. F. Dr Ezzo, '16 
s. H. EVTSON, '13 
H. FoRT, ' 14 
G. G. ILSSON, ' 15 
L. 0 . DE RONGE, '14 
R. SAGE, '15 
econd Basses 
H. L. BRAINERD, '15 
T. w . LITTLE, ' 14 
R. PIERCE, ' 16 
C. R. SANSBURY, '13 
A. R. WALKER, ' 14 
:ttlanbnlin <!Liuh 
J'\.i!.IES A. MooRE, '14, Leader 
First Mandolins Second Mandolins 
F. E. BARIDON, '14 A. HowELL, '13 
T. H. CRAIG, JR., ' 16 J. G. N. MITCHELL, '16 
. J. GEORGE, '16 L . B. RIPLEY, '14 
G . D. HowELL, ]R. , '15 S. S. SwiFT, ' 13 
R . S. MARTIN, ' 16 
J. A . MooRE, '14 Violoncello 
L. 0. DE RoNGE, '14 
E. G. SCHMITT, '16 R. PIERCE, '16 
H. B. THORNE , ]R., '16 
V . YouNG, '15 Piano 
R. H. WooDWARD, '14 
Guitars E. A. ILES, '16 
c. H. BAKER, ]R ., '16 c. H. P ERKINS, '16 
T. \V. LITTLE, '14 
U. THOMPSON, ]R., ' 13 
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~rnior ifonorary ~orirty 
Established 1893 
<§rahuate ftllrmbcrs 
AHERN, PHILIP ALOYSIUS, '12 
ALLEN, EDWIN STANTON, '93 
ALLEN, WALTER BEST, '04 
AusTIN, WILLIAM MoRRIS, '98 
BACON, FRED. STANLEY, '99 
BADGLEY, OLIVER WARREN, '07 
BARBOUR, HE RY GROSVENOR, '96 
BARTON' CHARLES CLARENCE, '93 
BARTON, PHILIP LOCKWOOD, '02 
BATES, ROBERT PECK, '93 
BEECROFT, EDGAR CHARLES, '97 
BELLAMY, ROBERT BAYARD, '01 
BLEECKER, WILLIAM HILL, }R., '12 
BOWNE, GARRETT DENISE, '06 
BIRD, WILLIAM AUGUSTUS, IV, '12 
BRIGHAM, HENRY DAY, '03 
BRINEs , MosEs jAMES, '00 
BROUGHTON , CHARLES DuBOIS , '95 
BROWN, WILLIAM PARNELL, '01 
BRINLEY, GODFREY, '01 
BRYANT, PERCY CARLETON , '07 
BucK, GEORGE SuMNER, '09 
B ULKELEY, jOHN CHARLES, '93 
CAPEN, GEORGE CLEVELAND, '10 
CARPENTER, jAMES STRATTON, ]R ., 'Ofl 
CARROLL, JosEPH OLIVER, '11 
CARTER, j U LIAN STUART, '98 
CARTER, LAWSON AVERILL, '93 
CARTER, SHIRLEY, '94 
CHURCHl\IA ' CLARKE, '93 
CLEME T , CHARLES FRANCIS , '05 
CoGGESHALL, MuRRAY HART, '96 
COGSWELL, GEORGE EDWARD, '97 
CoLLINs, vVILLIAl\1 FRENcH, '93 
CROSS, WILLIAM RICH, '08 
CULLEN, jAMES , ]R., '93 
CuNNINGHAM, GERALD ARTHUR , '07 
DANKER, WALTON STOUTENB U RGH, '97 
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DAVIS, JOHN HENRY KELSO, '99 
DAvis , CAMERON JosiAH , '93 
DINGWELL, BARRIE R ENZ, '94 
DouGHERTY, PHILIP, ' 07 
DoNNELLY , EDWIN JosEPH , '08 
DRAVO, MARION STUART, ' 07 
D uFFEE, EDWARD LLEWELLYN , '05 
EDGERTON, FRANCIS CRUGER, '94 
EDGERTON, jOHN WARREN, '94 
EDSALL, JAMES KIRKLAND, '08 
ELLIS, GEORGE WILLIAM, '9'1 
EwiNG, RoB ERT MosBY, '05 
FARROW, MALCOLM COLLINS, '05 
FISKE, REGI NALD, '01 
FISKE, WILLIAM SYDNEY wALKER, ' 06 
GATESON, DANIEL WiuiOT, '06 
GEORGE, EuGENE EvAN, '07 
GILDERSLEEVE, NELSON H.UL, '10 
GLAZEBROOK, HASLETT McKIM, ' 00 
GooDRIDGE, EDWARD, ]R., '02 
GosTE HOFER, CHARLES EDWARD, '05 
GRA YES, D UDLEY CHASE, '98 
GREENLY, HOWARD TRESCOTT, '94 
GRovEs, JosEPH, '10 
HAIGHT, A usTIN D uNHAiVI, ' 06 
HAIGHT, SHERMAN PosT, ' 11 
HAMLIN, EDWARD PERCY, '95 
HARTLEY , GEORGE D ERWENT, '93 
HENDERSON, JAMES , '02 
HILL, FREDERICK CHARLES, ]R ., 'OG 
HORNOR, HARRY ARCHER, '00 
HowELL, ALFRED, '11 
HowELL, CHARLES HuRD , '12 
H uDsON , jAMES MosGROVE, ' 01 
LANGFORD, ARCHIBALD MORRISON' '97 
LANGFORD, WILLIAM SPAIGHT, JR. , '96 
LEWIS, ELTON GARDINER, '99 
LORD , jAMES WATSON, '98 
LocKwooD, L uKE VmcE T, '93 
MACA LEY, RICHARD HENRY, '95 
MANN, EDWARD jAMES, '04 
MAXON, PA U L, '11 
MAXSON, HARRY IRL , '09 
McCooK, GEORGE SHELDON, '97 
McGINLEY, STEPHE EssEx, '09 
MciLVAINE, joHN GILBERT , '00 
MEYER, HENRY Lours , '03 
MoRGAN, SAMUEL ST. j o HN , '03 
MoRGAN, OwEN, ' 06 
MoRSE, BRYAN KILLIKELLY, '99 
NICHOLS, jOHN WILLIAMS , '99 
ILES, WrLLIA~I PoRTER, '93 
OLCOTT, WILLIAM TYLER, '96 
OLMSTED, HORA CE BIGELOW, '08 
PAINE, OGLE TAYLO R, '96 
PAIGE, JoH N HENRY, JR., '97 
PARSONS, EDGERTON, '96 
PEARCE, RE GINALD, '93 
PECK, CARLOS CURTIS, ' 02 
PEcK, RICHARD EuGE 'E, ' 01 
PELTON, HENRY HUBBARD, '93 
PENROSE, ]OH :-.1 J ESSE, ]R ., '95 
PLAr T, WooDFORDE HAMILTON , '09 
POND, HARVEY CLARK, ' 08 
PowELL, j OHN FRANKLIN, 'OG 
PRINCE, FREDERICK "WELLES, '00 
RAM SDELL, EARL BLA CHARD, '11 
RANKlN, GEORGE Dm: GLAS, ' 03 
REM SEN, CORNELil."S WAGSTAFF, '05 
REMSEN, HENRY R"L'TGERS, '98 
R EYNOLDS, LLOYD GILSON, '98 
RI CH , ERNEST ALBERT, '99 
ScHuTz, WALTER STANLEY, '94 
ScHWARTZ, DAviD Lours, ]R., '00 
SHERMAN, CLARENCE EDGAR, '11 
SHORT, WILLIAM, ]R., ' 12 
SMITH, ALBERT MARSTON, ' 10 
SPARKS, WILLIAM ALBERT, '97 
STRAWBRIDGE, J O H N, '95 
SYPHAX, T. MINTON, '03 
TAYLOR, CHARLES Em·VARD, ' 94 
TAYLOR, MARTIN, ' 08 
THOMAS, ED~1UND CRAWFORD, ' 03 
TOWNSEND, HER~IAN EDWARD, '04 
TRUMBULL, CHARLES LAMB , '0 
VIBBERT , AUBREY DARRELL, '99 
VIBBERT, WILLI AM WELCH, '94 
WAI WRIGHT, jONATHAN 1AYHEW, '95 
WEBSTER, jEROME PIERCE, ' 10 
WEED, CHARLES FREDERICK, '94. 
WEIBEL, RICHARD NICKS, '02 
WELLES, PHILIP T RNER, '05 
WHEELER, CHARLES HAWTHORNE, ' 03 
WHEELER, WILLIAM HARDIN, '02 
WILSON,WILLIM! CROSSWELLDOANE,'93 
WILLIAMS, ALEXANDER jOHN, '96 
WILSON, GEORGE HEWSON, '93 
WOFFENDEN, RI CHARD HENRY, '93 
WooDLE , ALLEN SHELDON, '99 
WRIGHT, RI CHARDSON LITTLE, '10 
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CHARLES HENRY CoLLETT 
RICHARD LA WTO DEPPEN 
ALFRED jOSEPH L'HE REUX 
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President 
S ecretary- Treasurer 
J OH BIGELOW MOORE 
w. B. ALLEN, '04 
E. S. BARNEY, '13 
P. L. BARTON, '02 
G T. BATES, '12 
w . A. BIRD, '12 
W. H. BLEECKER, JR. ,'12 
H. C. BOYD, '05 
G. D . BowNE, '06 
H. s. BRADFIELD, '02 
J. W. BRAD! ' '00 
P. H . BRAD! ' '03 
N . F. BREED, '12 
H. D. BRIGHAM, '03 
GILBERT BROWN, '10 
W. P. BROWN, '01 
D . H. BROWNE, '03 
T. P. BROWNE, JR., '03 
C. E. BRUCE, JR., '03 
P. c. BRYANT, '07 
B. B uDD, '08 
M. H. BuFFINGTON, '04 
H . B URGWIN, JR., '06 
H . H . BuRGWlN, '11 
W. C. B uRWELL, '06 
P. M. B uTTERWORTH,'OS 
G. C. CAPEN, '10 
C. CARPENTER, '12 
J. S. CARPENTER, JR.,'09 
L. G. CARPENTER, '09 
J. 0. CARROLL, '11 
K . B . CASE, '13 
H . N . CHANDLER, '09 
s. N . CLAPP, '04 
C. F. CLEMENT, '05 
Founded by the Cla~s of '99 
on F ebruary 15, 1897 
&irabuate 1Rltembers 
M. w. CLEMENT, '01 
A . C. CoBURN, '07 
R. G. COGHLAN, '10 
F. H . CoGGESHALL, '07 
C. H. CoLLETT, '13 
H. W . CooK, ' 10 
J. R. CooK, JR., '10 
D. s. CORSON, '99 
J. s. CRAIK, '12 
A. w. CREEDON, '09 
W. R. CROSS, '08 
M. F. CROMWELL, '13 
G. A. CUNNINGHAM, '07 
R . CuNNINGHAM, '07 
H. L. CuRTIN, '07 
T . C. CuRTIS, '07 
J. H. K. DAVI S, '99 
H. DEW. DE MAURIAc,'07 
T. N . DENSLOW, '04 
R. L. DEPPEN, '13 
W. c. DEWEY, '11 
E. J. DIBBLE, '04 
H . B . DILLARD, '13 
E . J. DONNELLY, '08 
M.s. DRAVO , '07 
w . H. EATON, '99 
w . S. EATON, '10 
J. K. EDSALL, '08 
J. D. EVANS, '01 
R. M. EWING, '05 
R . FISKE , '01 
w. s. W. FISKE, '06 
R. H. Fox, '00 
S. R. F ULLER, JR., '00 
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C. V. FERGUSON, '07 
D . w. GATESON, '06 
E. E. GEORGE, '07 
N. H. GILDERSLEEVE, ' 10 
0. GILDERSLEEVE, JR. , ' 12 
H. C. GooDRICH, '09 
C. E. GosTENHOFER, '05 
H. McK. GLAZEBROOK, '00 
E. B. GooDRICH, '02 
E. GooDRIDGE, JR., '02 
R. I . GRAHAM, '05 
W. T . GRANGE, '06 
H. D. GREE ' '99 
H. w. GREER, '08 
JosEPH GRovEs, '10 
M. G. HAIGHT, '00 
S. P. HAIGHT, '11 
STURGES HARMON, '10 
H. G. HART, '07 
J. C. HART, '09 
L. G. HARRIMAN, '09 
C. B. HEDRICK, '99 
D. M. HENRY, '03 ' 
A. B. HENSHAW, '10 
C. H. HILL, '02 
W. C. HILL, '00 
G. S. HINE, '06 
H. 0. HINKLE, '09 
H. A. HORNOR, '00 
A. HOWELL, '11 
G. W. H BEARD, '08 
J. M. HUDSON, '01 
J. H. H UMPHREY, '12 
H . H UET, '06 
R. H. HuTCHINSON, '03 
B . D. jEWETT, '00 
]. MeA . ] OHNSO , '03 
C. B . .T UDGE, , 10 
G. T. KENDALL, '99 
K. M. KE DALL, '12 
I. R . KENYON , '07 
G. T. KEYES, '11 
C. M . KoNVALINKA, '11 
W. LARCHAR, ]R., '03 
P. T . LIGHTBOUR , '04 
E. G. LITTELL, '99 
W. G. LIVINGSTON, '09 
H. F. MACGUYER, '08 
L. H. McCLURE, '12 
G. B . McCuNE, '07 
W. F. McELROY, '10 
S. E. McGINLEY, '09 
H. R. MciLVAINE, '04 
J. G. MciLVAINE, '00 
P . L. McKEoN, '04 
W. ]. McNEIL, '01 
W. F. MADDEN, '08 
E. H . ilADDOX, '04 
]. H. MAGIN 1IS, '02 
H. s. MARLOR, '10 
S. F. MARR, '13 
H. I. MAXSON, '09 
P. ilAXON, '11 
F . C. MEREDITH, '05 
H. L. G. MEYER, '03 
]. B . MooRE, '13 
S. ST. J. MoRGAN , '03 
0. MORGAN, '06 
]. 0. MORRIS, '08 
B. K. ilORSE , '99 
A . S. MuRRAY, III. '10 
H. C. TEFF, '10 
]. W . NICHOLS, '99 
R. C. 'OBLE, '13 
H . B . OLMSTED, '08 
A. H. ONDERDONK, '99 
H. C. OWEN, '99 ]. w. O'CONNOR, '05 
C. C. PECK, '02 
R. E. PECK, '01 
E. F. PETTIGREW, '12 
M. S. PHILLIPS, '06 
G. P. PIERCE, '06 
N. F. PITTS , '11 
H. C. POND, '08 
]. PORTEUS, '11 
A. L. PoTTER, '10 
F. w. PRINCE, '00 
E. B. RAMSDELL, '11 
C. G. RANDLE, '05 
G. D. RANDALL, '08 
A. E . RA. KIN, '1 1 
G. D. RANK! , '03 
C. w. REMSEN , '05 
C. REED , '06 
C. M. RHODES, '05 
E. A. RI CH, '99 
F. C. RI CH, '09 
P. ROBERTS, '09 
H. H. RuDD , '01 
lJ. L. S c HWARTz , '00 
H. L. ScHWARTZ, '06 
]. B. SHEARER, '09 
C. E. SHERMAN, '11 
A . C. SHORT, '03 
W . SHORT, ]R., '12 
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w . C. SKINNER, '11 
P.R. Si\UTH, '07 
W . P. STEDMAN, '05 
E. K. STERLING, '09 
F. STEVENS, '08 
G. w. STEWART, '11 
W. B. SUTTO , '99 
S. s. SWIFT, '13 
J. P. w. TAYLOR , '02 
M. TAYLOR, '08 
R . W. THOMAS , '13 
I-I. E . TOWNSEND, '04 
C. L. TRUMBU LL, '08 
W. S. TRUMBULL, '03 
A. R. VANDEWATER, '01 
R. B. v.~N TINE, '04 
A. D. VIBBERT, '99 
]. M. WALKER, '01 
C. D. WARDLAW , '07 
H . L. WATSON, '0.') 
]. P. WEBSTER, ' 10 
B. G. WEEKES, '06 
R. N. WEIBEL, '02 
P. T. WELLES, '05 
H. WESSELS, '12 
C. H. WHEELER , '01 
C. R. WHIPPLE, '12 
H. R. WHITE, '02 
]. ]. WHITEHEAD, ]R ., ' 13 
H. D. WILSON, ]R. , '01 
F. E. WILLIAMS, '13 
K . WILLO UG HBY, '09 
R. P. WITHINGTON, '13 
H. G. WOODB URY, '13 
C. B. WYNKOOP , '05 
Artiuc ~lrmhcrs, 1914 
FELIX EMIL BARIDON 
GEORGE CoLLINSON BuRGWIN, ]R. 
GEORGE HowARD ELDER 
FRANCIS STUART FITZPATRICK 
HoRAcE FoRT 
THOMAS WoLCOTT LITTLE 
JAMES ASHTO MOORE 
JOHN SHAPLEIGH MOSES 
WILLIAM ROSENBAUM 
HERBERT ACKLEY SAGE 
THEODORE CANFIELD HUDSON, ]R. v'\TILLIAM BENJAMIN SPOFFORD 
PETER PAUL LAWLOR ARCHIBALD WILSO WALKER 
THEODORE FRA CIS WESSELS 
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1!furtfnr1l Q.tlub 
1913 
ANDREW JoHN CRIGHTON EvE RETT MARBLE FAIRBANKS 
W ILLIAM F RANCIS VAIL 
j OH N P AUL B EGLEY 
STEPH EN F RANCI S D u NN 
L ESLIE R ANKI N FRE W 
1914 
} AMES j EREMIAH 
EDWARD WILLIS L UDWI G 
LAURl TZ D ANIEL SIMONSON 
FRANK J osEPH AcHATz 
j ONATHAN CONE BIGELOW, ]R. 
1915 
1916 
CHARLES ] OSE PH HAASER 
R OBERT H E NRY J OH S ON 
L EO ] AMES NOONA ' 
O'CoN OR 
R E u EL CooK STRATTON 
] OHN WILLIAM VIZNE R 
FRANCI S BRIEN COYLE 
CHARLES EDMU ND DowLING 
EDGAR TOWNSEND MORGAN 
" THE BISHOP'S TEA PARTY" 
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"Probability is the Guide of Life" 
Founded in 1776 at Mary and Williams College 
irta nf Qtnunrrtirut 
R . C. OBLE 
J. B. MooRE 
T. G. BROVVN 
R . L. D EPPEN 
J. B . MooRE 
R . C . NoBLE 
Chartered 1882 
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P resident 
Secretary- Treasurer 
s. S. SWIFT 
R . w. THOMAS 
E. L. WARD 
R. P . WITHINGTON 
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'· fl. Q!. 1\. 
M eetings h eld alternate Monday evenings at 7:00 P. M. 
JOHN S. MosEs President 
WALTER F. BoRCHERT Vice President 
GEORGE G. NILSSON ecretarJ• 
HowARD R . HILL Treasurer 
1!lihle Stuby QLommittcc 
Meetings h eld Thursdays at 5:00 P. 1. 
Chairman ]AMES A. MOORE 
WALTER B. BRIGGS . . . Leader 
HOWARD R. HILL CHARLES H. COLLETT 
If rcshman IDihlc QLommittcc 
WALTER F. BoRCHERT Editor-in-Chief 
HowARD R. HILL . Business Manager 
MORTON S. CREHORE GEORGE G. TJLSSON 
] OHN N. IVES BENJAM IN L. R AMSAY 
Social S cruh:c QLommittcc 
HoRACE FoRT . Chairman 
GEORGE G. NrLsso ] oH TvEs 
ilcprcscntatiuc to N ortltftelb QLonfcrcnrc 
CHARLES H. CoLLETT CHARLES H . H owELL 
MORTON s. CREHORE 
Sunbay QLitapcl .Scruircs 
College Chapel, Sundays at 5 :30 P. M. 
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Writtity Qlnllrgr mrhatittg Ali!iOriatintt 
®fficers, 1912-13 
EDWIN MICHLET LAZAR s 
LESLIE FREDERICK WALLA CE 
RAYMOND LEEDS S c oFIELD 
WALTER FREDERICK BORCHERT 
1Jnter-C!Liass ilebate illcnbers 
1913 ETHELBERT TALBOT SMITH 
1914 FRANCIS STUART FITZPATRICK 
1915 RANDWI CK ALBERT BISSEL 
1916 RoBERT BARNARD O'CoNNER 
President 
11 ice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Debates held Friday evenings at 7:30 P. M. 
HoRAcE FoRT . 
LEONARD D. Ani<.rNs 
E. PINKNEY WROTH 
C. H. BOEHM 
F. w. ELDER 
G. H. ELDER 
R. S. MARTIN 
:mllnrylanh QLiuh 
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President 
11 ice President 
Secretary- Treasurer 
A. M. MITCHELL 
F. LAMBERT 
R. w. THOMAS 
L. 0. DE RONG E 
ON THE DIAMOND 
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June, 1912 
®rbrr nf fxrrri.ar.a 
MUSIC 
Salutatory, With an Address on "Scientific Management" 
RAYMO D ]AY EWTO , Connecticut 
" Imagination" (not delivered) 
HowARD RAY BROCKETT, Connecticut 
M SIC 
"A Tribute to the Dakotas" 
J OH BooTH CLARK, South Dakota 
"The D evelopment of the Highway" 
LESLIE GILBERT OsBOR E, Connecticut 
M SIC 
"Crabbed Age and Youth," with the Valedictory Address 
WILLIAM AuGUSTUS BIRD, IV, New York 
Musrc 
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Qllann ian fxrrrinrn 
~rngnnn 
M usic 
Excerpts from "The Red Widow" Gebert 
· 
1 
:j.lresihent's Abbress 
WILLIAM HILL BLEECKER, New York 
Music 
Cornet Solo, "Inflammatus," 
from "Stabat Mater" Rossini 
MR. FRANCIS H. s THERLAND 
(!LJass History 
KILBOU RN MAXWELL KENDALL, Massachusetts 
M usic 
Barcarole, " Tales from Hoffman" Offenbach 
<!Liass :Poem 
WILLIAM A u G STUS BIRD, IV, New York 
M usic 
Medley Overture, Popular Songs of the Season 0' Hare· 
"In the Shadows" 
Statistics 
OLIVER GILDERSLEEVE, ]R., Connecticut 
M usic 
:Presentation of Athletic Amarbs 
"T" and "A TA" Certificates 
Gold Footballs and Gold Baseballs 
The George Sheldon McCook Trophy for Outdoor Sports 
M usic 
Potpourri, "The Broadway Review" 
<!Llass ®ration 
CARLOS SANFORD HoLCOMB, Connecticut 
M usrc 
Waltz, "The Pink Lady" 
l3 resentations 
LAWRENCE HuTCHINSO::-l McCLURE, Connecticut 
Musrc 
" 'Neath the Elms" 
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Finck 
Lampe 
Caryll 
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~nunrn au!l Jrttrn fnr tqr Jrar 1911-1912 
1ttonors in the QL(ass of 1912 
Valedictory: WILLIAM AuG sTus BIRD, IV 
Salutatory: RAYMOND JAY EWTON 
Honor Oration: HowARD RAY BROCKETT 
THE CHEMICAL PRIZES 
First Prize: FRANCIS STUART FITZPATRICK 
S d P . (EDWARD WILLIS LuDwiG econ nze: i \REYEL CooK STRATTON 
T uTTLE PRIZE EssAY 
RAYMOND ]AY NEWTON 
SuBJECT: "The Modern Labor Union a nd the Medireval Guild" 
Committee of Award: WALTER S. ScHUTZ, EsQ. 
GOODWIN GREEK PRIZES 
First Prize: (Not awarded) 
Second Prize: NAAMAN COHEN 
Committee of Award: PROF. LEROY CARR BARRETT, Ph.D. 
PRIZES IN HISTORY A D PoLITICAL Scm CE: ( ot awarded) 
ALUMNI PRIZES IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION 
First Prize: ETHELBERT TALBOT SMITH 
Second Prize: RAYMOND ]AY EWTON 
Third Prize: LEONARD DAWSON ADKINS 
Committee of Awards: AuGUSTUS LYNCH MASON, EsQ. 
FRANK w. WHITLOCK PRIZES 
First Prize: LEONARD DAWSON ADKINS 
Second Prize: RAYMOND ]AY NEWTON 
Committee of Award: EDWARD H. SMILEY, LL.D., WILLIAM E. CoNKLIN, 
EsQ., and FRANCIS E. WATERMAN, EsQ. 
DouGLAS PRIZE 
ETHELBERT TALBOT SMITH 
SUBJECT: "The Initiative, R eferendum, and R ecall, 111 our State and 
National Government" 
Committee of Award: JoHN F. FoRWARD, EsQ. 
THE F . A. BROWN PRIZE 
WILLIAM A GUST s BIRD , IV 
Committee of Award: THE HoN. Lours R. CHENEY, THE REv . DR. HENRY 
FERGUSON, and GEORGE D . HowELL, E sQ. 
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.Presenter 
w. H . B ENJ AMIN, '57 
G. R . HALLAM, '59 
w. H . WEBSTER, '61 
R. F. GooDMAN, '63 
H. G . GARDNER, '65 
F. L. NoRTON, '68 
J ACOB L EROY, '69 
WILLIAM D RAYTON, '71 
C. E. WaDMAN, '73 
R . M. EDWARDS, '74 
'57 
'59 
Inveniam viam aut jaciam 
'61 
Per aspera ad astra 
'63 
N e tentes aut perjice 
'65 
Facta non verba 
'68 
Semper crescens 
'69 
N umquam non paratus 
'71 
Nulla vestigia retrorsum 
'73 
'74 
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i!~ ere iucr 
G. R. HALLAM, '59 
W. S. CoGSWELL , '61 
. B . DAYTON, '63 
C. w. M NRO, '65 
ROBERT SHAW, '68 
E. v . B. KISSAM, '69 
D. P. COTTON, '71 
F. 0. GRANNIS, '73 
c. E. CRAIK, '74 
H . V. RuTHERFORD , '76 
C. E. MooRE, '76 
]. D. HILLS, '78 
W. R. LEAKEN, '80 
A. P. B uRGWlN, '82 
A. D. NEELEY, '85 
A. H . ANDERSO ' '87 
E. C. JoHNSON, 2o, '88 
T . A. CONOVER, '90 
G. HALL, '92 
]. W . EoGERTO , '94 
E. P. HAMLIN, '95 
'76 
I nservit honon· 
'78 
'80 
'82 
H.es pice jinem 
'85 
Duris non frangi 
'87 
]1,1[ ulta in dies addis centes 
'88 
Per angusta ad augusta 
'90 
Semper agens aliquid 
'92 
'94 
Agere pro viribus 
'95 
En avant! 
'97 
'99 
F artier, fidel iter, feliciter 
'01 
N ovus or do saeclorum 
'04 
'06 
'08 
'10 
'11 
'14 
(Keepers of the Lemon Squeezer) 
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w. C. BLACKMER, '78 
D . L. FLEMING, '80 
A. P. BuRGWIN, '82 
S. H. Gmsv, '85 
G. S. WATERS, '87 
E. C. J OHNSO , 2o, '88 
E. McP. McCooK, '90 
I. D. RussELL, '92 
F. F. JoHNSON, '94 
]. STRAWBRIDGE, '95 
G. E. CoGswELL, '97 
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1first illenors 
BENNETT, '15 WROTH, '14 
.§econb illcnors 
WHITEHEAD, '13, Choirmaster and L eader 
SHELLEY, ' 15 SQUIRE, '15 
1first IDussrs 
SPOFFORD, ' 16 SANSB RY, '13 
§cconb IDusses 
WALKER, '14 SPOFFORD, '14 
Ql~aptl .§trbirts 
PRESIDENT LUTHER, Chaplain 
Assisted by the Clerical Members of the Faculty 
OBLIGATORY VOLUNTARY (Sunday) 
Morning Prayer, 8:30A.M. H oly Communion, 8:45A. M . 
Sunday, 10:30 A . M. 
EVISON, '13 
:m nnitnrs 
MARSDE , '13 
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BARNETT, '13 
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READING ROOM 
ffiqr ffiihrary 
WALTER BENJAMIN BRIGGS, Librarian 
THE PRESIDENT 
THE LIBRARIAN 
SAMUEL HERBERT EviSON 
HORACE FORT 
ill ibntr!! <!Lnmmittee 
SYDNEY GEORGE FISHER 
PROFES SOR ROBERT BAIRD RIGGS 
.§tubent Assistants 
E. PINCKNE Y WROTH 
HOWARD RICE HILI. 
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®pttmt 
SAMUEL HART , '66 
Lucws WATERMA:-;r, '71 
HIRAM B ENJAMIN L ooMIS, '85 
WILLARD Scl:DDER, '89 
FRANCIS RAY:\WND STURTEVANT, '01 
EDWARD HE NRY LORENZ, '02 
KARL PHILIP MoREA, '02 
EDMUND SAMUEL CARR, '05 
GEORGE OTis HoLBROOKE, '69 
L EO- ARD WOODS RI CHARDSON , '73 
HERMAN LILIENTHAL, '86 
HAROLD LooMIS CLEASBY, '99 
WILLIAM PERRY BENTLEY, '02 
ANSON THEODORE McCooK, '02 
MARSHALL BowYER STEWART, '02 
GusTAVE ALEXANDER FEINGOLD, '11 
JoHN HowARD RosEBAUGH, ' 11 
COLLEGE CHAPEL 
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IJ1rr.aqman-11unior 1Banqurt 
Held at Hotel Kimba ll, Springfie ld, Mass . 
December 9, 1912 
lllanquet Qtnmmittec 
THOMAS HEROr CRAIG, JR., Chairman 
RICHARD L H MAXON 
FRANCIS WYATT ELDER 
WILLIAM LAWRE CE PECK 
PHILLIP EDGAR ALDRICH 
HAROLD BRAI ERD RAFTERY 
RoBERT SEYMO R MoRRIS 
CLARENCE ALBERT MEYER 
RoBERT FRANCIS McE DY 
JAMES LA GDON COLE, ex-officio 
Qinasts 
THOMAS HERO CRAIG, JR., Toastmaster 
"What Trinity Stands F o r" F. S. FITZPATRICK, '14 
"Football at Trinity" THEODORE F . WESSELS, '14 
"1914" JAMES LANDO COLE, ' 16 
"Sister Classes" HoRACE FoRT, ' 14 
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ID4r ifounr tqat if(tmball rtauilt 
This is the house that Kimball built 
I • I I Ill .. • • I • 
.. • • 'It ...... 
This is the banquet that was given by the Freshmen in the house that Kimball 
built 
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This is the price that was put on the banquet that was given by the Freshmen 
in t he house that Kimball built 
This is the personal property that was hocked to pay the price that was put 
on the banquet that was given by the Freshmen in the house that Kimball built 
182 
This is the man that received t he personal property t hat was hocked to pay t he 
price that was put on the banquet t hat was given by the freshmen in t he house 
that Kimball built 
This is the house that was buil t by t he man t hat received the personal property 
that was hocked to pay t he price that was put on t he banquet t hat was given 
by the Freshmen in t he house t hat Kimball buil t 
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This is the banquet that was given in the house that was built by the man that 
received the personal property that was hocked to pay the price that was put 
on the b anquet t hat was given by the Freshmen in the house that Kimball built 
This is the price that was put on the banquet that was given in the house that 
was built by the man that received t he personal proper ty that was hocked to 
pay the price that was put on the banquet that was given by the Freshmen in 
the house that Kimball built 
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This is the personal property that was mortgaged to pay the price that was put 
on the banquet that was given in the house that was built by the man that 
received the personal property that was hocked to pay the price that was put 
on the banquet that was given by the Freshmen in the house that Kimball 
buil t 
This is the man that fixed the mortgage that was put on the personal property 
to pay the price that was put on the banquet that was given in the house that was 
built by the man that received the personal property that was hocked to pay 
the price that was put on the banquet that was given by the Freshmen in the 
house that Kimball built 
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This is the house that was built by the man that fixed the mortgage that was 
put on the personal property to pay the price that was put on the banquet that 
was given in the house that was built by the man that received the personal 
property that was hocked to pay the price that was put on the banquet that was 
given by the Freshmen in the house that Kimball built 
This is the banquet- but what 's the use? We've had two banquets already 
and we don't want to get convivial - and besides, Aloysius Spud tells us he 
can't keep on depicting pretentious dwellings in a degree of ascendency, and 
that he's done with footing up such awful bills 
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ID4r ~aint Jatrirk' .s iay ~rrap 
I T WAS the afternoon of Thursday, March thirteenth. At City Hall comer, in front of the weather bureau's station, two be-
draggled Freshmen stood in the drizzling rain and scanned a 
placard within, and from their lips escaped a groan. This is what 
they read: 
U. S. WEATHER BUREA , 
WASHI GTON, D. c. 
Weather for H artford and vicinity: 
Warm showers on Friday. 
Cold showers on Saturday. 
About the same time two similarly bedraggled Sophomores 
waded along the college walk in a similarly drizzling rain and gazed 
at the near-quagmire which surrounded a certain tall tree on the 
campus in front of the Bishop, and, similarly, from their lips escaped 
a groan. 
It is not in the province of a scribe but poorly versed in the 
elements of psychology to assert whether the incidents mentioned 
were a mere coincidence or an excellent example of mental telepathy. 
Certainly the minds of the four persons concerned were drifting in 
the same channel - and the scribe would have you know that it 
was no diminutive channel, for within its broad dimensions flowed 
the intellects of nearly eighty-five more Sophomores and seventy-
five more Freshmen - the secretary of the faculty will tell you the 
exact numbers. This broad and swiftly-flowing channel was directed 
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unerringly toward the 
near future, winding its 
course between great 
banks of Speculation, 
striking on the one hand 
the Scylla of Fear and 
on the other hand the 
Charybdis of Doubt, 
until, becoming split 
into many channels 
by the Delta of Post-
Smoker Events, it fin-
ally reached its mouth 
and flowed into the 
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great Gulf of Excite-
ment surrounding the 
St. Patrick's Day Scrap. 
There you have 
an allegorical preamble 
such as John Bunyan 
himself might have 
written had he been in-
carcerated in ortham 
Towers on the week 
of March ninth. In-
deed, the scribe wishes 
he might have recourse 
to the Giant Despair and the Slough of Despond at this moment. 
Suffice it to say that, after three days of rain and other moisture, 
nothing more nearly resembled a Slough of Despond than the 
aforementioned bit of campus territory, out of which rose what 
seemed to the Freshmen a veritable Giant Despair, the sacred tree 
appointed to be offered up so soon as a sacrifice to the caprices in-
volved in a sacred college custom. 
On Friday night, the fourteenth of March, over five hundred 
college men, with their guests, were entertained at 1915's Sopho-
more Smoker. The curtain was rung down in Alumni Hall shortly 
after eleven o'clock, and at half-past eleven old "Cap" Morgan was 
awakened on his beat by the sound of many feet tramping to the 
tune of college songs, and the class of 1916, accoutred in garments 
that even "Max" might have spurned, swung by him with martial 
stride in a solid phalanx. The imposing spectacle sent a thrill down 
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the spinal regions of the 
grizzled old police officer, 
battered by many years 
of service, and he could 
not refrain from escort-
ing the parade down to 
the next beat, where ad-
ditional police protection 
was afforded the Fresh-
men. Unfalteringly they 
marched, and full joy-
ously they sang, until the 
twinkling lights of the 
V en dome bespoke an end 
to their journey. 
-....... . ••. •· •. 1,:: ;.:~· • ----,  . ~ ~···*·"' ...--- ' .. \ 
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The phalanx broke ranks and the hotel was immediately 
swamped with a noisy crew of exuberant spirits. Seventy-five 
fictit ious names attesting to the presence of natives from seventy-
five different cities, countries and south-sea islands, were appended 
to the Vendome registry-book, and a minute later the two upper 
floors of the palatial hostelry were in the undisputed possession of 
the seventy-five sponsors of the fictitious names. There was a wild 
scramble for beds and floor space, and, in lesstimethanittakesthescribe 
to tell it, nine points of the law had decided the temporary habita-
tions of those cheerful seventy-five who had so willingly divorced 
themselves from their college abodes for a night. 
It was not until the early hours of the morning that the Freshmen 
ventured forth on their mission of making H artford the City Beau-
tiful by a discriminating decoration of street cars, clocks, poles, and 
trees of all shapes and sizes with large bi-colored posters bearing 
the familiar stamp "19Tl6." They journeyed en masse up Asylum 
St reet, and at the main thoroughfare separated into two squads 
and continued their charitable work After the external appearance 
of the town had been improved, the Freshmen succumbed to the 
desire for internal adornment, and it must be agreed that the beauty 
of the dairy lunches about town was vastly enhanced by the mural 
decorations so generously contributed by 1916. One of their num-
ber made a substantial claim to the record for height, climbing the 
tallest telegraph pole on Main Street, and braving his life among 
a myriad of live wires, to proclaim to the world by one single poster 
that 191 6 acknowledged no superior orders of mankind. This 
same Freshman boast of superiority was strengthened by the great 
electrical sign which looked down on Hartford from the height of 
a Main Street office building, bearing in large letters "TRI NITY, 
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1916." It was an evi-
dence of Freshman activ-
ity that the Sophomores 
could not eradicate as 
easily as the posters, and. 
it stared them tauntingly 
in the face throughout 
the night. 
Their mission accom-
plished, the Freshmen 
started out in search of 
a horse and wagon. It 
was their intention to 
drive up to college, as-
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sume possession of one of the sections, and stealthily sneak through 
the dormitories to waken the slumbering Sophomores and convince 
them that they would appear to better advantage in handcuffs 
and would sleep more comfortably in the Vendome under the watch~ 
ful care of nursing Freshmen. But there was far more room for 
a slip twixt the Vendome and the college than twixt the cup and 
the lip - and many a slip found itself nestled in that bosom before 
the night wore itself through. 
In the first place, the space of an hour passed before the Fresh-
men could decide definitely who were to be the privileged few to 
make the intended trip. You see, there was only that one equip-
age, and the horse was in his dotage, and the wagon was built for 
five and could not comfortably accommodate more than fifteen 
Freshmen. The genial proprietor of the emaciated beast had 
instructed the Freshmen not to "walk" the animal far, as he hadn't 
seen the shadow of a square meal for two days. 
For just sixty minutes sixty Freshmen tried to arrange them-
selves in the wagon and on the horse without building more than a 
three-story pyramid on either. Finally, twenty of the largest men 
in the class packed into the wagon in flattering imitation of canned 
sardines, and five more ambitious fighters straddled the aged beast, 
hanging their hats on his hip bones. But a grave difficulty immedi-
ately presented itself. The nag (another synonym for "horse" -
and, in the words of Joseph Smith, variety is the spice of life), 
aroused after patient effort from a lethargic condition, either 
refused to or couldn't budge an inch. The twenty-five Freshies, 
after a deliberate council of war and many vain efforts to arouse 
the beast to some display of animation by means of a paste brush 
and a broken bedpost, decided that it was not a refusal on the part 
of a balky beast, but a sheer impos~ 
sibility for a beast whose spirit was 
truly willing but whose flesh was weak. 
Three of them thereupon fell off his 
back with apparent ease and seven 
more deserted the loaded vehicle. The 
animal immediately displayed signs 
of life, and started in the general 
direction of the college with his human 
cargo of fifteen souls. In less than 
twenty minutes, when the next block 
had been gained, two very lame and 
sore Freshies tumbled down from their 
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perch on t he horse's back - the contact with his protruding ribs 
and spinal cord had been most irritating. 
It was a wild ride, one full of dangers and adversities, but in 
an hour or so t he Freshman on the apex of the human pyramid 
recognized simultaneously familiar territory and hostile forms . 
Six bold Sophomores, advocates of impetuosity as the better part 
of valor , were strolling down Vernon Street in the moonlight (which, 
though an inconsistency, heightens the melodramaticism) . The 
inevitable result was a one-sided contest, in which the human pyra-
mid temporarily collapsed and four of the six Sophomores were 
captured . That put the "Ki-bosh" on the proposed invasion of 
Sophomoric dreamland, and they were left in ignorant bliss to their 
all-night poker sessions. The prisoners were placed on the bottom 
of the wagon and were made the base of the reconstructed pyramid, 
which was taken back to the hotel at the will of the beast propelling 
it. Half-way back he succumbed to a dizzy spell and gave a correct 
imitation of the dee-tees. But, as was the case last year, just as 
Doctor Swan arrived on the scene to perform an autopsy on the 
inconsiderate piece of horseflesh, he came to consciousness and 
a sense of his immediate duties toward the class of 1916. 
The Sophomore prisoners properly flattened and humiliated 
by their pressing ride, were securely handcuffed to the beds on 
the upper floor by the highly elated captors. They were then left 
in peace while most of the Freshmen were out chasing the small 
but courageous group of Sophomores who had succeeded in obliter-
ating the signs of 1916's bill-posting activity. And, left in peace, 
the Sophs soon left the furniture in pieces. One of them succeeded 
in separating his assigned bed into its several component parts, 
and was on the point of departing by the back door in company 
with the foot of the bed, when the 
Freshmen returned for inspection of 
affairs. The miscreant was gagged and 
blindfolded and thrown without mercy 
into a clothespress for his misconduct . 
Then the Freshmen retired (this is five 
a.m.), some six in a bed, the remainder 
scattered promiscuously on bureaus, 
mantelpieces, window sills, or on the 
floor . 
At six o'clock some of the more 
ambitious Freshmen decided that the 
less ambitious were more decorative 
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than useful under the bedclothes, and internal dissention was the 
result. Finally, however, there was no more furniture to break, 
and the spirit of the day - not to mention the fog- became so 
instilled in the minds and hearts of the heroes of 1916, that the 
whole class dressed or rearranged their cravats, as the case might 
be, and sallied forth to infest the lunch rooms in the vicinit~ 
At 7:20 o'clock seventy-four of them piled into- and onto-
a Zion Street car- the seventy-fifth was still chewing on a dairy 
doughnut. 
At 7:45 a wild cry was heard on the campus, "19 -15 this way!" 
and was followed by a scurrying of Sophomore feet over the marshy 
campus toward the coveted tree. 
At 7:50 the imposing band of Freshmen mounted Zion Street 
hill and marched in solid array toward the campus. 
At 7 :55 the President of the Senate was striving to halt the 
progress of the Freshman band, while the Sophomores were ner-
vously fidgeting under the tree and gazing with awesome dread 
at the solid Freshman phalanx confronting them. 
And promptly at 8:00 o'clock, before a great crowd of specta-
tors, including graduates, undergraduates, sub-Freshmen, and a 
small delegation of Hartford's elite, the signal for battle was given, 
and the Freshman host plunged toward the Sophomores guarding 
the tree. 
The two bodies of men came together with a terrific impact, 
and then were split up into individual groups of wrestlers and pugi-
lists. Half- elsons, strangle-holds, and under-cuts came thick and 
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fast in that indistinguish-
able mass of fighting, 
clawing men. The battle 
waged hot for several 
minutes, until the Fresh-
men appeared to gain the 
advantage. Then sudden-
ly came the beginning of 
the end. One of the 
Freshmen, with a great 
leap, gained the lower 
branches of the tree and, 
despite the frantic efforts 
of the Sophomores to 
dislodge him from his 
precarious position, sue-
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ceeded in breaking loose and in less than thirty seconds had climbed 
to the highest branches of the tree. Here he produced from his 
clothing a silken banner which bore the-- numerals 1916 in red on a 
gray background, and as he unfurled it to the breezes a great cheer 
went up from the Freshmen struggling thirty feet below him in 
the mud. H e was followed almost immediately by the bearer of 
the other precious banner, which was soon displayed below the first. 
The Sophomores were fighting like demons, and a minute later 
one of their number had ascended the tree by the lowest limb. But 
he occupied a dangerous position, as the Freshmen began tearing 
the limb down, piece by piece. Not satisfied with this method, 
two more Freshmen climbed the tree and tackled the lone Sophomore 
who was between two fires. It was the most exciting and spec-
tacular moment of the whole scrap, for contestants and spectators 
·alike. The fight in the tree lasted only a few moments, and then 
all three warriors came crashing down through the branches to the 
ground, their fall being broken by the mass of struggling men under-
neath the tree. That sounded the death-knell of Sophomoric 
hopes. In the few minutes that elapsed before the end of the fight, 
they could gain no advantage and were content with keeping any 
more Freshmen from ascending the tree. 
Exactly eighteen minutes after the scrap began, the signal for 
cessation of hostilities was sounded, and the judges awarded the 
victory of the St. Patrick's Day Scrap of 1913 to the Class of 1916 
unconditionally. 
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®~t tn tt lfHttnltrr 
Flunker, rest! thy classes o'er, 
Sleep the sleep t hat knows not breaking; 
Dream of lecture rooms no more, 
Days of danger, nights of waking. 
In our dormitory hall, 
R ats, unseen, thy couch are strewing; 
Strains of Glee Club music fall, 
Every sense in slumber clewing. 
(FUNEREAL CHORUS) 
Flunker, rest! thy classes o'er, 
Dream of analyt no more; 
Sleep the sleep that knows not breaking, 
Mom of toil, nor night of waking. 
o rude sound shall reach thine ear , 
Alarm-clock's clang or student-singing, 
Gym, nor chapel summon here, 
Nor mustering class, their "trots" all bringing. 
Yet the boys' shrill yell may sound 
At chapel op'ning from the college, 
All t he students hustling 'round 
To meet the "profs" dispersing knowledge. 
(FuNEREAL CHoRus) 
Ruder sounds shall none b e near, 
Flunks nor cuts e'er challenge here; 
H ere no need for clothes or money, 
Here no need for Latin " pony." 
Flunker, rest! t hy chase is done, 
While our slumbrous spells assail ye; 
Dream not, with the rising sun, 
Term repor ts shall sound flat failure. 
Sleep! the "profs" are far from call; 
Sleep! thy books are by thee lying; 
Sleep ! nor dream in yonder hall 
How thy college days are dying. 
(FUNEREAL CHORUS) 
Flunker, rest! thy race is run, 
Think not of the rising sun; 
For at dawning to assail ye, 
H ere no "profs" shall ever hail ye. 
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IDriuity ~ougp-. 1£uglin4 1!Jrrninu 
"illrinil!!'S the ~em of All the ®rean" 
An ingenious Trinity undergraduate originated a momentous 
undertaking, 
And once he carried t he schem e into execut ion; 
He constructed a laboratory vessel, then he precipitated the 
thing on t he billows: 
ow Trinity possesses m arine supereminence. 
Then R aw! R aw. R aw ! We'll imbibe 't ill daybreak , 
And each chap pledge devotion to t he other fellow, 
May you and I hygienic and never be despondent, 
F or Trinity possesses m arine supereminence. 
"®h! IDon't ~ou ~emember" 
I say, are you oblivious to t he days of t he preceding year, 
When t he football was navigated through the atmosphere; 
And a beastly large spheroid came hurtling down t he gridiron, 
And t hat bold chap conveyed it hither jolly well. 
We simply r ipped t hrough the line of scrimmage, 
And we circulated around t he extremities, 
And we carried on hostilit ies like Satan every chap of us, 
In t he jolly old days wit h t he gold and blue superimposed, 
When we gained supremacy over W esleyan . 
(CHORUS) 
When we gained suprem acy over W eslcyan , Bah J ove! Etcetera. 
"([here's a Qi.ollege on the 1Rill" 
There's an institution of learning on t he eminence in charming 
Hartford, 
You and I are both jolly well acquainted with , 
Where t he ligh t-hear ted zephyrs circulate, 
Whether there is condensed vapor or sunbeams or white 
precipitation , 
T here is vivacity and salutariness and liberty in its charm ; 
For it is inj ected into t he red corpuscles 
And it results in a cheerful disposition 
'Till t here is umestrained exultation and we emit our university 
cheer; 
And it gives us weapons for t he conflict, 
Makes us intrepid and valiant, 
When we contend for our beloved Alma Mater . 
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1£nok ·at ~r! 
(With apologies to Goldberg and Grant, Gaskill and Shisler) 
When they hear me talk, when they see me walk, 
The "profs" turn around to say: "Who's that?" 
All the Freshies cry, all the Seniors sigh, 
'Till they know ex-act-ly where I'm at-
The President shines m y shoes, 
The Gov'nor pours out my booze, 
And the mayor of Hartford cuts my hair, -
I eat a bale of hay- at Stickney's ev'ry day, 
I'm here, I'm there, I'm mostly ev'rywhere-
To give you just a slight idea, 
I'll tell you who I am right here. 
You little shrimp, who are you? 
I'm the guy that put the ham in Northam, 
I'm the guy that put the board in Boardman, 
I'm the on-ly o-rig-i-nal college-guy, 
I can change your mind with a wink of the eye; 
I'm the guy that put the rose on Barrows 
And the sea in the front of Seabury, too; 
Did you ever stop to determine 
Who put the germ in Johnny's German? 
Look at me! I'm the guy! How do you do! 
I'm the guy that put the bar in front of Barrett, 
I'm the guy that put the bit on Doctor Babbitt, 
I'm a one, two, three, four, wonderful man, 
I can make you wise by shaking your hand: 
I'm the guy that put the rat in lab-rat-ory 
And the cat in the catacombs, too; 
If you're looking for the collegian 
Who put the ban on Doctor Urban-
Look at .me . I'm the guy! How do you do! 
I'm the guy that put the micks in economics, 
I'm the guy that put the ticks in mathematics, 
Cities, kings, and nations fall before my beck and nod. 
I made the eye for the Ivy and the pod for Tripod; 
I'm the guy that put the nasty in gymnastics 
And the fizz in Perkins' physics, too; 
If you're looking for the guy 
Who in piety put the pie -
Look at me! I'm the guy! How do you do! 
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I'm t he guy that put the ledge on the end of college, 
I'm the gu y t hat put;..the gnarl in the beginning of knowledge, 
I'm an athlete, a scholar , and a gent combined, 
I can work startling changes with my wonderful mind; 
I'm the guy that put t he gin in engineering 
And made t he front part of Kleene clean; 
And still I have another-
Why girls leave home and mother-
Look at me! I'm t he guy! How do you do . 
I'm the guy t hat put t he knee in Mother Stickney, 
I'm t he guy t hat put t he cult in college faculty, 
I'm an artful architect and a marvelous magician, 
I put the camp on the campus and the dish in condition; 
I'm the guy that put t he hell in chap-el 
And the damn in Doctor A-dams, too; 
If you 're looking for t he gent 
Who pu t the "stewed" in student-
Look at me! I'm t he guy! How do you do! 
I'm the guy that put the jew in edu cation, 
I'm the guy t hat put the trick in matriculation, 
I can raise you in the catalog by changing your mark, 
I can hand you out probation or a six-weeks' lark; 
I'm the guy that pu t the stray in registration 
And the wait in graduation, too; 
Did you ever stop to reason 
Who put the miss in college admission -
Look at m e. I'm the guy! How do you do! 
I'm the guy that put the 'oller in biology, 
I'm the guy that put the collar on psychology, 
I'm a one, two, t hree, four , wonderful man, 
I can change your mind with a shake of the hand ; 
I'm the guy that put the muse in the museum 
And t he "mon" in commons, too; 
I once sawed wood in the college vicinity, 
Now I'm running affairs at Trinity-
Look at me! I'm the guy ! How do you do! 
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R UNAWAY! 
Eq ui ne Takes T rack Pracrice on the 
Campus. 
"Whoa! Whoa, Dobbin!" . Robert 
1ent an agonized but helpless glance tea 
after an emac;iated beast of an uncertain La 
1hade of white, which was winging ele 1 
it. fiirht across the front campus and La 
dtaerihr behind it a wagon-load of- he 
well, anyhow, Robert had been busily pl 
encaged in preparing the cam- fn 
pua for a' verdant appearan~e next yf 
spring. Undoubtedly Robert would hi 
have arrested the beast in its unpre- of 
meditated flight, had he not been so J1. 
utterly dumbfounded. Rendered tern- p· 
p~rarily incapable of thought or action 
by the accomplishment of the in possible 
-Dobbin's racing proclivities having 
hitherto lain decidedly dormant-
Robert became but a !'lurprised and 
incoherent spectator of the rapidly 
foll owing events. 
The beast-respect for the race of 
horses in general prohibits the applica-
tion of a more worthy title to Dobbin-
urged on to super-beast efforts by the g. 
enthusiastic plaudits or those members b 
of tbe college body who were instru- a1 
mental in causing it t.) bid such a hasty. si 
farewell to "'RObert, was tearlng aloitg ...,. 
the campus toward the bishop's statue, t1 
gaining momentum and fr ight, and T 
l~ing breath and the contents of the 
wagon, at every stride. a: 
Meanwhile the members of the track aJ 
team had not remained idle. .One of tc 
the sprint-squad headed the beast off of 
in front or the bishop's statue, but w 
Dobbin bad heard of the Artful Dodger- d 
and the hind wheels of Roberts vehicle W" 
missed causing a funeral ·by inches. n 
Robert's live-stock and equipage t1 
careened around the bishop on two legs "' 
and one wheel, providentially escaped b 
an ignomimous burial among the old 
shoes and tomato cans in the Pit, and 
headed indirectly for Seabury Hall-
indirectly, because there were seven 
trees and a sun-dial to dodge. The 
campus was in an uproar, and the poor 
beast was making up for twenty years' 
confinement by having its first 
exhilarating exercise since Robert 
became 1ts owner. Fortunately for 
its general welfare the exercise was not 
to last long-11ixty secondS before it 
would have pulverized the Cioor-way 
of middle Seabury, the beast east a 
triumphant glance behind-and that 
one glance cost it the race. Thirty 
seconds after that glance-precisely 
thirty seconds before horseflesh would 
have been matched against sandstone- s 
a daring sprinte-r; climbed up ~n the o 
wagon over the ~dashboard . to the " 
precarious ,position behind Dobbin's ft 
flying hoofs where the reins were 
dangling. Dobbin came to a peaceful 
halt twenty feet in front of the college a 
refectory, wher.e"Mot her" was wringing h 
her hands dispairingly in dread fear o, 
of danger. n 
The beast surrendered and was led 
, baek to Robert at a snail's pace- but 
Robert's work had bee~ mostly done. 
®br to mobbiu, ilrxirau 1\tqlrtr 
(Look down with pity, 0 Lord-Tenn yson . 
Half a stride, half a stride , 
H alf a stride, hobblin' , 
Straigh t for our Bishop dear 
R aced R obert's Dobbin. 
"Forward, the Track Brigade! 
Charge for t he beast." was heard. 
St raight for our Bishop dear 
R aced poor old Dobbin. 
" F orward, t he Sprint Brigade!" 
Was there a man dismay'd ? 
Not tho' the students knew 
Dobbin was blunderin'; 
Theirs not to make reply, 
Theirs not to reason why, 
Theirs but to race and die : 
St raight for our Bishop dear 
R aced poor old Dobbin. 
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Students to right of him, 
Students to left of him, 
' Students in front of him 
R unnin', then stoppin'; 
Storm'd at with shout and yell , 
Boldly he raced and well; 
Over the brink of the pit, 
Into the mouth of hell, 
Raced poor old Dobbin. 
Flash'd all his ribs so bare, 
Flash'd as he raced, the mare, 
Turning never a hair, 
Charging the Bishop, with 
T he whole college wonderin'. 
Plung'd toward old Seabury Hall, 
Right for the college wall; 
Faltering ne'er at all 
'Till one student stopped him, 
All winded and wobblin'. 
Then he walked back, but not, -
ot runaway Dobbin. 
When can his glory fade? 
0, the wild run he made, 
All the college applaudin'. 
Honor the run he made, 
Honor the poor old jade, 
Noble old Dobbin. 
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1irnkr, 1irnkr, 1irnkr. 
(Wit h apologies to T ennyson) 
Broke, broke, broke, 
Will I never again be free ? 
And I would t hat my pence could answer 
The bills that are handed to me. 
W ell, well, here's the washerman 's boy, 
And he has a bill to be paid ; 
And here comes a newspaper lad 
Wit h a list of t he t roubles I've read . 
And the dollars still roll on , 
Yet here is a new college bill 
For tuit ion, heat, incidentals 
And a window broken by Will. 
Broke, broke, broke, 
Yet I've used all t he cash I could see, 
St ill the debts that I owe will see me dead 
F or H ades is sweeter to me. 
E . T S., '13. 
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With hurried step I strode across the phantom 
gangplank of the Houseboat-on-the-Styx, the float-
ing palace of the Associated Shades, the swellest 
organization in Hades, waving my special permit 
in my right hand. Tucked under my left arm were 
a dozen 1914 IvYS, for my mission to the Erebean 
country was to advertise Trinity, obtain orders 
for the 1914 IvY, and get the opinions of the most 
famous of the Associated Shades on the quality of 
the book. 
I no sooner touched the deck than I was sur-
rounded by an eager mob of Shades who demanded 
in one phantom breath the latest news of the outside 
world, the nature of my errand, and the contents 
of the books I carried. In lieu of attempting an 
answer to all their questions, I handed out to them 
the twelve copies of the IvY. They immediately 
scattered into groups to different points of vantage 
on the Houseboat and became absorbed in their 
new acquisitions. 
Temporarily relieved of my heavy burden of 
books and responsibility, I sat down on the phantom 
bulwark and mopped my fevered brow with a phan-
tom napkin marked "Main Dining Saloon, Stygian 
Ferry," which I had sneaked into my pocket during 
the shade of a dinner that Charon, the grand master 
boatman of the Stygian Ferry Company, had given 
in my honor that morning. 
It had been a day of bustle and hurry for me, 
as the Committee on Discipline at college would 
allow me only one day's cuts and I must transact all my business in the space 
of twelve short hours. I had carefully planned my itinerary beforehand and had 
expected to arrive at the Houseboat at two o'clock, when visiting hours began. 
But I did not figure on any delay in making connections, and it so happened 
that Charon had an especially large human cargo consigned to Hades on the 
first morning trip, with the result that he was a whole hour behind schedule 
time on his second trip, which I had planned to make. He apologized pro-
fusely to me for the delay and put full phantom speed on his good ship, but it 
was nearly three o'clock when I reached the Houseboat. 
Fortunately my permit was accepted all along the line without question, 
or otherwise the delay might have been greater. The permit read: 
COMMITTEE 0 DISCIPLINE 
TRINITY COLLEGE 
To CERBERUS, CHARO , AND THE HousE CoMMITTEE oF THE Asso-
CIATED SHADES, IN HADES ASSEMBLED: 
Be it hereby known that Mr. Blank is a member in full standing 
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of the Ananias Club, the American Association of Inter-Collegiate 
Crooks, Incorporated, and the Allyn House Club, and that he has been 
duly authorized to go to Hell by the highest authorities on earth . 
Please admit him without delay to the Houseboat-on-the-Styx, in 
Hades. ~ Signed: 
SOAPY RABBIT, 
For the Committee. 
I ceased mopping my brow and looked around. It was a most attractive 
place, this H ouseboat. It had a long, broad deck, polished like a ball-room 
floor. Amidships, running from three-quarters aft to three-quarters forward, 
stood a structure that in its lines resembled a bam of Florentine architecture, 
but in its construction the richest of woods had been used and in its interior 
arrangement and adornment nothing more palatial could be conceived. Around 
this enclosed cabin extended the phantom staterooms - a dozen or so - com-
fortably furnished. Under each phantom bed was a large refrigerator filled 
with phantom ice. Phantom flames were issuing from the phantom smoke-
stack which rose full twenty phantom feet above t he hurricane deck. 
My observations were interrupted by the approach of the House Com-
mittee, consisting of Sir Walter R aleigh, D arwin, P. T. Barnum, Demosthenes, 
Goldsmith, and Confucius. They greeted me cordially and apologized for 
their delayed welcome. It seems they had been occupied in divers amuse-
ments when I had arrived. Darwin was engaged in a scientific discussion 
with D 'Artagnan as to the reason why Shem, Ham, and J apheth had no tails; 
P . T. Barnum, the eminent showman, was upholding the affirmative in an 
important debate before t he Hague tribunal with that venerable patriarch 
Noah concerning animals in general and the value of Cerberus in particular, 
Noah maintaining the disadvantage of feeding his three mouths on the Ark 
and Barnum arguing his great attraction as a circus side-show; Goldsmith was 
chatting with t he Vicar of Wakefield and sipping iced lemonade through an 
asbestos straw ; Sir Walter Raleigh was in the dining-room discussing the shade 
of a very excellent luncheon with Queen Elizabeth; while Demosthenes and 
Confucius were playing infernal-whirl-pool in the billiard room at three oboli 
a cue. 
The Committee received m y permit graciously and asked me to make 
myself t horoughly at home while they discussed the 1914 IvY. Sir Walter 
Raleigh was the first Shade to venture an opinion on the book. He had the 
IvY open at t he account of the Sophomore Smoker. 
"Do tell me a little more about these Smokers," he said. "Ever since I 
discovered tobacco in the wilds of Virginia I have watched wit h profound inter-
est the smoking habit rapidly spreading over the entire world. It gives me a 
keen sense of satisfaction to see that college life is made more pleasant by the 
results of my great discovery. I notice a Fatima advertisement here. Do 
you know, shortly after I introduced t he weed into England, I was asked by 
t he Fatima people for exclusive rights on all the tobacco then growing, but I 
was at the same time so besieged with similar requests by such prominent men 
as Rameses II , Philip Morris, and Paul Maul that I could hardly create a mon-
opoly for t he Fatima Company. I believe that now, as a result of growing 
competition, they are allowed only about one per cent. tobacco in their cigarettes. 
We smoke a great deal down here on the Houseboat - and now and then we 
get grave hints of other humans smoking not far off." 
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I produced a package of Fat imas, to his great astonishment and delight, 
and he took one, saying, smilingly, "After t hat, Fatimas." He t hen left me 
hurriedly, snatching off his cloak, as Queen Elizabeth was crossing the muddy 
deck in my direction, wit h an IVY in her hand . 
I bowed low to the august monarch as she approached and she gave me her 
dainty hand, on which I imprinted t he shade of a kiss. Then she, the incor-
rigible flirt and flattere1-, asked me who the Lemon Squeezer was and seemed 
terribly disappointed when I informed her t hat it was an article of culinary 
use and not a handsome college hugger. She said she enjoyed the IvY im-
mensely- and I jotted down in my notebook, "suited to the Queen's taste; 
two complimentary copies to Elizabeth." 
At that moment Horace was just hurrying by, with the IvY in one hand 
and a sealed document in t he other. I stopped him. 
" Horace, what is your candid opinion of t he 1914 IvY?" I asked him. 
A smile of indulgence crossed his face . 
"That's just like you Americans," he said to me in Latin. "You forget 
that I never studied t he English language.'' 
I promptly apologized to him in his native tongue and repeated m y question 
in broken Latin. H e seemed annoyed. 
"I wish you college fellows would study your classical languages a little 
more thoroughly," he remarked . "Professor Barrett is a careful student of 
my works and you ought to learn much from him. In regard to your book, I 
think it is by far the most interesting I have read since t he agent for Hinds 
and oble came down and asked me to inspect their latest translation of my 
Satires and Epistles. But t hese two Odes in here do not conform strictly to 
odious structure. Well, I must hasten on with a message to Maecenas which 
was due on the K alends," and he hurried away with his phantom toga flying 
in the stiff phantom breeze. 
I strolled down t he deck and nearly ran over Napoleon, who was absorbed 
in the account of t he St. Pat rick' s Day Scrap. 
"It is remarkable, " he said to me after a few commonplaces, "that practi-
cally the same tactics were used by the Freshmen in this battle as were used by 
Wellington at IN aterloo and which resulted in my downfall. I consider them 
very ingenious." 
He glanced around at the sound of a familiar step, saw the Duke of Welling-
ton approaching, and then observed in louder tones: 
" But these tactics would never have resulted successfully. but for blind 
luck such as was W ellington 's at Waterloo!" 
The Duke heard the sneering words, and with his left arm and right foot 
sent Bonaparte sprawling across the slippery deck on his head. If apoleon 
had not been a Shade, he would surely have suffered concussion of the brain. 
As it was, he arose with injured dignity, let fire a couple of choice French epi-
thets at the cause of his second downfall, and after ordering two copies of the 
IvY to be sent to St. H elena by parcel post , retired to the smoking-room, with 
Wellington at his heels. 
I walked down to a Shade who was apparently quite overcome with phantom 
laughter. It was Sir J oshua R eynolds, and he had the IvY open at " The House 
that Kimball Built." When he had recov red sufficiently from his mirth, he 
t urned to me and said: 
"You do have the most ridiculous ideas of art, nowadays. I presume you 
fellows at Trinity consider these crude attempts at art really excellent, and 
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rank Aloysius Spud on a par with Velasquez and myself. These things look 
to me more like the work done by the Assyrians and Chaldeans on blocks of 
stone. However," and he turned the pages, "this sketch of Otto Cushing's 
has more the earmarks of true artistic ability." 
I was not willing to tolerate any abuse of our IVY artists, so I left him after 
I had secured an ordCf. As I proceeded along the deck I was accosted pleasantly 
by Horace Greely, who said that he had looked over the IvY and was very 
much pleased with it. He said he hoped that Borchert would be down in Hades 
soon, as he wanted to congratulate him on the splendid editorship of the book. 
I thanked him and assured him that "Borch" was young, as yet , despite his 
constant need of herpicidc, and besides had a strong leaning toward St. Peter. 
Moses then strolled up and told me he was delighted with t he Freshmen 
Rules as published in the IVY. H e observed a striking resemblance to the T en 
Commandments. I acquiesced, and added t hat the "Sophs" usually found 
the "Freshies" worshipping golden or other calves and graven or other images 
when they came around with the table of rules. H e laughed and went off to 
console the People of Israel with this parallel case of wickedness. 
I soon found myself wandering on the upper deck, which was thick with 
Shades, all of whom were absorbed in the IvY, with the exception of Doctor 
Johnson and ero , who were playing roly-poly with red-hot coals. Boswell, 
near at hand, was watching Doctor Johnson 's every movement and taking down 
his every word, to be used later in that week's issue of the Elysium Weekly 
Gossip. I interrupted the game to ask the two Shades if they had failed to 
see an IvY. o, they had both seen it, but they had also seen sufficient of it. 
Doctor Johnson couldn't say enough uncomplimentary things about t he absurd 
articles in the book, and the only things that interested ero at all were Bloody 
Monday and the underclass rushes. He asked me why on ear th we didn' t 
burn up a few college buildings or kill a couple of "profs" once in a while to 
create a little diversion. H e couldn't quite see this "hum-drum of daily routine" 
at college. 
I left them, quite disgusted and annoyed that Boswell should have taken 
down Johnson's slurring criticism for publication. I resolved then to get as 
many orders for the IvY as possible that day, before the Gossip should spoil 
my chances. 
I crossed the deck and butted into a discussion between Baron Munchausen 
and George Washington on the psychological aspect of lies. 
"Baron, you're just the man I was looking for! What do you think of 
the IVY?" 
"Splendid !" he answered enthusiastically. " I believe that the few items 
in the book that are of a truthful nature are not of sufficient weight to mar 
the beauty of the prevaricating spirit which prevails throughout. It gives me 
great joy to feel that m y influence is so great in Trinity. Yes, send me four 
copies. It 's splendid!" 
"Splendid nothing!" piped up a small voice to m y rear. I glanced around 
and failed to see anyone, but I finally discerned Tom Thumb angrily shaking 
his little fist . 
"And who are you, you little shrimp ?" the Baron demanded contempt-
uously of the intruder. 
"Why, I'm t he GUY!" answered t he midget, expanding his chest and 
drawing himself up to the full height of his three feet four inches. 
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"And they try to make out at Trinity that Deppen is as small as I am. 
It's absurd! preposterous!" and he strutted off, still piping his disapproval, 
to confide his troubles to his Big Brother, Goliath. 
George Washington laughed heartily. He then complimented me on the 
I vv. He asked me if the tree on which the class banner was raised on St. Patrick's 
Day was a cherry tree, at¥1 then added: 
"I'm mighty glad the boys can get off for a 'spree' on my birthday. When 
I was a Freshman in college I went to Prexy on the twenty-second of February 
and asked to be excused for the day, on the grounds that it was Washington's 
Birthday and consequently a holiday, but I got stung." 
He left me with this, pleading an engagement with Columbus to settle 
for all time the title of "Father of his Country." Thereupon the ever-delightful 
Baron, while he recalled for my benefit two tasty meals he had once had, one 
of stewed icicles in Greenland and one of fried pyramids in the Sahara desert, 
escorted me to the Ladies' Cabin, where I was overwhelmed with the felici-
tations of Martha Washington, Mrs. Eddy, Desdemona, Alice-of-Wonderland, 
Xanthippe, Joan of Arc, Barbara Frietchie, Helen of Troy, Juliet, Lucretia 
Borgia, and many others. Solomon and Joseph Smith were the only men in 
the Ladies' Cabin, but it seems they owned a controlling interest in the live-
stock there. All the ladies were crazy to learn more of our wonderful college 
life, but my natural diffidence led me to escape from their chatter as soon as 
I had gathered in about sixty orders, most of which were charged to husbands, 
brothers, fathers, sons, or uncles. 
I stepped out on the deck and, looking up on the bridge, I gasped with 
amazement. There, with arm outstretched in the old familiar attitude, stood 
Bishop Brownell. I hurried up to him. He spoke to me in tearful tones. 
"My dear old college of Trinity," he sighed pathetically, "how passing 
strange are all these queer actions of the modern students. Where are all the 
good old Optimi gone, and beloved Phi Beta Kappa ? Ah, now they ridicule 
it and call it the Phaculty Bird Kage- and they satirize it with a Kappa Beta 
Phi for Kourses Beautifully Phlunked. But 'twas not thus in my day." 
He sighed again and turned the pages of the IVY to the picture of his statue. 
His eye brightened. 
"That is a comfort, at least, to see that I am not forgotten as each new IVY 
makes its appearance. It is my favorite likeness- I have often told the sculptor 
so. And do they still give me a tea party each year and have a Freshmen 
regatta? Ah, 'tis well. Give my love to the old college and tell the boys not 
to whitewash my statue after any baseball victories this spring. I do so abom-
inate these 'beer-rushes' that are held so near my statue, but as long as they go 
no further than slinging a trunk over my arm, I will be indulgent with their 
escapades. Bless you, my boy, and pray bless the chapel choir for me- may 
it multiply and be acceptable unto all men." 
I left him, murmuring something about the need of a few such blessings 
around college, and walked over to a group of animated Shades which included 
Jenny Lind, Little Eva, Samson, JEneas, Ole Skjarsen, Paul Revere, Mohammed, 
Stanley Ketchel, Mozart, Herodotus, Shylock, Demosthenes, and Diogenes. 
I was asked a variety of questions and obtained a variety of opinions from this 
group. Mohammed alone refused to discuss the Ivv, but the other Shades 
entered into a very lively discussion concerning its merits and demerits. Jenny 
Lind inquired particularly after the Glee Club and "that adorable Charlie 
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Craik," and asked if they still sang "Way down in the Bottomless Pit"; Little 
Eva wanted to know how the skating was at Elizabeth Park last winter, and 
also asked after Horace Fort's bloodhound; Samson asked how far Hudson 
was throwing the hammer this spring, and wished he could have been on the 
athletic field when the bleachers were moved; JEneas was delighted that Evison 
hadn't beaten his discus record yet; Ole Skjarsen ranked our last football 
team among the topnotchers- he also seemed deeply interested in the strange 
doings of a certain white-haired racehorse called "Walpole"; Paul Revere 
wanted me to rememlJI.'!r him to "Mort Crehore- said that "Mortie" had 
run with him for ten miles on his midnight ride to Lexington, and thought he 
ought to "make good" in college if he stayed long enough; Mozart asked me 
why in thunder we didn't get a new organ in chapel instead of draping the old 
one with the Stars and Stripes and allowing "Bill" Harrison to play "rags" 
on it from 8:25 to 8:30 a. m.; Stanley Ketchel asked after his protege, "Bo" 
Vail, and also asked me what kind of punch "Bill" Duffy handed out on Class 
Day; Shylock sent his best regards to "Spieg" and "Max"; Herodotus couldn't 
see that the class histories were much of an adornment to the IVY; Demos-
thenes, chewing on a pebble, told me that he thought Spitz was a perfect farce 
in Public Speaking, and that he ought to visit Savin Rock, pick up a few stones 
and practice elocution with Long Island Sound as an audience; while Diogenes, 
lantern in hand, informed me that there was not an honest face in the whole 
Ivv, unless his eyes deceived him. 
As I left them, still absorbed in their discussion, a tall, slim Shade approached 
me and said: 
"You are a student at Trinity College, you ate a hurried dinner three 
nights ago and then went to the Empire movies, where you had indigestion 
and contracted a bad cold-" 
I interrupted him. 
"Well, Mr. Holmes, what do you think of the Ivv?" 
The great detective heaved a sigh. 
"Haven't you any detective ability in your college?" he asked sadly. "Are 
you always going to sit by and see clothes stolen from your rooms, and minerals 
from your museum? And why haven't you cleared up the simple mystery 
of the whereabouts of the Lemon Squeezer? Yes, you may send an asbestos 
copy of the IVY to Watson, and I'll write you out an isinglass check on the 
Styx River Bank." 
As Sherlock Holmes walked away to hunt up his needle and take a hypo-
dermic injection, my eye caught the swirl of shimmering lace, and Salome 
danced up to me. 
"Teach me the tango!" she cried eagerly. "Oh, I wish I could have been 
at your last Prom!" Then she confidentially whispered in my ear, "Did they 
turkey-trot and bunny-hug at the dance very much, or were the patronesses 
pretty strict?" 
I laughingly answered her query, and she left me to keep an engagement 
to dance before Antony and Cleopatra in the grand salon. 
Looking into the cabin, I spied convivial old Jack Falstaff poring over the 
menu of the Freshman-Junior Banquet and smacking his lips hungrily. When 
I passed by him, he asked me how he could be elected an honorary member 
of S. D. C. Carrie ation evidently overheard the remark, for she marched 
up, planted a soap-box at my feet, mounted it and began the following harangue: 
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"Young man, do you drink? Be frank with me! You Trinity students 
keep me busy communicating with my followers on earth. John Flynn sends 
me full statistics of all the Trinity men who visit him, and I tell you I'm on the 
warpath now! No more of these banquets I read about in the IvY, do you 
hear?" 
I heard, and deathly afraid of committing myself I sneaked off and left 
her to pull Falstaff's ears. Over in one corner of the cabin I saw the Archbishop 
of Canterbury mournful!.y bewailing the fact that after he had worked to beat 
Hell he should go to the Devil so soon. Not far from him sat Brutus and Fran-
cisco Madero hatching a revolution to overthrow the House Committee, with 
the help of Captain Kidd and Bluebeard, and assume charge of the Houseboat 
themselves. Dr. Jekyll was pacing the floor in front of them and trying to 
decide whether Mr. Hyde should go down in the smoking-room or not. 
In the opposite corner, within a walled-off enclosure, Adam and Eve were 
sewing fig leaves together under a phantom apple tree. John Milton was 
tacking up above the entrance a large sign, which read, "Paradise Regained." 
On the tree was another notice, "forbidden fruit," while the largest apple was 
designated by the title "Adam's Apple." A large serpent was coiled in an 
indolent fashion under the tree. I was slightly embarrassed at this sight, but 
I finally summoned up sufficient courage to ask them if they had looked over 
the IvY. Father Adam replied that they had enjoyed the pictures very much, 
and that the front campus at Trinity strongly resembled the south end of the 
Garden of Eden, but he informed me that the printing press was not in existence 
during their lifetime, so that neither he nor Eve could read a word of printed 
English. He wanted me to tell him all about the college pranks, as he said 
that he and Evre had raised Cain for a while themselves. 
After I left them, Aladdin courteously offered me the use of his lamp and 
we went down into the hold of the Houseboat, which contained the smoking 
room and furnace, the Poets' Corner, the billiard room, and the gents' cafe. 
We entered the smoking room, a most wonderful place where smoke is stored 
in reservoirs and supplied to the smokers through tubes which are connected 
with a huge furnace in another part of the hold , into which tobacco is shoveled 
night and day. 
There I saw many other Shades for the first time. P. T. Barnum immedi-
ately surrendered his smoke-tube and came over to converse with me concerning 
the Sophomore Smoker Vaudeville. Then he told me that if he hadn't died 
and was only back on earth again where he could revive the Greatest Show on 
Earth, he would select the following freaks from Trinity: C. P. Johnson, giant; 
Deppen, dwarf; Kinney, fat man; Burgwin, living skeleton; E. L. Ward, Wild 
Man of Borneo; Mother Stickney, sword-swallower; Hudson, mid-air gymnast; 
Spofford, clown; and Vail, dare-devil-slide artist. 
Ben Hur came up and joined in the conversation. He was immensely 
interested in the IvY account of the Runaway Dobbin, and said the incident 
reminded him of his last chariot race- but I told him that it had at least one 
element of difference, as Dobbin's chariot resembled a sowing-machine on 
that day. 
Over in the south end of the room I observed Balboa, Artemus Ward, 
Mars, Hamlet, Caesar, Jonah, and the Little Minister playing a game of red-hot 
poker. The melancholy Dane was beating them all with flushes and raking 
in the sizzling pot, while Jonah had the lowest score, paying more attention 
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to the new copyright on his whale than to the game. Balboa dropped out of 
the game to read the latest treatise on the Panama Canal, and I cornered him 
for two subscriptions. 
Beyond these poker fiends, Foxy Grandpa was playing a trick on the Siamese 
Twins, while Weary Willie the Hobo was trying to borrow a Stygian nickel from 
Crresus to "pitch" a game with John Jacob Astor. Grimm was busy telling 
fairy tales to Jack the Giant Killer, who was furtively watching for the entrance 
of the Giant Despair , who in tum was strolling on the upper deck with Mrs. 
Tom Thumb. The Prince of Monaco was teaching the rudiments of roulette 
to the Wizard of Oz and the late Emperor Kwang Su. 
I did not" disturb any of these preoccupied groups, but wandered over 
and interrupted a controversy between Bacon and Shakespeare over the author-
ship of Othello, Hamlet, Love's Labours Lost, and King Lear. Bacon informed 
me that the Avonian bard used to be his stenographer, and while in that capacity 
had surreptitiously appropriated most of these plays to himself when he (Bacon) 
had dictated them. I disclaimed all knowledge of the true state of affairs, 
but favored Shakespeare, so that I finally obtained a criticism from Will con-
cerning the IVY literature. 
"Well, I wouldn't exactly place 'Taught and Prayed For' on a par with 
my 'Hamlet'," he said, looking coldly at Lord Bacon, "but I consider it fairly 
good. As far as it fails to observe any of the dramatic unities, I heartily com-
mend it. I hope the Freshmen will make good with 'Seven-Twenty-Eight.' I 
saw it in the bottomless pit of the Inferno Opera House last week and it inter-
ested me." He broke off abruptly. "Well, I've got to leave now. I'm due 
to see the agent of the American Autograph Syndicate, to contract for an order 
of ten thousand more of my autographs, which are selling now at twenty-five 
dollars apiece. So long." 
Lord Bacon took me in to the Poets' Comer. We stopped on the way 
to look at the tobacco furnace, in which Meshack, Shadra~h. and Abednego were 
playing tag. Prince Albert was superintending the operations of the tobacco 
shovellers. In the Poets' Comer I had a short conversation with Omar Khayyam, 
Bobby Bums, Homer, Dryden, and Longfellow. Bobby Burns asked me to 
tell Professor Brenton to "cut out" that talk in English V about his (Bobby's) 
various vices. I told him I'd do m y best, but that it was difficult to break a 
long-established habit. 
Then, as time was almost up, I rounded together Matthew Arnold, Virgil, 
Mark Twain, Dante, Mephistopheles, Carlyle, and Thackeray, and asked them 
what they considered to be the best article in the 1914 IvY, all things considered. 
And, curiously enough, with one accord they all voted that the best article 
was "The Ivy on the Styx." 
At that moment Goliath went through the Houseboat shouting, "Visiting 
hours are over," so I bade hasty farewell to all the Shades and hurried across 
the phantom gangplank just before it was hauled up. Charon's boat was on 
schedule time, and that night I handed to the Editor-in-Chief of the 1914 IvY 
this detailed report of the "Ivy on the Styx." 
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IDaugqt au~ Jrayr~ JJ1or: 
®r, ilisdpline tn the ilngs 
A Farcical Comedy in One Gasp 
by 
AMAR TouRDRAMA TrsT 
CASTIRON CHARACTERS 
P R OFESSOR A , a man of considerable learning, cheerful disposition, 
and little hair, who tries to conduct a class in Old English, and whose chief 
annoyance is 
E. L . W , a "prominent man on the campus," who endeavors to transfer 
his prominence to the class-room, to the utter disgust of 
C. D . W---, a close relative of the man of prominence and a scholar with 
murderous intentions on the Old English language, which is undergoing 
a reconstructive process at the hands of 
S. H . E , whose sarcastic outbursts and phlegmatic utterances are hurled 
daily against the sources of the English tongue, and moves 
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]. A. M---, a lanky football player, to unconstrained bursts of merriment 
which occasionally have the undesired effect of disturbing the tranquil 
slumbers of 
E. G. S---, whose sleeping proclivities are greatly superior to his linguistic 
ability, and whose legs are customarily hidden in t he recesses of t he chair 
occupied by 
T . C. B---, a man of cultured appearance, simple personality, and a strange 
aptitude for enjoying t he quasi-humorous thrusts of 
T. G. B---, an unshaven youth of modest proportions, who studies fever -
ishly while the others recite, occasionally offers amendments to the grammar, 
and at rare intervals becomes serious. 
(NoTE.- The dramatist leaves the choice of hero and villain to the dis-
cretion of the reader- there is no heroine or villainess.) 
TIME - About two weeks prior to the mid-year examinations of Trinity 
College. 
SCE E - English recitation room in the lower recesses of Seabury Hall, 
Trinity College, luxuriously furnished with a raised platform, on which is 
an armoured chair of broad dimensions and a small desk almost hidden 
by a Standard Dictionary; lecture chairs in five rows of seven each, two 
empty bookcases,· a bow-legged blackboard, ten windows, and four steaming-
hot radiators. The room is done in black and blue of a reflective shade. 
Door X at back of stage. 
(Enter PROFESSOR A--- rapidly at X, in a blue suit and a cheerful manner. 
Glances at thermometer. Mumbles apologetically to himself, "89," and then crosses 
room and opens farthest window Z two inches. Shivers, then takes Old English 
text-book over to nearest radiator A and begins to translate the day's lesson.) 
(A noise outside the door X as of a heavy body being hurled downstairs. Enter 
C. D . W like a Kansas cyclone, bearing an anxious look, an English book, 
and the scent of stale tobacco smoke. Approaches PROFESSOR A--- at radiator 
A . They converse. W begins gesticulating wildly. They argue, but are 
interrupted by the entrance of S--- at X. He drops in a chair despondently . 
PROFESSOR A--- and W start fresh argument. Soon shouts are heard 
from behind the scenes, and a clattering of heavy-shod feet. Enter T. C. B---, 
S. H. E--, ]. A. M , E. L. W and T. G. B-- at X. They 
arrange the chairs around the raised platform. PROFESSOR A--- leaves radiator 
A and seats himself at desk, pulls out an heirloom, resembling a watch rather in 
shape than in size, and radiates a benign smile.) 
PROF. A- -- (indulgently). Gentlemen, as you are fifteen minutes late 
today we may as well start the class very shortly. But first I must find out 
how many of you want me to order new books for you for the second half of 
this course, following mid-year examinations. 
T . C. B--- (smiling sickishly) . Well, Professor, I 've got to petition the 
faculty to let me take the second half of this course, so I'm not sure I want a 
new book. 
(M and C. D. W hold a whispered conversation.) 
J. A. M---. Professor, Mr. W and I are not sure we're going to 
pass this half of the course, so we can't say for sure that we want new books. 
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PROF. A (slightly exasperated). Well, shall I order six or seven 
books for you? (Looks at T. G. B inquiringly.) 
T. G. B--- (innocently). I just want one book, Professor. 
PROF. A (slightly more exasperated). Mr. E. W , shall you 
want a book? 
E. L. W--- (with a flourish). Yes, I guess I'll stick with the boys 
Jiext term. 
C. D. W---. I may flunk the course, Professor, but you may put me 
down for a book if you'll pass me in the exam. 
("You poor ham!" is directed sotto voce at the speaker by his relative, 
E.L.W--.) 
PROF. A (exasperated beyond measure) . Now, look here, gentlemen, 
this has gone far enough! There's a limit to my patience! ! I'll order six 
books, and that settles it! ! . Turn to your translation, please. 
(Muttered exclamations of dismay from all members of the class- chairs are 
brought into closer proximity to each other-T. G. B moves the Standard 
Dictionary a little nearer. ) 
PROF. A-- -. Mr. C . D. W , will you begin translating the 
"Dangers of Greatness?" 
(M mutters "very appropriate." W executes the proper pro-
nunciation with astonishing celerity, and then translates while the rest of the class 
start counting around the circle from C. D. W and then become busily en-
gaged with pencils.) · 
PROF. A What did you say, "ne aetheles gebyrdes" meant, Mr. 
w ? 
C. D. W It means "rough-neck," Professor. 
PROF. A---. Which is college slang for "not of gentle birth," I take it. 
Oh, gentlemen, I deplore the existence of that feeling which college men have 
of the necessity for expressing themselves in such vile metaphors. 
(Exclamations of approval by members of the class, followed by deafening 
stamping of the feet.) 
PROF. A (in a forgetful mood). Now look here, gentlemen, this 
has gone far enough! There is a limit to my patience! ! Mr. T. C. B---, 
you may correct Mr. W 's translation of the second line. 
T . C. B Why that means, "and they remembered him with virgils 
and prayers." 
(Boisterous laughter from all sides. ) 
T. G. B-- - (shedding his coat and vest). Professor, it's terribly hot 
in here! I pity those men over in the Balkan States if it's as hot as this. Where 
are they fighting now, anyway? 
(Discussion follows for next fifteen minutes on Balkan War.) 
PRoF. A Mr. E. L. W , please recite. 
(The W brothers exchange books unostentatiously. E. L . W---
starts translation. ) 
E. L. W--- (tragically). "Pity me, a naked shipwreck!" 
(General disorder follows . PROF. A corrects the translation.) 
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E. L. W--- (accepting the amendment with equanimity .) Well, that's 
what I meant, of course. 
PROF. A---. Well, I'm no mind-reader, you know. 
(W--- translates a little further, mentions Appolonaris of Tyre ana says 
the name reminds him of his Christmas vacation in New Y ark . He gets tangled 
in the mire of complicated construction, and with ill-subdued exclamations of "Gosh 
darn it!" and worse, surrenden to the inevitable. S. H . E--- rises for 
information cC{ncerning a technical point in the construction, and then remarks 
for the forty-seventh time that he is going to spend the rest of his unnatural life 
revising the Anglo-Saxon grammar . He then stretches his legs and rests them 
comfortably on the pedal extremities of PROF. A---. PROF. A--- objects, 
and E--- after due deliberation retraces his footsteps. PROF. A--- calls 
on T . C. B for translation. T . C. B , caught unawares , stumbles 
through jive lines and hardly enjoys the trip. ) 
PROF. A What do you think t hat t ranslation is worth, Mr. B---? 
T. C. B (smiling sickishly again) . Well, Professor , of course there 
are extenuating circumstances. I made a few mistakes, but I certainly ought 
to get 95. 
PROF. A--- (angrily). I'll give a zero for that. You couldn't trans-
late more than one out of every t hree words. 
T . C. B---. Well, Professor, wouldn' t that make it thirty-three-and-
a-third? 
(To restore peace and an un~uffled countenance on the PROFESSOR, E . L . W--
makes a noise like a rattle. T . G. B observes the change and gently leads 
the subject around to prep. school training, from there to the proper length of vaca-
tions at Trinity, and thence to the Moorish language and the customs of the Moors 
by strange crafts and artifices known to him. M--- objects to certain derogatory 
statements made by PROF. A concerning the M oors, and E. L. W---
cannot refrain from calling him a "mutton-head. " The W--- brothers start 
a family quarrel which terminates in a jistic encounter.) 
PROF. A---. Gentlemen, I wish you would cease t hese fraternal amen-
ities. 
(T. G. B--- gasps and grabs the Standard Dictionary. PROF. A,-----
calls the vagrant wits of his class back to the lesson. s--- is called on for conju-
gation of verbs , but snores are the only answer. Before he can be waked up, T. G. 
B--- volunteers and recites perfectly, the Standard Dictionary obscuring from 
the eyes especially interested, the open book tied to his shoestring. A discussion 
on art is originated from nowhere, but is cut short by the announcement of E. L. 
w--- that time is up.) 
PROF. A---. ow for the next time, gent lemen, I shall have to give 
you a longer lesson, as the days are getting short before mid-years. 
T. G. B--- (innocently). Why, I thought the days were getting longer , 
Professor. 
E. L. W--- (loudly). Say, B---, you're getting fresh, do you know 
it ? 
PRoF. A--- (with a smile of satisfaction). H e's not getting fresh, Mr. 
W--. 
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(W--- goes into hysteria, B grunts "curses!" and aims the Anglo-
Saxon grammar at W 's head. It misses its mark and hits S---, waking 
him up rudely. PROF. A--- speaks of the examination.) 
J. A. M---. Professor, do you expect us to stay in the exam . room for 
the full three hours? 
PROF. A I don't give a Continental how long you stay in there: 
T . G. B Professor, I think you'll find that in modern usage the 
expression "Assuan" is preferable to "Continental." 
PROF. A How' s that? 
\ T. G . B Why, Assuan is the biggest dam in the world! 
(General disorder follows, in which the class is dismissed. Exeunt Messrs. 
B , W , E , M and S at X.) 
PROF. A--- (heaving a gentle sigh). Ah! those boys! 
CURT AI 
THE PRESIDENT'S HOUSE 
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The wind did howl and the storm did blow 
As I onward and onward trudged, 
I had seen m y girl and had had my fill 
Of cocoa and cookies and fudge. 
But all was not bliss of t he t ime I spent there 
With my beautiful Annabel Lee; 
For we quarreled and did not part as we used, 
So life was now empty for me. 
Up Vernon I fought t he cold winter blast, 
Then under t he "Gothic-like" t rees; 
My head was awhirl with the sadness of life, 
So I wished that m y young blood would freeze. 
I decided to die and end all the fight 
With a good sip of Stickney's tea; 
Then again I thought 'twould be quicker done 
If "Ducky" 'd prescribed for me. 
So on I went and with murderous intent 
I neared t he bleak J arvis Hall, 
And as I neared the wind gently lulled, 
Then suddenly seemed to fall. 
'Twas my college, m y Alma Mater dear, 
That protected me from t he blast; 
And life seemed 'twere worth just one more chance, 
And my spirit revived at last. 
Then thoughts of m y room-mate, a rough-house and "Prex," 
And all t he real things of m y life 
Soon made me resolve to fight t he good fight 
And put away thoughts of a wife. 
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HEARD IN THE SHAKESPEARE CLASS. 
PRoF. BRENTON (Discussing the 
cryptogram as a means of proof in 
the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy): 
"By this means you could prove that 
Dr. McCook wrote the Book of 
Genesis." 
WHERE THE MIDNIGHT OIL 
IS BURNED (?) 
HEARD IN THE GREEK CLASS. 
CREHORE (Translating after being 
out the night before): "All the stars 
were beautifully lit up." 
DAvis (After football practice): 
"Did you see Sage punting goals!" 
"KEN" 
Posing for t he Ivy 
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" MOTHER " 
ENGLISH '2 
PROFESSOR : Mr. Ramsay, for 
what are we as an English-speak-
ing people indebted to Sir Walter 
Raleigh ? 
RAMSAY: He brought tobacco into 
England. 
PROF. KLEENE: Mr. Noonan, what 
is meant by a corner? 
OONAN: A place where two streets 
meet. 
ON THE ROCKS 
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A BIRTHDAY BOX FROM HOME 
DrscoVERED: A man with an orig-
inal brain - Morte Crehore. 
What matter if his rivers run 
criss-cross and his valleys lie close 
to mountains. 
JOHN MooRE (Speaking in History 
II of the supremacy of modern 
athletics) : Professor, we know from 
Greek IV that people jumped fifty 
feet (broad jump) . 
SoMERVILLE (In History IV Class): 
"Could two persons form a state?" 
PROF. GETTELL: "Yes, a state of 
matrimony. " 
PROF. BARROWS (In Geology I ) : 
"Which way does the north axis 
run ?" 
A. B. CooK: "Toward the east." 
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In History VI ten minutes after t he hour is up: 
Evrsow Professor Gettell, may I ask you a question ? 
PRoF. GETTELL: Yes! Certainly. 
EvrsoN: What time is it ? 
The class was excused. 
PROFESSOR GETTELL, speaking of 
the "impressment of seamen" asked 
where they deserted from. 
DAvis: "From t he British Army." 
BULLETIN BOARD 
PROF. BRE TON (speaking in Eng-
lish III of the "idols" which Bacon 
refers to) : Evans, what is meant 
by t he "idols of the t heatre?" 
EvANS: Matinee idols. 
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ONE FROM ENGLISH '2 
PROFESSOR: T ell m e of Milton's 
description of Hades in "Paradise 
Lost?" 
VOICE FROM THE REAR: It looked 
like H ell. 
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TRY ING OUT FOR GLEE CLUB 
\ 
ENGLISH IV. Discussion:-Intense 
emotion is naturally expressed in 
rythm. 
PROF. BRENTON : "For instance, 
listen to a woman in a tenement 
scolding and chastising a child; the 
rythmical beat nses and falls ." 
(Where') 
FIVE OF OUR HUSKIES 
LATIN IL PROF. BARRET : "Mr. 
D orwart, when did Tacitus live ?" 
MR. D ORWART: "65 B. C." 
PROF. BARRET: "That is rather a 
short span of life to grant a man, is 
it not?" 
PROF. IN ENGLISH: What do you 
know of Chaucer's family? 
"DicK" WALKER: His father was 
a wine cellar. COLGATE-TRINITY 
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tt J) 'W;t"h~ n The. T..l\w. 
In HM.tfoRI> 
PROF. KLEENE: The greatest satire 
upon the intelligence of the college 
youth is the tendency to use arti-
ficial stimulants for dull faculties. 
vOICE FROM THE R EAR SEAT: Did 
you say for the dull Faculties?" 
ROOMIES 
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8:45 A. M. AND NO MORE CHAPEL "CUTS" 
LEFT! 
ROBERT 
HEARD IN ENGLISH. 
PROF. (Speaking of Milton's Sam-
son Agonistes): Mr. Lawlor, who 
was Samson? 
LAWLOR: He was the strong man. 
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ONE OF PRoF. RIGG's LECTUREs, 
As HEARD BY A SLEEPY STuDENT. 
"THEREFORE, we may add hydro-
chloric acid -- or what not. BuT, 
if we do then we shall get - ( - ) -
ow SuPPOSE we add - ( - ) - or 
what OT, WILL we g--? 
BuT NoTWITHSTANDING this pecu-
liar- ( - )-UNTIL the prescription 
THAT \913 GLIDE 
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AFTER THE WESLEYAN GAME 
from - ( - ) - THEN - - BUT HAs 
IT CHANGED? (-)MOREOVER, 
the- ( - )-
CLASS DISMISSED. 
" SPIEG " 
ClJ>j/ 
DEBATING CLUB 
PROF. BRENTON (In Shakespeare 
class, reading the passage) : "So 
shalt thou show me friendship. Take 
thou that. Live and be prosperous." 
What is meant by "that)" 
From the rear seat: "A cigar." 
WESSELLS 
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PROF. KLEENE: Speaking in Econ-
omics of Marriage-
The truth of the old adage that 
"Two can live as cheaply as one" is 
due to the fact that they usually have 
to do so. 
THAT BURGLAR OF OURS 
A young man who was ushering 
for the first time in a church, had 
filled most of the pews when a young 
lady entered and asked to be shown 
to a certain seat. The usher walked 
down the aisle and, on reaching the 
pew, found it already occupied. H e 
became rather embarrassed on notic-
ing this and, turning to the young 
lady, said: "Mardon me, Padam, 
this pie is occupewed; can I sew you 
to another sheet?" 
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ExTRACT FROM MATH . ExAM . MID-
YEARS . 
QuESTION 1: If a man 35 years 
of age marries a girl 5 years old, then 
the man is 7 times as old as the wife. 
7X5=35 . That's right! ow t hey 
live together 5 years: This makes 
the man 40 and the girl 10. Now 
the man is. only 4 t imes as old as his 
wife. 4 X 10=40. That's right! 
After 5 years more of wedded life, 
1913 MINUET 
" MAX" 
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" HUD" 
the man is 45 and t he girl is 15. 
This makes the man 3 t imes as old 
as his wife. 3X 15 =45. That's 
right. Fl.fteen years later the man 
is 60 and the wife is 30. Now the 
man is only twice as old as his wife. 
2 X30 = 60. T hat's right! The ques-
t ion now is, how long will t hey 
have to live together before they 
both become t he sam e age? 
A CORN ER IN A ST UDY 
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"Water is the best of all, 
So tern perance preachers sing; 
But who am I that I should have 
The best of every thing?" 
FRESHMEN. 
STOP! LOOK ! L IS TE N! 
[N AU. ca-. tCNth your up to prof--, and ..Jute d rnd-tes and 
me11 of bia;bu da.-. 
G O PROMPTI.Y to ..U eollere meetinl:a, Nne-. and •--
NEVER mak..,younelf eonapkuouo by at-.titl( out ol windo_.. or on the 
~pw., or aittina m the c.ollqe fence. Throwinc ol MIOW'ball. 
andwater;.atric:tlyforbidden. 
O"f AU. occuioona weat an undef&eed m.hmaD r.ap, ud alway. appev 
ia aoodett haberdatheoy. 
REMEMBER to be wpplied with matche• for men of bit;MI- duKa. Enter 
not into Hevba. nor &ppet.l' in a box of all)' ~tn. wUeu aoeom-
panjed by • hiPer du.man. 
All PlPES, cane&« clean. Khaki or eorduroy dathinc m!£1t be excluded. 
fnlm ,.._. poueuion. 
M IX NOT iDthecon...-tioaofyouravperion. 
U NAlJTHORlZED nobca on the bulletin board. aDd wearinc of IIChool 
insipiaareatrictlyprohibited. 
S TREET CAR -b m\111 not be oc:cupied to the udu.ton ol .-a ol 
bieber d.-. 
1 S TRINITY 15 
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NOT T IED, BUT OUGHT TO BE 
DEDICATED TO D UNN 
And still he talked 
And still the wonder grew 
That one so large 
Should say so little new. 
" BILL" 
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l1tllilliamn :t'llltmnrial 
The new addition of Trinity College, Williams Memorial 
Library, which is to be added at the north end of the building, and 
which is a gift of the late ]. Pierpont Morgan, LL. D ., contains the 
administrative offices of the College on the ground floor in that 
port ion of the wing which extends easterly from the main line of 
the building. On the ground floor are the President's office, Treas-
urer's office, business office, and office of the Secretary of the 
Faculty, which communicates with the main entrance stair hall 
and with the Trustees and Faculty room. These last two rooms 
will be used in the Fall of the year for registration purposes as well. 
The reading room occupies the upper portion of the entire east 
wing,- is about thirty-four feet wide by eighty feet long, with a 
timber roof constructed with open trusses in heavy oak. The floor 
space of the reading room is entirely unobstructed, the walls being 
lined with books subject to greatest demand, to a height of seven 
feet from the floor just above which are the sills of the large windows. 
Direct communication is had with the stack room which extends in 
a northerly direction prolonging the line of the main building; be-
tween the stack and the reading room adjoining the passageway 
connecting the two is the Librarian's office commanding the entire 
sit uation. 
Seminar rooms, toilets, stairs, etc., complete the building. 
The building will be enti1;ely fireproof except for the roof trusses 
of the reading room. This room is separated by a fire wall from 
the remainder of the building, and having a fireproof exterior is con-
sidered practically immune from fire hazard, as the books which line 
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the shelves, fifteen feet below the low point of the roof, are practi-
cally incombustible. The most modern system of steel stacks will te 
arranged in the stack rooms, with lifts conveniently located to serve 
the various levels of the tiers of stacks, of which there will be five. 
In designing the building the archit ct, Mr. Benjamin Wistar 
Morris, went to the same source of inspiration which it was apparent 
appealed to the mind of Mr. Burges, the designer of the main build-
ings of Trinity College. While reference was also made to the 
actual details of the Burges work, the new extension of the building 
is bound to reflect the advances which have been made in methods 
of construction since 1874. It is hoped that a harmonious whole 
will be the result . Similar materials of construction will be employed 
in the exterior. 
The arrangement of this addition to the existing building was 
adopted by the Building Committee with a view that when occasion 
demands it, a corresponding addition can be made at the southerly 
end forming a balanced composition with ortham Towers as a 
center. They have gone further in this arrangement which further 
provides for a proper architectural grouping of any additional 
buildings that may be required, so that all future work will trend 
toward the completion of a balanced scheme, all having the possi-
bility of much beauty. 
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A. P . BURG\VI N, '82. 
No more shall we meet . Our 
There is right mer . ry cheer There are 
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CJJORUS. 
the elms of our old Trin- i - ty, 'Neath the 
..._ I ~ -n . ~ -.~ --~--. .,__ -·-··- . -~-~· ~- t ... . ~ _____:j----!-·-=~=~ t-· :==/); _ I 
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3· College days are from care and sorrow free, 
And oft will we seek in memory, 
Those days that are passed, 
Far too joyous to last, 
'Neath the el ms of our old Trinity. 
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Then we"ll sing to our old Trinity, 
To our dear old Alma Mater, T rinity 
Vve're together to-day-
And to-morrow away, 
Far away from our old Trinity. 
A TRINITY PATRONESS 
Advertisements 
IDrtntty Qlnllrgr 
1Hartfnrb, Qtnnnecticut 
r;~;~~RINITY COLLEGE, under the name of Washington College, received its 
Charter in 1823. The present name was a dopted in 1845. Its chief 
founder was the Right R ev. Thomas Church Brownell, Bishop of Con-
n ecticut . E stablished by Episcopalians as a contribut ion to higher educa-
tion, it is not a Church instit ution in the sense of being directed by the 
Church. Its advantages are placed a t the service of those of every creed . 
The principal building, in th e English Secular G othic style , 653 feet long, including 
J arvis a nd Seabury Halls and ortham Towers , is one of the m ost imposing and admirably 
fitted educational edifices in the United States. It was intended to form the west side of 
a great quadrangle. Outside of the lines of this quadrangle at the south are the Observatory , 
the Boardman H a ll of Natural Hi story, and the J a rv is Laboratories for Chemistry and 
for Physics. To the north of it are the Gym nasium, houses of the President and of the 
Professors, and Chapter Houses of the Fraternities . Below th e College Campus to the 
east and within three minutes' walk is the spacious Athletic Fi eld . In beauty of situation, 
healthful conditions of life , a nd equipm ent for its special work, the College is not surpassed . 
The Faculty includes sixteen professors, four instructors , the libra ria n, and the m edi cal 
director. 
Among the Elective studies within the respective courses there is no important subject 
for which adequate provision is not made. 
The Library contains 65,000 volumes. Generous contributions of the Alumni are 
making possible a rapid addition to its resources. A R eference R eading Room is open 
every day and five evenings of the week. 
The Jarvis Chemical and Physical Laboratories have a n excellent equipm ent for 
Elementary a nd Advanced work. 
The Hall of Natural History contains the Museum, Biological Laboratories , and 
the Psychological Laboratory . 
In the year 1903-1904 a full technical course in Civil Engineering was for th e first time 
made available for all qualified applicants. 
There are numerous scholarships providing pecuniary assistance for deserving students . 
The three Holland scholarships, yielding each 600 per annum, are awarded t o the three 
best students in t he three lower classes, respectively. The Ru ssell Graduate F ellowsh ip 
of $500 is awarded biennially in the interest of highe r gradllate study. The M ary A. T erry 
Graduate F ellowship of 550 is awarded annually. Prizes to the amount of $500 are also 
awarded to underg rad uates for success in the work of t he various departments. 
Two examinations for admission are held at the College each year, the first durin g 
the days following the Annual Commencement, a nd the second in September, immed iately 
before the beginning of the Christmas term. 
For Catalogues, Examinat io n Papers, or information, apply to the President or to the 
Secretary of the Faculty. 
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PLAYING BA5EBALL AT THf I.K.A. 
------------------
POLl'S 
High-Class Vaudeville 
The Best Attractions 
Two Performances Daily 
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THE BOAR D WALK 
ROOM SIZE 
RUGS 
W H EN furnishing your room or rooms, visit our fine 
new store and look over the 
LARGEST DISPLAY OF CAR-
PET SIZE ORIENTAL AND 
WILTON RUGS IN THE EN-
TIRE STATE OF CONNECT-
ICUT. 
BIGELOW, WHITTALL 
and other standard WILTON 
Domes tic Rugs in harmonious 
brown and blue Oriental colorings 
are sold here at the following 
moderate prices for the 9 x 12 
size :-$29.50, $35, $45, $47.50, 
$50, $55, $57.50, and $60. 
THE SAMUEL DONCHIAN RUG CO. 
205 Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn. 
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PAUL M. BUTTERWORTH , '09 
REAL ESTATE INSURANCE 
35 SAGE-ALLEN BUILDING 
HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT 
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Wriuity 1llllnuta 
A Maxim Silencer for Bent. 
A hair-cut for Bentley. 
Borchert to look less worried. 
A wig for Collett. 
Corsets for A. B _ Cook. 
Someone with whom Davis can agree. 
A fair young aviatrice for Dexter. 
An automatic kick register for Evison. 
Hall to visit College occasionally. 
Al Howell and Peanut Brainard to stick around a few years more. 
A few more titles and offices for L'Heureux. 
Little to forget his dignity. 
Peck to do something devilish. 
D e Ronge to descend from the clouds. 
A megaphone for Sawyer . 
Arch Walker to forget his fatal beau ty. . 
Prexie to drop in upon his Math . V class once or twice a term. 
Some sandpaper for Professor Barret. 
Vivacity from Blatchford. 
A recitation in Phil L 
T. C. Brown on time. 
Silence from Dunn. 
T . G. Brown without a budding beard. 
Abe Levin without a grievance. 
Nilsson not to have so many nightmares at 2 A. M. 
Ackley Sage's degree. 
Speed Swift in training. 
Votes for Cushwomen. 
ifiaffyhils 
(Heard on the Campus). 
I should ·worry and get a shape like a ham and be "Swift." 
Boston is so well cultivated that even the beans take a course in Browning. 
I should worry and give birth to a train of thought. 
WATER COLORS COLORED PHOTOGRAPHS 
.. Artistic Jicture jframing .. 
L. A. WILEY & SON 
732 Main Street H ariford, Connecticut 
OVER 1000 SAMPLES OF PICTURE FRAMES ALWAYS IN STOCK 
GREETING CARDS FACSIMILES 
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F. M. JOHNSON 
Photographer 
COLLEGE GATHERINGS SUCCESSFULLY 
PHOTOGRAPHED 
Group Work a Specialty 
I030 Main Street 
Hartford, Conn. 
The New Kodak Store 
COMPLETE NEW STOCK OF 
CAMERAS AND SUPPLIES 
D eveloping and Printing done here 
GUSTAVE FISCHER & CO. 
236 Asylum Street, Hartford 
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.§parts nf 1f nttcrnitics, No. 2 
Tff£ DAIVSANT- AT OE'LTA PSI 
ASYLUM AND HIGH STREETS HARTFORD, CONN. 
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLANS 
On direct motor route New York to Boston 
One minute from all garages 
WALTER S. GARDE 
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J.P. MORGAN & CO. 
DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN BANKERS 
'\Vall Street, Corner o[ Broad 
NEW YORR 
DREXEL & CO., PHIL ADELPHI A 
Corner of 5tb and Chestnut Streets 
MORGAN, GRENFELL & CO., LONDON 
No. 22 Old Broad Street 
MORGAN, HARJES & CO., PARIS 
31 Boulevard Hanssmann 
D eposits recei ved subject to draft 
Securities Bought and Sold on Commission 
Interest allowed on Deposits 
Foreign Exchange, Commercial Credits 
Cable Transfers 
Circular Letters for Travelers, avai lable in all parts 
of the world 
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Spurts af If raternitics, N a. 3 
DOOGJ NG BOoK~AGE.NTS~ COLLECTOR 5 AT A6'1>. 
m:ue Jlierkelep !!libinitp ~cuool 
:fAll ihhlctawn, <!Lannccticut 
FOUNDED in 1854, in continuation of a Theological department at Trinity Col-lege, by Bishop John Williams. It offers to students of Theology full instruction 
in the studies required of Candidates for Orders, with various courses of Lectures 
and ad\·anced work in the several departments. 
The degree of Bachelor of Di vinity is conferred on any graduate who attains a high 
standard in examinations, shows a scholarly acquaintance with Greek and LJI.tin, and 
presents a satisfactory thesis. 
The fifty-ninth Ordination will be held on the 3d of June, and the sixtieth 
year will open on the 16th of September, 19] 3. 
Candidates {or admission should make early application [or rooms and (if necessary) 
/or scholarships. Address all communications to the Dean 
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~ DuNNE ~ 
~ Official Photographer {or the 1914 Ivy ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
Fnl 759 MAIN ST. Fnl u COR. PEARL u 
~ ~ 
~ ~ © ~ 
~ ~ ~ GROUPS A ~ 
~ SPECIALTY ~ 
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Svnrts nf Ifraternfties, N n. 4 
t 
BURNING THf MIDNIGHT OIL AT £:,.. K . £. 
Plain Painting Paper Hanging 
C. H. PIETSCH & SON 
Fresco Painters 
Interior and Exterior Painting of All Kinds 
CANVAS AND METAL CEILINGS 
Office, 1148 Main Street Shop, 1146-1154 Main Street 
TELEPHONE 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
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I 
I 
I 
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HARRY PRESS 
THE POPULAR TAILOR 
of {Jrinitl' Qoll~g~ 
~ 
I 
I 
' 
~ 
I 
~ 
192 MAIN STREET, 
Next to Elk's Building, Middletown 
Special to Alumni- Branch Office at 
the Old Astor House, New York 
City. I am there every Tuesday. 
When in New York call and see me 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L,------------·------------------------~ 
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Spurts nf Ifraternities, N u. 5 
PLUGGING FOR EXAM5 AT 'W".T. 
C. G. BOSTWICK 
MANUFACTURER OF 
Architectural Sheet Metal Work o[ Every Description 
Cornices, Skylights, Ventilators, Metal Fire Proof Windows, 
Sheet Brass and Copper Work 
SLATE \ 
TILE 
GRAVEL 
SLAG 
TIN 
COPPER 
ROOFING 
245 
10 Hoadley Place 
Hartford, Conn. 
Telephone, Charter 3249 
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Sports of If ratrrnitits, No. 6 
TACKLING THE HOLLAND PRIZ[ AT cp rA. 
THE LARGEST RETAILERS 
~ OF ~ 
FRESH MEATS 
IN CONNECTICUT 
THE HARTFORD MARKET 
CORNER MAIN AND MULBERRY STREETS 
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"The Leading Fire Insurance Company of Anterica" 
STATEME T OF THE CONDITION OF THE 
.JETNA 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
On the 31st day of December, 1912 
Cash Capital, $5,000,000.00 
Reserve, Re-Insurance (Fire) , 
Reserve, Re-Insurance ( 1\1arine) , 
Reserve, Unpaid Losses (Fire) , 
Rese rve , Unpaid Losses (Marine), 
Other Claims, 
8,031,562.83 
437,384 65 
599,559.59 
111 ,584 .00 
633 ,047.79 
Net Surplus, 8,238,392.50 
Total Assets, $23,05 I ,53 I .36 
$13,238,392.50 Surplus for Policy-Holders 
LOSSES PAID IN NINETY-FOUR YEARS: 
$132,981,553.48 
WM. B. CLARK, President 
Vice-Presidents 
HENRY H. REHS A. N. WILLIAMS 
E.S.ALLEN 
E • .J. SLOAN, Secretary 
Assistant Secretaries 
GUY E. BEARDSLEY RALPH B. IVES 
,V. F. 'VHITTELSHY, .Jr., Marine Secretary 
WESTERN BRANCH { THOMAS E. GALLAGHER, General Alieni 
175 W .• Jackson Bo;.levurd, Chic allo, Ills. t: 8: }~8:'f~: ~tas!tn1:~e'f.:~:1'1 11!!~nt 
PACIFIC BRANCH, j 
301 California St., San Francis co, Cal. l A. G. SANDERSON. General Alieni 
f CHICAGO, Ills., 175 Wesl Jackson Boulevard 
i NEW YORJ{, 63-65 Beaver Sireel MARINE DEPARTMENT,. BOSTON, 70 Rilby Street PHILADELPHIA, 226 Walnut Street SAN FRANCISCO, 325 California Street 
Agents in all the Principal Cities, Towns and Villages of the 
United States aud Caua<la 
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§parts nf If rattrnities, N n. 7 
INSPIRING COVRANT ARTICLES AT A .X.P. 
§RJl'==ll ==='liD~ 
ROBERT PORTEUS 
Mill Work and 
General Contractor 
13 FOREST STREET 
Hartford, Conn. 
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Meats, Fish, Vegetables, and a full 
Line of Groceries and Canned Goods 
~ Supplies Triui ty ~ 
~ Fraternity Houses ~ 296 • 298 Main Street TELEPHONE, CHARTER 3421 
~ m 
~DI.!=I =o=='JII~l'===========!JDHI.!= ====::110~ 
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S ports of }fraternities, No. l:l 
DRINKING CHAMPAGNE AT Llt' 
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Fidelity Trust Co. 
46 PEARL STREET 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
We do general Banking as well 
as all kinds of Trust business. We 
solicit accounts from College Or-
ganizations and Individuals. 
Let us do your Banking for you. 
F. L. WILCOX. Trinity, '80, 
President 
LOOMIS A. NEWTON, 
Secretary 
ti Wear Good Clothes, Young Man 
• 
The day has long since gone by 
when the young man who dressed 
well was ca lled a fop or dude. 
Successful men rea li ze the va lue 
of good clothes . 
P H. 0. P. Clothes $ 1 1.98 to $30.00 
Save Money by Trading with Us 
A 
Complete 
Line 
of 
Furnishings 
STE.TSON HATS 
KING QUALITY SHOE.S 
HAWE.S HATS 
A. KA TTEN & SON 
Hartford One Price Clothing Co. 
114-116 ASYLUM STRE.E.T 
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RICHARD BIRCH & CO. 
Plumbing 
and Heating 
~ 
'CJ::j 
21 CHURCH STREET 
Telephone Connection 
Henry Kobo & Son 
Connecticut's 
Greatest 
Jewehy 
Establishment 
890 MAIN STREET 
Hartford 
Factory, Newark, N. J. 
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LECTURE ROOM, PHYSICAL LABORATORY, JARVIS HALL 
Asylum and Trumbull Streets 
Hartford, Conn. 
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Compliments of 
The ]. H. Grazier Co. 
:fallasnn 
<!Lnntractnrs 
126WARRENTON AVENUE 
Hartford, Connecticut 
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Connecticut Trust and 
Safe Deposit Company 
Corner of Main and Pearl Streets 
CAPITAL, $750,000 
SURPLUS, $600,000 
Banking Business Safe D eposit Vault 
Trust D epartment 
MEIGS H. WHAPLES, President JOHN M. TAYLOR, Vice-President 
JOHN P. WHEELER, Treasurer 
HOSMER P. REDFIELD, Assistant Treasurer 
ARTHUR P. DAY, 
Secretary and Manager Trust Department 
254 
J. LINCOLN FEN , 
Assistant Secretary 
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FLASHLIG HT OF ROPE RUSH 
CALHOUN 
SHOW PRINTERS 
BIG TYPE AND 
POSTER CARD PRINTERS 
CALHOUN PRESS 
COMMERCIAL PRINTERS 
DANCE PROGRAMMES, ETC. 
AT REASONABLE PRICES 
DIGNAM & WALSH 
356 ASYLUM ST. , HARTFORD, CONN . 
TELEPHONE CHARTER 5121 
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COMPLIMENTS OF 
"QUALITY CORNER" 
WHERE GOOD STYLES IN MEN'S 
OUTFITTINGS ABOUND 
THE 
STACKPOLE· MOORE· 
TRYON COMPANY 
ASYLUM, AT TRmtBULL STREET 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
. ..· . ,.. ~ .... .. .·· / (' 
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Subscribe lor 
~be 
mrinitp mripob 
Published Tuesdays and Fridays 
in each week of the college 
year by the students of 
Trinity College 
$2.00 PER YEAR 
Boody, McLellan & Co. 
111 Broadway, New York 
MEMBERS NEW YORK 
STOCK EXCHANGE 
HARTFORD OFFICE: 
25 PEARL STREET 
Telephone, Charter 2068 
WILLIAM H. ST.JOHN, Manager 
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Henry M. Steinholtz 
ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTOR 
172 PEARL STREET 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
TELEPHONES 
OFFICE, CHA RTER 2512 
HOUSE, CHARTER 4600 
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Buy at This 
BIG STORE 
and l)ou get 
THE BEST 
"Hartford's 
Shopping 
C ,, enter 
Headquarters 
/or Everything 
Where everything in all 
Desirable Merchandise 
can be found, where every 
want can be filled, every 
need supplied. : : : : 
BROWN, THOMSON & CO. 
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Insurance Company 
of North ./Jmerica 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
AMERICA'S OLDEST COMPANY 
FOUNDED 1792 
Total Assets, January I , 1913 
Total Liabilities, January I, 1913 
Surplus over all Liabilities, January I, 1913 
EUGENE L. ELLISON, President 
BENJAMIN RU.SH, First Vice-President 
JOHN 0. PLATT, .Second Vice-President 
T. HOWARD WRIGHT, .Secretary 
$1 7,816, 189.00 
8,971,3 17.00 
$8,844,8 72.00 
NEW ENGLAND DEPARTMENT HARTFORD, CONN. 
-Charles E. Parker ~ Co. 
MANAGERS 
50 STATE STREET FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
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BOARDMAN HALL 
lJHnmrrn nf (@uality 
TRINITY AND FRATERNITY COLOR 
SCHEMES CAREFULLY EXECUTED 
BY EXPERT DESIGNERS 
wqr 1Bnn-wnn 
lflloturr ~ qnp 
526 ASYLUM STREET 
PHONE CHARTER 2402 
NEAR RAILROAD STATION 
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If you want the BEST 
COFFEE 
in Hartford, ask your 
Grocer for . 
Helmet Brand 
a High-Grade, selected 
Rich Coffee, Roasted and 
Packed by . . . . . 
E. S. KIBBE CO. 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
... ," . •••••••••• ~ / • ''··: -:..···,., = •• • .,. . • ••• '<!' .. # ..-- \ ( ' c--.[;;~ .. ~'·""'""' .... , ... ~... """-· ... ~--':') _,., ........ ~ ..... • IV " . . J' ····· l f 'fj"' ">~-·-~ • -
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ESTAI3L!SHEO 1818 
~~6JJ?~Jf 
C@~Ii]t~ 
~t>ntlrmm:£t mi11}Jing~oo-.;. 
BROADWAY con.TWENTY· SECONO ST. 
N£W YORK,. 
GARMENTS FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT-for day or evening wear-
for Travel, Motor, or Outdoor Sport 
ENGLISH HABERDASHERY, HATS, SHOES, 
TRUNKS, BAGS, Etc. 
Exclusive styles-durable materials-inexpensive and expensive 
R epresentative at H eublein H otel every fortnight . 
Se nd for illustrated catalogue 
The 
Edward Balf Co. 
CRUSHED STONE 
SAND TRUCKING 
and 
EXCAVATING 
26 STATE STREET 
Hartford, Conn. 
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State Bank 
795 MAIN ST., Hartford 
ORGANIZED IN 1849 
CAPITAL, $400,000 
SURPLUS, $400,000 
Banking and Trusts 
Safe Deposit Vaults 
LOCATED IN FIRE-PROOF BUILDING 
THE BULLETIN BOARD RUSH 
Wqr Jrtrrnnu ~tubtn 
847 MAIN STREET 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
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GOOD WORK 
BY 
GOOD WORKMEN 
We use high-grade materials and employ good workmen. This combination 
means good work. 
For Tin Roofing and Repairing, Gutter and Conductor Work, Furnace 
Work, phone our Repair Department, C 6610. 
OLDS & WHIPPLE 
164-6-8 STATE STREET 
jflob.lers 
for all occasions fresh from our 
own greenhouses 
752 MAIN STREET 
Hartford, Conn. 
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HARTFORD, CONN. 
( INCORPORATED) 
300 ASYLUM STREET 
Hartford, Conn. 
GENTLEMEN WHO DESIRE THE BEST 
OF SERVICE. SURROUNDINGS AND EAT-
ABLES THAT CAN BE HAD IN THE 
STATE WILL APPRECIATE THIS RESORT 
RATHSKELLER CAN BE ENGAGED 
FOR PRIVATE PARTIES 
G. JAMES DOWEN, 
Prea. and Treaa. 
THE GYM . 
r~~~~ I HERB;T~A~D~~LL & BLA;~~G~L~C~MORE I 
• 
• 
• 
: HIGH-CLASS PORTRAITURE 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
11 Pratt Street Hartford, Connecticut 
G ROUP WORK A S P ECIALTY 
: Delamater, Akers, Bundy-Newell, Stuart, Lucas, and Lloyd Negatives owned 
• 
• by this Studio. We make a specialty of copying Daguerreotypes and Paintings 
• 
• • 
• • 
• PLEASE MAKE APPOINTMENTS TELEPHONE • 
~-·· ····························~@@@®@@·· = 
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THE COLLEGE STORE 
COLLEGE BANNERS 
AND SEALS 
MELACHRINO 
CIGARETTES 
WITH TRINITY SEAL-
ALL SIZES 
L. H . TULIN , PROPRIETOR 
44 VERNON STREET 
The 
Andrus & Naedele 
Co. 
HEADQUARTERS FOR 
SPORTING AND 
ATHLETIC GOODS 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 
272 ASYLUM STREET 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
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HARTFORD, CONN. 
FOR MANY YEARS OUR 
COAL 
has given life and comfort to the 
halls of old Trinity and its splendid 
fraternity Houses-
WE HANDLE THE 
FINEST GRADES OF COAL 
PRODUCED 
Geo. W. Newton 
& Son 
OFFICE: 65 PEARL STREET 
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PRIZE CUPS 
AND TROPHIES 
Whatever is required in Sterling Silver 
or high -grade Silver Plated Prize Cups 
or Trophies can be supplied. We call 
particular attention to our wide variety 
of Cups and Plaques appropriately 
etched for various games and sports. 
As these are carried in stock the delay 
and cost of special work are avoided. 
Write for particulars. 
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO. 
SUCCESSOR TO MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO. 
MERIDEN, CONN. 
A MATH . BEE AND TWO LITTLE LOVE BEES 
OR 
HELL AND HEAVEN AS PICTURED BY A LOVELORN STUDENT 
Compliments of 
THE HARTFORD MACHINE SCREW CO. 
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1832 1912 
Eighty Years 
of successful business 
Importers and Retailers of 
Dependable Quality 
Dry Goods 
Women's and Misses' 
Wear 
Millinery 
and Men's Furnishings 
C. S. HILLS & COMPANY 
Main and Pratt Streets 
Hartford , Conn. 
The 
A STRONG, 
WELL-MANAGED 
BANK 
Hartford 
Trust 
Company 
WELL EQUIPPED 
FOR EXECUTING 
ALL TR USTS 
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FRESHMEN 
SHOULD KNOW that all Trinity 
men go to 
MARCH'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Room I 
Conn. Mutual Building 
He a lways advertises in our periodica ls 
Gra Rock Beverages 
made from 
pure spring water 
Ginger Ale 
Root Beer 
Sarsaparilla 
Lemon Soda 
Orangeade 
Birch Beer 
White Birch 
$1.25 dozen. Case o( two 
dozen, $2.25 
Assorted i! desired 
Rebate on bottles 
when returned 
THE 
LATHROP CO. 
Agents 
308-314 Asylum St., Hartford, Conn. 
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CAM 
EVER ~ ' IE 
F ll iLED 
ORIENTAL RUGS 
Many floor coverings are sold under this heading ; but the kind we are sell ing are genuine, original, 
Oriental designs, of wonderfully rich vegetable colorings. This large stock of rare specimens has 
been personally selected. Those interested in Oriental Rugs a re cordially invi ted to inspect this 
choice collection without obligation to purchase. 
STEPHEN H. SACHAKLIAN 
sired jjmporter 
201 Trninhnll Street Hartford, Cotm. 
ORIENTAL RUGS REPAIRED, CLEANED, and STORED 
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ORIENTAL AND 
DOMESTIC RUGS 
THE 
DRAPERIES 
UPHOLSTERIES 
BARBOUR RUG AND DRAPERY 
COMPANY 
198-200 TRUMBULL STREET 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
Wm. H. Post 
Carpet Co. 
Decorators 
Carpets 
Rugs 
Wall Paper 
and 
Upholstery 
219 ./ISYLUM ST~EET 
Hartford, Conn. 
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Leading Caterers 
Dainty Elegance in Serving 
Weddings, Teas, and At Homes 
Spec.ial Attention Given 
to Quality Dishes . . . 
Command us for Suggestions and 
Estimates at our up-stairs parlor 
111 PEARL STREET HA~6~~~D 
A TABLE D'HOTE DI NER AND SUPPER 
SERVED EVERY DAY A D EVENI G 
GOOD SERVICE 
TRINITY MEN 
We can furnish your room attractively and 
comfortably at small expense. 
When in need of a new Desk, Chair, Couch, 
Bed, Rug or what not, come down on ford 
Street and see us. We will take good care 
of you. 
C. C. FULLER COMPANY 
40-56 FORD STREET 
Overlooking Capitol Grounds 
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JARVIS LABORATORY 
A GOOD ARGUMENT 
With the large number of business men who are clients of the Phrenix 
National Bank the value of the service it performs needs no argument. 
But what better argument could there be than our long list of prospering 
clients, as to the valuable service we might render you, if you became one 
also? 
The officers of this bank will be pleased to talk with business men who 
feel the need of the co-operation of a strong and willing bank. 
PHCENIX NATIONAL BANK 
M az·n Street Opposite City Hall Since I8I4 
Ladies' Department Safe Deposit D epartment 
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PLIMPTON MANUFACTURING CO. 
DIVIS I ON 
HIGH GRADE PRINTING 
EMBOSSING AND HALF-TONE WORK A SPECIALTY 
PLATE PRINTING AND ENGRAVI NG 
ENVELOPES AND BLANK BOOKS OF 
EVERY DESCRIPTION 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 
PRI NTERS O F T H E T R I NITY IVY 
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THE' ;YERTEBRATE COLLECTION IN THE HALL o F_:;NATURAL HISTORY 
Sherwood Press 
8 Hoadley Place 
PRINTERS 
of Banking and Insurance 
Forms 
Booklets, Catalogs 
Programs 
Order. of Dances 
Office Stationery 
Factory Blanks 
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The Hitc.hc.oc.k & Curtiss 
Knitting Co. 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
Manufacturers of 
ATHLETIC SWEATERS 
COATS 
STOCKINGS AND CAPS 
THE.SE. RE.LIABLE. GOODS CAN BE. 
PURCHASE.D AT ALL HABE.RDASHE.RY 
STORE.S. 
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SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO. 
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO. 
SUCCESSOR 
Manufacturers of Sterling Silver and Silver 
Plated Ware of Exceptional Quality 
PRIZE AND LOVING CUPS 
A SPECIALTY 
WALLINGFORD, CONN ., U . 5 . A. 
NEW YORK 
SAN FRANCISCO 
CHICAGO 
TORONTO 
G. F. WARFIELD & CO. 
lllnnksellers 
anh .§tatinners 
77 AND 79 ASYLUM STREET 
HARTFORD. CONN. 
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A ll those articles of Clothing 
needed for the proper apparel 
of a gentleman for all occa-
sions are found in rich pro-
fu sion at our store, and your 
inspection is most heartil y 
appreciated at all times. 
J)or~fall' ~ 
IT PAYS TO BUY OUR KIND 
93-99 ASYLUM ST. Connecting with 140 TRUMBULL ST. 
G. N. ABDIAN 
mrinity 
anh 
If raternity 
Banners and 
L eather Goods 
Made to order 
Somer·ville, Mass. 
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THE VERTEBRATE COLLECTION IN HALL OF NATURAL HISTORY 
GEMMILL, BURNHAM & CO. 
Merchant Tailors 
MANUFACTURERS AND RETAILERS OF FINE READY MADE CLOTHING 
FULL DRESS SUITS FOR RENT 
64, 66, AND 68 ASYLUM STREET, HARTFORD, CONN . 
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A CON SIG N MENT FROM " HINDS & NOBLE " 
Goldbaum & Rapoport 
lllniuersity 
mailors 
1073 Chapel Street 
NEW H AVE N, CONN. 
H ENR Y M. M ACHOL. 
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INTER IOR OF " GYM." 
N . B . B uLL C. S. B ULL 
N. B. BULL & SON 
D ealers in 
Hot Air 
and 
Hot Water Heaters 
Winthrop Ranges, Plumbing and 
Ventilating a Specialty, Tinware 
and H ouse Furnishing Goods 
345 Asylum Street 
Established 1854 T elephone 
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Cltarte1· Oak National 
Bank 
CAPITAL . 
SURPLUS. 
$500.000 
$ 495.364 
THIS BANK SOLICITS ACCOUNTS 
OF INDIVIDUALS .OR FIRMS WHO 
ARE SEEKING BANKING CON· 
NECTIONS. CAREFUL ATTENTION 
AND COURTEOUS TREATMENT 
WILL BE EXTENDED. 
LUCIUS A . BARBOUR 
PRESIDENT 
M . A . ANDREWS 
CASHIER 
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GEO. 0. SIMONS 
Successor to 
Simons & Fox 
240 Asylum Street 
All kinds of Silk, Bunting and 
felt flags. 
favors for Germans 
and Cotillions 
Official Decorator for the Prom. 
THE 
HARTFORD 
SASH AND DOOR 
CO. 
75 Arcl1 Street 
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To Students, Artists, 
Architects: 
We beg to c.all your attention to 
our line of the different materials 
you use. 
GIVE. US A CALL 
WADSWORTH, 
HOWLAND & CO. 
153 ASYLUM STREET 
Hartford, Conn. 
Telephone, Charter 4360 
C!flm 
~ree 
3Jnn 
FARMINGTON 
J. B. RYAN. Proprietor 
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Nine little Freshies, held in durance vile, 
Bound hand and foot in the most becoming style, 
Incarcerated all the night in Middle Jarvis Hall, 
While the Soph's attempt to find the Freshman-J unior ball , 
With grave demeanor outside, inwardly they smile, because 
They're captives tonight for a banquet that never was. 
Spencer Turbine Vacuum Cleaners 
3 H. P. !-Sweeper Outfit 
have recently been chosen for the largest vacuum cleani ng 
installation in the world-ninetee n 1nachiues ior the 
General Hospital Buildiu~s. Ciuciuuati, Ohio. 
Proved superiority in efficiency, simplicity, and durability 
of the Spencer T urbine C leaners makes t hem logical in-
stallations for the great bui ldings of today and the greater 
bui ldings of tomorrow. · 
The mammoth Woolworth Building, Banker's Trust 
Compauy Building, and the llftmicipal Bttitding, New 
York City, these being the three tallest buildings now 
being constructed in the world, are being equipped with 
Spencer Turbine Cleaners. 
Spencer Turbine Cleaners in the basement have pipes run-
ning up through the building to each floor, with hose 
attachment for cleaning. Machines are made in 12 sizes, 
from Yz H . P., 1-sweeper, to 40 H. P., 16 sweepers 
capacity- for the sma llest residence or the tallest sky-
scraper. 
On request a free Catalog aud list of 
Installations will be funzished as 1'eferences 
Spence1.· Turbine Cleaner Company 
Ca1>itol Ave nue, Hartiord, Conu. 
Brauch offices or Selling Agencies in all Principal 
Cities 
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Hartford's representative /or Kuppenheimer's 
Young Men's Clothes 
869 MAIN STREET 
Smart Toggery for College Men 
BULLETIN BOARD RUSH 
A3TNA NATIONAL BANK 
Next door to Hartford Public Library and Morgan Memorial 
CHECKING ACCOUNTS INVITED 
TRAVELERS' CHEQUES 
MODERN SAFE DEPOSIT FACILITIES 
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st~ning,_/ 
ffa/r:Jone~ 
'it'ood EIZ§rtiYffl_j_, 
Efectr~itzY~ 
Catal~ue Nak.er.s.-
~Commercial Phot!!frapy 
730 fuiN ST. HARTFORD, Co 
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The Edwin Taylor Lun1ber Co. 
FRATERNITY BOYS-ATTENTION l 
IS YOUR CHAPTER HOUSE 
equipped as it should be, with an outfit of 
Dinner Ware bearing the Emblem of your 
Fraternity? We are specialists in "special 
design" dinner ware and should like to take 
up the proposition with you. 
WE SHOULD ALSO LIKE TO MAKE THE 
ACQUAINTANCE of your steward and 
talk over the matter of glassware and 
kitchen supplies. 
THE MELLEN & HEWES CO. 
26 & 28 CHURCH ST. A minute from Main St. 
f!1urtfnrb Wqrutrr 
MOVIES AND VAUDEVILLE 
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LECT UR E ROOM FOR GENERAL GEOLOGY-HALL OF NATURAL HISTORY 
Why pay big prices for the Pressin g 
and Cleaning of your Clothing when I 
can do them at the follo wing prices : 
Suits Steamed and Pressed - - only 3 5c. 
CAT~LF.D FOLt AND DELIVERED. 
Overcoats Steamed and Pressed - only 35c. 
CALLED FOR AND . DELIVEHED. 
Suits thoroughly Cleaned and Pressed - $1.00 
OTHERS CHARGE $1.50 
Overcoats the same. Gloves only 5c. 
Telephone Charter 167-5, and our team will call . 
MULCAHY 
40 ASYLUM STREET ( upstairs) 
TAILOR. DYER. CLEANER. 
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Compliments of 
The 
Baldwin=Stewart 
Electric Company 
214 Pearl Street 
Hartford, Conn. 
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INCORPORATED 1825 
THE 
CONNECTICUT RIVER 
BANKING COMPANY 
THE TRAVELERS' BUILDING 
Corner Main and Grove Streets 
CAPITAL $150,000.00 
UNDIVIDED PROFITS OVER $235,000.00 
A NOTORIOUS " BLACK HORSE " 
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THE 
BONNER-PRESTON CO. 
J. F. SIMPSON. Manager. 
AGENTS FOR EASTMAN'S 
Kodaks, Cameras, and Photographic 
Supplies 
Paints, Glass, Artists' Materials, 
Wall Papers. 
40-46 PRATT STREET. 
HARTFORD. CONN. 
G EO ROE PRATT INGERSOLL, '83 
COON SELLO R-AT-LA 'y 
RIDG EFIELD, CONNECTICUT 
NElW YO HK OFFl.OE 
l'IIURUAY, t:NOEJlSOLL, H OOE, & II U MPJilU!: Y 
1.0 \\' ILr,TAl'\1 STREET 
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THE ARROW ELECTRIC 
COMPANY. 
Manufacturers of 
Electrical Wiring Devices 
Switches Sockets 
Hartford, Conn. 
Chicago San Francisco Boston New York 
THE POPULAR 
Hartlord' s Sanitary Shop 
TWELVE CHAIRS 
Ladies• & Children's Departments 
CIGARS AND TOBACCO. 
Magazines & Fancy Postal Cards. 
DR. B. FARRELL, Surgeon-Chiropodist 
LADY ATTENDANT. 
KELLEY & LEAVITT, 
726 Main Street. Times Building " PETE " 
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